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ABSTRACT

This study investigates the applicability of the timit state con-

cept to the highly plastic, lacustrine clays of the l,{innipeg area. The

thesis begins with a literature review of the concepts of limit state

and critical state, which is folilowed by discussion of YLIGHT, the most

recent qua'litative model for the behavior of natural clay.

Using the careful sampìing and laboratory testing techniques out-

lined in this thesis, nine three-inch diameter, undisturbed triaxial
samples'v',ere tested from depths of 8.2 m and 10.0 m in the Lake Agassiz

clay from l,l-innipeg. Data was obtained on both drained and undrained
l

triaxial behavior. Drained stress-controlled triaxial tests were used
I

to'estatilish timit state envelopes for both depths. Strain energy was

used as a ìimít state criterion along various stress paths.

The undrained, strain-controlled triaxial tests examined the pore-

water pressure generation characteristics, elastic moduli, and strain

rate effects for this clay; .values of A, between 0.45 and 1.34 were

found dependi ng on .the conso'l i dati on stress I evel s . The rel ati ve sti f f ,

ness, (Euo/(or-or)/2), varied from l7t to 388. The strain rate parameter,

p'.r, was found to lie between 4.5 percent and l0.l percent. An average

effective, norma'lly consolidated, Coulomb-Mohr rupture envelope for the

ldinnipeg cìay at both depths was found using drained and undrained test

results. The effective strength parameters, c'and 0', were 0 and l8o,

respectively, in this range of stresses.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

] .1 GENERAL

All Civil engineering works apply loads to underlying strata.

The response of the soil to the resulting stresses constitutes a major

area of concern for geotechnica'l engineers. Quantitative predictions of

this response require a behavioral model of the soil's rnechanicaì prop-

erties. tllith man-made construction materials, such as steel or concrete,

generally acceptable behavioral relationships can be developed to predict

the stress-strain-tine behavior. This enables the design of structures

to withstand loads with an adequate safety factor against collapse and

to limit disp'lacements within acceptable bounds. In contrast with these

controlled, man-made materials, soils are inherently particulate and

multiphase. This produces complex constitutive stress-strain-time rela-

tions, which can involve both elastic and plastic strains, and strain-

hardening or strain-softening. This complicated behavior distinguishes

soi'l mechanics problems from most solid mechanics applications which use

simpler constitutive relationships. Researchers have found it difficult
to develop a comprehensive model of soils which accounts for stresses,

strains, and tire effects.

For this reason, the ana'tysis of many practical problems in soils

engineering is based on various stress-strain models which are often

inconsistent, involve separate and frequently unrelated parameters, and

are often restrictive in their assumptions (Kenney and Folkes, t979).
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Design procedures in soit problems usually consìder stability and

deformation separately. If the soil mass is found to be stable with re-

spect to catastrophic failure, further analysis must then be undertaken

to confine deformations within tolerable timits. Deformation calculations

usually a'ssume either linear, isotropic elasticity or strain-harden'ing,

one-dinensional consolidation. Stability calculations, on the other

hand, assume the soil to be rigid until failure'is reached, and then to

behave as if it possessed a constant angle of internal frict'ion and

constant cohesion. This is simply a statement of the Coulomb-Mohr fail-

ure criteria! Tf = c'+o' tanQ'.*

From full scale field studies it is known that the strength of

clay soils depends on the nature of the stress changes producing failure.

Nevertheless the influence of stress path is commonly ignored in stabi-

lity analysis by assuming uniform shearing resistance along a sl'ip

surface. It should be noted that some work has been done using strengths

which depend on the inclination of the failure surface (l-a¿¿ and Foott,

1974; Graham 1979), but this is not comrnon practice. In most stability

analysis the deformation of the soil preceding faiìure is ignored. After

failure, deformation is assumed to be catastrophical'ly large and non-

quantifiable. The sojl parameters used for stab'i1ity and deformation

calculations are neasured from 'undisturbed' samples in standard labora-

tory tests such'as ,'the oedometer, direct shear and triaxial tests. These

tests produce soil parameters which are onìy strictly applicable to the

field conditions if the stress path defined by the test is closely simi-

lar to tlre stress path produced by the field loading.

*- 
Symbols are defined in LIST 0F SYlvlBOLS on page
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In contrast with the assumptions used in analysis, the deforma-

tions preceding failure in most field prob'lems are important and cannot

be predicted on the basis of existing models of soil behavior. This is

especia'lly true of the many clay soils throughout the world which ex-

hibit mechanical behavior which is both anisotropic and time-dependent.

Thus an improved understanding of the constitutive relations governing

the behavior of clay soils is most important in the development of more

realistic testing, analysis, and design procedures in geotechnical

engineering. Although these considerations apply equa'l1y to granular

soils, this thesis will only examine a model for the stress'strain-time

behavior of clay soils.

In the past, many elastic (Poulos and Davis, 1974), plastic

(Chen, 1975), and elastic-plastic (Schofield and Wroth, 1968) mathemat-

ical models have been developed to simulate the behavior of natural c'lay

soits. In most cases they have unfortunatel.y been based on studies of

remoulded soils (for example, Schofield and Wroth, 1968). For this

reason, the models have failed to simulate the mechanical behavior of

the maiority of natural clay soils in which anisotropy and time are im-

portant factors (Bje¡rum, 1973; Ladd et al., 1977). However, more

recently severa I investigators (for example, Mitchell, 1970; Crooks and

Graham, 1976; Taúenas and Leroueiì, .l977) 
have examined the stress-strain

behavior of natural ctays through high quality laboratory testing of

carefully handled samp'les. These efforts have culminated in recent

studies by workers at Universit6 Laval in Quebec. 0n the basis of their

résearch a general model for the behavior of Champlain Sea clays has been
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proposed which incorporates the concepts of limit state and critical
state along with ideas on ageing and time effects.* A'lthough quan-

titative analysis on the basis of this model is not possible at this

stage it has proved useful in unifying the understanding of soiì behav-

ior along various stress paths. It provides a useful qualitative model

on which the prediction of the behavior of natural clay soils can be

made. This thesis examines the applicabitity of this npdel to the

highly plastic, lacustrine, anisotropic c'lays of the l'linnipeg area.

In the fotlowing section a brief historical review of the re-

search leading to the development of this model for the behavior of

natural clays is presented.

1.2 HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT

Aìthough many earlier researchers attempted to generate mathema-

tical models of the mechanical behavior of soil which accounted for

strains, the development in the .1950's at Cambridge, England, of a group

of pìasticity models was the first important step toward this goa'I.

Over the past three decades, one of the primaryaims of the research

at Cambridge was the development of stress-strain theories for soils in

terms of fundamental soil constants (Roscoe, 1970). In their research,

they worked with soils in their simplest possible state, that is, with

well-graded sands and saturated remoulded clays, so that their proper-

ties could be described by a minimum number of parameters. A convenient

review of this work is given by Bolton (1979)

These terms are used here in a technical.sense and are defined care-
fully in Chapter 2.
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Roscoe , Schofi el d, and l,{roth ( 1958) , whi I e worki ng wi th saturated

remoulded samptes of ï,leald clay and Supreme Kaolin, and testing under

both drained and undrained triaxial compression, discovered that a

normally consolidated, remoulded ctay has a characteristic yie'ld or

limit state surface which contains a Critical Voids Ratio (C.V.R.) line,

to which all stress paths converge at high strains. They proposed that

the limit state surface and C.V.R. line, as they exist in a (p', ê, Q)

space, that is, a three-dimensional plot of mean principa'l effective

stress, p'= (oi + 2o'r)/3,void ratio, €, and princ'ipal stress differenceo

q = (or-.o3), is independent of drainage conditions. If the initial state

of a soil sample and its drainage conditions during testing are known,

the stress path for a triaxial test can be determined. The stress path,

when reaching the yield surface, traverses this surface until the C.V.R.

line is reached. Thereafter the soil continues to deform at constant

stress and constant void ratio

During the ten years following the publication of the work of

Roscoe et al. (1958) the originaì theory for the behavior of normally

consolidated, remoulded c'lays was extended and revised, particularly in

the light of a nerr, work equation proposed by Burland (1967). This cul-

minated in the publication of Schofield and Wroth's 1967 book, "CRITICAL

STATE S0IL MECHANICS", in which the authors set out the Cam-c1ay Model

to describe the mechanÍcal behavior of wet, that is, normally consolidated

remoulded clay. The focus of the model is the behavjor of clay soils

which remain in a quasi-elastic state up to a limit state surface, after

which they behave more plastically. It draws together the following:

elastic, and plastic compression due to all forms of stress increase;
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settlements due to both shear and sphericaì pressure increments; and the

increase in stiffness and strength due to consolidation of loose soils.

Additionally, it incorporates three-dimensional stress conditions; a new

yield or limit state locus which accounts for shear distortion occurring

without plastic volume change for stress paths below the critical state

line; and the Coulomb-Mohr failure criterion for the predjction of rup-

ture. The reader is again referred to Chapter 2 for a more detailed

explanation of the concepts of critical and limit state.

The 'Critical State' model proposed by Schofield and Wroth draws

a comprehensive and unified picture of the concepts of compressibi.lity,

elasticity, yield, friction, and cohesion as they apply to soil (Bol.ton,

1979). It was shown by the authors that the use of the Cam-cìay model,

in conjunction with a model of plane dilatant rupture for a soil in a

dense condition, can provide a strong framework by which field behavior

of a soil may be qualitatively predicted. However, the model has proven

somewhat lacking in terms of quantitative predictions (Burland, l97l;

Parry and Amerasinghe, 1973). Th'is is due in part to some of the assump-

tions inherent in the model. For example, rupture frequently interrupts

a soil's progress towards its critical state, thereby destroying the

uniformity of strains on which the nodel is based (Bolton,1979). More

important however, is the anisotropic and time-dependent nature of many

natural clay soils. The rernoulded clay, on which the Cam-clay modeì was

based, behaved isotropicalìy and produced a limit state surface which

was centered on the isotrop'ic stress axis in a plot of deviator stress,

q, versus mean principal effective streSS, P'. In natural clays, deposi-

tion and preconsolidation develop under anisotropic stress conditions
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which lead to an anisotropic clay structure (Tavenas et a].,1977). Thus

the stress conditions Ieading to volumetric yield in a natural clay are

more logically referred to the Ko-condition (Ohta and Hata, l97l). How-

ever, in spite of its limitations, the Cam-clay model provides a strong

frarnwork on which succeeding researchers could base their studies of

the behavior of natural clay soi'ls.

One of the most important concepts inherent in the Cam-clay mode'l

was the supposition.that a limit state surface exists in coniunction

with the rupture envelope. Thjs limit state surface represents a set

of yield. points in stress space. Stress states inside the limit state

surface behave in a pseudo-eìastic, stiff manner and are identified with

small strains, strain rates, and porewater pressures. Stress states on

the limit state surface behave in a more pìastic fashion, leading to

much larger strains, strain rates, and porewater pressures. This beha-

vior is observed in oedometer tests as the characteristic pre-consolida-

tïon pressure, pj, and in undrained triaxial compression by the maximum

deviator stress. In both cases the laboratory test imposes a formalized

stress path on the soil. However 'in the field, soil elements may be

subjected to many other stress paths and a complete definition of the

limit state envelope requires examination of several stress paths. Ïhe

quantitative identification of the limit state envelope for a natural

clay soil altows the prediction of those stress states which do not

cause failure of the soil mass, but lead to the occurrence of zones of

plastic defomation, and large settlements or porewater pressures.

Much of the early work in identifying limit state enveìopes for

natural c'lays was focussed on sensitive Non¡regian clays (Graham, 1969;
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Brown,1969) and cemented sensitive Champlain Sea clays in Eastern

Canada (Mitchell, 1970; Sangrey, 1972). At a microscopic ìevel, highly

sensitive clay sojls consist of plate-shaped particles in an edge-to-

face floccuìent structure. The sensitivity of quick clays may be due to

leaching producing pore fluid changes, whereas cementation bonds the

particle contacts in a cemented clay. The stress-strain behavior and

the strength of these soils are intimately related to their grain struc-

ture; that is, to the physicat amangement of soil particles (Bierrum

and Kenney, 1967). Consequently, the concept of a limit state was

recognized as resulting directly from the clay structure itself. Limit

state represents the stresses at which the strength of the particìe

structure is mobilized and the point at which a significant number of

localized failures at the points of particle contact occur. l"lhen the

structure of a clay begins to yield in this way, its ability to resist

deformation is reduced. This exptains the change from small-strain to

large-strain behavior. Although highly sensitive soi'ls represent ex-

treme examples of the effect of grain structure on so'il behavior, most

clay soils exhibit some effects of particle structure due to geoìogic

or man-made toading, dessication, groundwater leve'l changes, chemical

changes, cementation, or delayed compression (Crooks and Graham, 1976).

Therefore, the concept of limit state is not restricted to sensitive

clays and may include all natural clays.

Due to the importance of grain structure on the mechanical prop-

erties of natural clays, considerable importance has been attached to

avoiding disturbance of the in-situ particle arrangement and obtaìning

undisturbed samples (Crooks and Graham, 1976). The recognition and
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development of careful sampling, trimming, and testing procedures pro-

ceeded simultaneously in the work of several investigators (Crooks, 1973;

Crooks and Grahan, 1976; Leroueil and Tavenas, 1977).

Independent of the work at Canbridge on remoulded clays, an under-

stand'ing developed at the Non¡¡egian Geotechnical Institute that the I imit

state concept could be applied to natural clays. t'{ork by Graham (t969)

and Brown (1969) on lean sensitive Non¡regian clays confirmed the idea

that many natural clays possess a critical stressing condition, or limit

state, which is stress path dependent and lies somewhere below the

Coulomb-Mohr rupture envelope.

Mr'tchell (ì970), working with a natural cemented Champìain Sea

clay from Eastern Canada, was able to identify a limit state envelope by

a series of drained triaxial tests along predetermined stress paths in

stress space. Additionally, he stated that the limit state envelope is

associated with the destruction of cementation bonds and deviates from

that expected for an isotropic materiaì. Sangrey (1972) demonstrated

similar envelopes for other cemented Canadian cìays and speculated that

the shape of the limit state envelope changes abruptly from horizontal

to vertical in the vicinity of pj. 0n the basis of tests on lightly

over-consolidated, remoulded kaolin specimens, Parry and Nadaraiah

(1973) found that the limit state envelope was asynrnetric with the Ko-

consolidation line. This conflicted with earlier work by Graham (1969),

Ohta and Hata (1971) and Crooks (1973) which suggested that the limit

state envelope v,,as approximately symmetric with respect to the Ko-consol-

idation line. This latter view was confirmed further by Leroueil and

Tavenas (1977) and is now connnn'ly accepted.
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Crooks and Graham (t976), working with the post-glacial organic

si'lty c'lays of the Belfast area, determined limit state envelopes for

two cìays. Additionally, they pointed out the importance of laboratory

reconsolidation to in-situ field stresses and related the energy supplied

to a sample after reconsolidation to field stresses, to the limit state

envelopes. Similar'ly, testing by Graham (1974) on sensitive Lyndhurst

clay from Eastern 0ntario, confirmed the relevance of limit state, and

further proposed that a 'threshold' total strain energy might be used to

define the limit state condition along generalized stress paths.

Although these ea.rlier researchers were able to verify the exis-

tence of limit state envelopes for various natural clays, and were able

to draw some conclusions about their nature, it was the workers at Laval

University, led by Tavenas and La Rochelle, who were able to synthesize

their observations and those of others in a systematic, coherent model.

Leroueil and Tavenas (1977) examined the limit state envelopes of

thirteen natural c'lays from various origins and they suggested that the

genera'l shape of the envelope could be characterized by three parameters:

(nrr.r.)r.*, which is close to the oedometer preconsolidation pressure;

(n.)r"o, which is the limit state envelope's intersection with the iso-

tropic stress line; and (So)o,"*, the maximum undrained strength. They

also showed that the Cam-clay model cannot be applied to natural clays

which have been deposited and consolidated under anisotropic conditions.

This was based on a comparison of the shape of the limit state envelope

for the isotropica'lly consolidated clay of the Cam-clay model and its

shape for several natural clays. The maximum possible ratio of (p.ï.rt)*.*

to (på)r"o from the Cam-clay nrodeì was 1.18, whereas the ratio ranged
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between 1.4 and 1.8 for natural clays. Also, they suggested that the

effects of ageing and strain rate on the preconsolidation pressure of

natural clays proposed by Bjerrum (1967) apply to the entire limit state

envelope.

Tavenas and Leroueil (1977), working with sensitive Champlain Sea

clay, proposed a limit state mode'l which in addition to dealing with the

anisotropic nature of npst natural clays, also includes the known effect

of t'ime on the preconsolidation pressure of naturaì clays. They suggested

that the limit state envelope of a natural clay has an elliptical shape,

is centered on the Ko-consolidation line of the normaì'ly-consolidated

clay, and that the position of the envelope is governed by the preconso-
ì

'lidation pressure. Furthermore, they proposed that the limit state surface

of a clay at any depth can be entireìy determined from knowledge of its

effective friction ang'le, 0', and preconsofidation pressure, p:. The

qualitative model of clay behavior based on these proposals has become

known as YLIGHT.

After proposing this model, the workers at Laval produced a

succession of papers dealing with various aspects of the limit state

concept (Tavenas et al., l978a; Tavenas et al., l978b; Leroueil et al.,

1979). Tavenas et al. (t978a) examined the use of strain energy as a

limit state and creep criterion in soft clay. They found that the strain

energy could be used to define the limit state envelope because a clear

discontinuity exists in the énergy-stress relationship along al1 stress

paths. However, their study did not find a distinct threshold energy at

which all samples reached limit state, as htas proposed by Graham (1974).

They also showed that strain energy is a good indicator of the creep be-
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havior of over-consolidated clays. In particular, the rate of diss'ipa-

tion of strain energy was shown to depend essentially on the relative

position of the creep stresses to the limit state envelope.

Attempting to quantify the effects of time on the limit state

envelope, Tavenas et al. (.l978b) examined the relationship between the

creep behavior of an over-consolidated clay and its proximity to the

limit state envelope. They indicated that the creep deformations can best

be described by referring the effective stresses under which these de-

formations deveìop to the limit state envelope of the clay. In addition,

they proposed the existence of a general stress-strain-time function in

terms of the limit state envelope.

Most recently, Leroueil et al. (1979) have investigated the

effect of 'destructuration' due to consolidation on the limit state

envelope and other mechanical properties of initially intact Champìain

Sea clays. Intact clays have a grain structure due to the combined

effects of depositional environment, ageing, consolidation, thixotropic

hardening, and possibly cementation. It was concluded in their study

that consolidation to stresses in excess of the original limit state

envelope (i.e. destructuration) nedifies the mechanical propertìes of

the clay, even after unloading to a nelv over-consolidated state.

Whereas the most recent research by the Laval group represents

movement towards further refining and quantifying the limit state con-

cept, the YLIGHT model still,stands as an elegant, though partly contro-

versial, qualitative solution to the development of a conceptual model

for the mechanical behavior of natural clay soils. It draws on the con-

cepts first proposed by the Canbridge group on the mechanical behavior
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of remoulded soils, and íntegrates this with research on the limit state

concept in naturaì clays, and finally combines these with Bierrum's

ideas on the effect of time on the behavior of clay. The YLIGHT model

involves several concepts which are not in common usage in customary soil

mechanics applications. For this reason, and because it presents an

easily understandable qualitative model of clay behavior, a more detailed

presentation is given in Chapter 2 of this thesis.

As with any nrodel, YLIGHT's validity must be reaffirmed with re-

spect to both old and new investigations of sojl behavior. Moreover, it

must be noted that most of the studies at Laval University were performed

on samples of Champlain Sea clay. Consequently, further ìnvestigations

are required to confirm the applicability of the YLIGHT npdel to other

natural clay soils. In this regard, work has begun at the Universjty of

Manitoba with the publication of preliminary results by Baracos et al.

(1979) on the applicability of timit state to the highty plastic cìays

of the I,Jinnipeg ar€a. This thesis represents a continuation of that

work. In particular, the present study investigates in more detaiì the

limit state concept and makes a pre'liminary qualitative examination of

the effect of tine on the limit state envelope. At thìs stage, the in-

troduct'ion to the thesis will be conctuded with a brief presentation of

the obiectives and scope of the testing program.

1.3 0BJECTIVE 0F STUDY I

This investigation is Part of

nical properties of the glacial Lake

Winnipeg area (Baracos et al., 1979).

a larger inquiry into the geotech-

Agassiz clays which underlY the

The larger inquirY was initiated
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in an attempt to better understand the complex behavior of these non-

honngeneous, anisotropic, highly plastic clays. Previous studies of

their geotechnica'l properties have been done by severaì investigators,

and are sunrnarized by Baracos et al. (1979). However, recent studies

on other post-glacial clays, for example by Crooks and Graharn (1976),

and by Tavenas and Leroueil (1977), have stressed that good quality re-

search into the field behavior of soils requires that minimum distur-

bance occurs during sampling and laboratory preparation of samp'les. With

this in mind, this study lvas conducted on samples taken with the block

sampler devised by Domaschuk (1977) and used the careful trimming and

testing procedures outlined in Appendix A.

As mentioned previously, the main purpose of this study was to

investigate the concept of limit state as it applies to Winnipeg clays.

Data was obtained on both drained and undrained triaxial behavior.

Drained stress-controlled triaxial tests were used to examine the l'imit

state condition along various stress paths. The results were examined

with reference to the YLIGHT model proposed by Tavenas and Leroueil

(1977) and with regard to the use of different components of the strain

tensor to define the limit state condition. Samples which were not

strcssed to rupture during the drained portion of the triaxial test were

tested to failure in undrained shear. The undrained part of the test

allowed examination of the fo'llowing characteristics: the influence of

consolidation history on porewater pressure generation and elastic

rnoduli; the normally consolidated Coulornb-Mohr rupture envelope; and the

effect of the strain rate on the undrained shear strength.

The drained compression behavior aìong the Ko-consolidation ìine
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was analysed through one-dimensional consolidation tests. In addition,

standard geotechnicaì classification.tests werne performed on trimmings

from all triaxial samples.

The laboratory testing program consisted of nine, large diameter

(7.6 cm), triaxial compression tests, four oedometer tests, and standard

classification tests. The samples of hlinnipeg clay were obtained frorn

two djfferent depths in a borehole on the site of the proposed Physica'l

Education Building at the University of l4anitoba. Earlier studies by

Baracos et al.(.1979) used samples from this borehole and from others on the

same site. A comp'lete review of the testing program and the test results

are presented in Chapter 3.

Before preced.ing to the testing program and its results, the

thesis wilì present in Chapter 2 a more detailed discussion of the

YLIGHT model proposed by Tavenas and Leroueil (1977).
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CHAPTER 2

A QUALITATIVE MODEL FOR THE BEHAVIOR OF NATURAL CLAYS

2.1 THE CONCEPTS OF LIMIT STATE AND CRITICAL STATE

In the first chapter extensive use was made of the concepts of

limit state and critical state to describe models of the stress-strain-

time behavior of clay soils. These terms, although not new (Schofield

and Wroth, 1968), are not commonly used in normal geotechnica'l engineer-

ing applications and are still the subiect of some controversy. They

originated primarily with the workers at Cambridge (Roscoe et al., .l958;

Burland, 1967; Schofield and l¡'lroth, 1968) and from their development of

the Cam-c'lay model of clay behavior. Tavenas and Leroueil (1977) used

these terms to describe the YLIGHT model for the mechanical behavior

of Champlain Sea cìays. Before presenting the details of this model,

the concepts of limit state and critical state wilì be further reviewed.

Roscoe, Schofield, and l^lroth (1958) first established the exis-

tence of'yieìd'or'state boundary'surfaces, and a Critical Voids Ratio

( C.V. R. ) I i ne. l¡,lorki ng with normal ly consol i dated, saturated remoul ded

l,leald clay, they found that the stress paths of triaxial samples in

either drained or undrained shear follow a surface or three-dimensional

boundary in (p', ê, g) space. This is shown in F'ig. 2.1 by the drained

stress path DFKC and the undrained stress path DEB followed by tests on

normally consoìidated samp'les. This surface v',as called the yield surface

and was a state boundary because it separated stress-voids ratio states

which samples could achjeve, from those which they could never achieve.
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In the case of lightly overconsolidated c'lays, stress paths rise to the

yieìd surface and then follow that surface to the end of the test. This

is illustrated by stress path GHB in Figs. 2.1(a) and (b). They also

proposed that the termination of these paths at high strains defined a

unique set of points in (p', €, g) space which was called the Critical

Voids Ratjo Line. This line is represented by a sing'le critical voids

ratio point, B, in the constant e-plane shown in Fig. 2.1(b). Upon

reaching this line, samples would deform at a constant stress and con-

stant voids ratio. This steady-state condition became known as the

critical state and the C.V.R. line became the critical state line

(Schofield and t¡Jroth, 1968). It v,,as suggested that both the yie'ld sur-

face and the critical state ìine are characteristic of a clay and

applicable under all drainage conditions. In addition, they showed that

the critical state line is a unique function of voids ratio and that the

stresses at critical state satisfy the Coulomb-Mohr rupture criterion.

Later work summarized by Atkinson and Bransby ('l9i8) has suggested

that the critical state concept could be applied to overconsolidated

remoulded c'lays. In a drained test on an overconsolìdated cìay samp'le

the deviator stressr g, first increases to a peak, and then begins to

reduce as the sample dilates until the end of the test. The critical
state, as defined earlier, is a steady-state condition at which'large

shear strains occur with constant shear stress and at constant volume.

It is difficult to achieve this steady-state condition in overconsol'i-

dated cìays because triaxial test data becomes unreliable at ìarge

strains. This is due to the reduction of shearing resistance at ìarger

strains which tends to concentrate strains in weaker regions of the
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specinÊn. The concentration of strain leads to the formation of thin

zones of deformation with the specimen, thus bringing into question the

accuracy of strains and stresses based on the assumption of uniform

strains in the sample. However, the validity of the critical state

concept for overconsolidated remoulded clays was confirmed by exam'ining

the direction, at failure, of the stress paths followed by these samples

in (p', ê, g) space. The examination indicated that overconsolidated

samples were moving towards the critical state line at rates which are

related to their distance from the critical state line. The stress path,

followed by an overconsolidated sample, is illustrated by GHB in Figs.

2.1(a) and (b). 0n this basis, it uras proposed that the critical state

line in (p', e, g) space represented the steady state conditions, at

which large strains can occur with no change in stresses or volume, for

both normally consolidated and overconsolidated samples of a clay.

Initially, the concept of a critical state condit'ion at which

large shear strains can occur at constant volume and shear stress, ffiy

have seemed incompatible with the concept of residual strength. However,

this was not the case. It was found that critical state conditions

would seldom develop uniformly in a shearing soil sample. Strains seldom

remain uniform throughout a sample because of the non-homogeneous nature

of most clays,and because of stress rotation caused by horizontal shear

stresses at the top and bottom of the sample. This leads to the formation

of a thin slip zone over which a sample slides as two distinct blocks.

As a sample fails in this manner it is found that the strength of the

soil is reduced substantially below the criticaì state strength (Skempton,
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1964). This strength reduction v'ras attributed to the re-orientation and

gradual parallel alignment of the clay particles after large displace-

ments have occumed in the slip zone. In contrast, the critical state

strength can be thought of as the final state which could be reached by

homogeneous shearing of an element or clay sample in which the arrange-

ment of the particles remained essentially random (Atkinson and Bransby,

1978). The two concepts were not, therefore, incompatible.

At this point it is useful to examine the relationship between

the Coulomb-Mohr rupture criterion and the critical state condition. The

Coulomb-Mohr rupture criterion, first proposed by Coulomb in 1776, is a

conmonly used expression for the shear strength of soils which describes

the stress conditions causing failure of a soil element. The shear

strength (t¡) of a soil on a particular plane was expressed as a linear

function of the effective normal stress (oi) on the same plane:

rf = c' *orl tan Q'

where c'and ç'are the effective shear strength parameters, now de-

scribed as the cohesion intercept and the effective angle of shearing

resistance, respectively. The application of this criterion to soft

clays lead to a question as to whether the (oiloå)*_* or (or- orlZ)n *
criterion should be used to describe failure. Theoreticaìly, the Coul-

omb-Mohr criterion is a limiting shear stress condition identical to
(oiloi)r"*. However, this condition usuaììy occurs at large strains;

whereas the maximum shearing resistance occurs at smaller strajns. This

is especiaìly true when particular efforts are taken to preserve the in-

situ particle arrangement of the clay. For this reason, the two criteria

can lead to different shear strength parareters (Graham, 1974; Crooks

and Graham, 1976).
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Bjerrum and Kenney (1967) pointed out that the two failure

criteria describe different aspects of soil behavior. They stated that

the structure or mechanica'l skeleton of the clay is the key to this dif-

ference. The maximun shear strength criterion is associated wjth quasi-

static yielding of the grain structure of the soil at small strains. 0n

the other hand, the maximum stress ratio criterion represents the dyna-

mic yield'ing of the clay structure at large strains once a statisticalìy

constant condition of sliding frictiorT between the particles has been

obtained (Graham, 1974). Since the maximum stress ratio occurs at re-

lative'ly large strains, it may be reasonabìy concluded that failure

stress states represented by this criterion are in close proximity to

those defined by the critical state condition.

It has been pointed out by Leroueil et al. (.1979) that the deter-

mination of critical state cond'itions in overconsolidated natural clays

is difficult. They specified several causes for the diffìculty. Firstly,

the critical state condition corresponds to a homogeneous state of

stress in a clay, whereas shear tests, especial'ly on intact samples,

usually leads to the formation of a well-defined failure surface which

governs its large-strain strength. Secondly, the stress-strain computa-

tions in a triaxial test are subject to significant error at strains

greater than 5 percent. This is because the corrections common'ly used

to aìlow for cross-sectional area changes and menùrane and filter stiff-
ness, are not sophisticated enough. However, Leroueil et al. (1979)

stated that there are some indications that the strength deveìoped at

large strains presents many of the characteristics of critical state.

It was proposed earlier that the maximum principaì stress ratio

* This occurs when the number of bonds being formed between cìay
particles equals the number being broken in a given time.
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criterion for failure described the ultimate frictional resistance be-

tween soiì partic'les, and was onìy mobilized at high strains (Bierrum

and Kenney, 1967). 0n the basis of this, and the earlier statement

about the strength developed at large strains representing many of the

characteristics of critical state (Leroueil et aI.,1979), it may be

stated that the normal'ly consolidated branch of the Coulomb-Mohr rupture

envelope is close to the critical state line (Fig. 2.2). In the over-

consolidated region, samples first reach a maximum deviator stress,

which is a function of the in-situ grain structure of the soil, and

which occurs at small strains. The maximum deviator stress, (or-or)/2^u*,

represents the structural strength of the soìl's grain skeleton and 'is

therefore a part of the 'yield' or 'limit state' surface. Further

straining causes a reduction in strength until the maximum stress ratio,

and therefore criticat state,is reached at h'igh strajns. These ideas

are illustrated in Fi g. 2.2. The concept of the lim'it state surface is

discussed further later on in this section.

In summary, it may be stated that the critical state line is an

inherent characteristic of a clay, although at times it may be difficult

to reach this condition with normal testing procedures. In addition,

the critical state line in (p', q) stress space is closely similar to

the normally consolidated Coulornb-Mohr strength enve'lope. In the model

presented by Tavenas et al . (1977) the critical state repìaced the

normally consolidated branch of the Coulomb-Mohr strength enveìope

(Fig. ?.2).

Aìthough the concept of critical state presented a useful concep-

tual modet for failure, the timit state concept has proved more helpful
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in understanding the behavior of natural clay soils. This idea was

first mentioned by Roscoe et al. (.1958) who discovered that for a given

void ratio, €, an undrained test on a norma]]y consolidated, remoulded

cìay foìlows an effective stress path, which defined a characteristic

yield or state boundary line in the (p', q) stress space. ThÍs js shown

by stress path DEB in Figs. 2..l(a) and (b). The yield line terminates

at the point on the Critical Voids Ratio line corresponding to that void

ratio. All of the points on the Critical Voids Ratio line represent

critical state conditions. In addition, Roscoe et al. (1958) found

that the stress paths followed by both drained and undrained triaxial

tests traversed a three-dimensionaì yieìd surface in (p', ê, Q) space

until reaching the critical state ìine (Fig. 2.1). States outside

this surface in (p', ê, Q) space were not possible. It was noted that a

truly isotropic, normal'ly consolidated cìay wiì1 not have a yield surface

lying outside its consolidation state in (p', ê, g) space. This was be-

cause the grain structure* of such a cìay is randomly oriented and

strictly a function of its consolidation stress level. The app'lication

of stresses higher than these consolidation stresses caused an ir¡mediate

breakdown and readjustment of the grain structure or mechanical skeleton

of the clay. This breakdown of the grain structure was known as yield-

ing; hence the term 'yield surface'.

It is important to note the difference between a yield surface

and a yield envelope. A yield envelope may onìy be defined in a constant

voids ratio plane, such as the constant e-p]ane in Figs. 2.1(a) and (b).

Grain structure may be defined as the physical arrangement of the
soil particles of the clay.
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The shape of the yield enve'lope at different voids ratios is simi'lar,

but the size of the envelope varies with e. For instance, in Fig.

2.'l(c) the yield envelopes corresponding to the void ratios at points

D, F, K, and C are shown. In an undrained test the void ratio is con-

stant and therefore the stress path will follow the y'ield envelope for

that voids ratio until the path reaches the critical state line. In

contrast the voids ratio constantly changes in a drained test. This is

shown in Figs. 2.1(a) and (c) by stress path DFKC. Consequently, a

drained test on a normally consolidated clay follows a three-dimensional

yield surface defined in (p', €,9) space. This surface is the aggregate

of the yield envelopes found at each different voids ratio. As Fig.

2.1(c) shows, the stress path in a drained test on a normally consoli-

dated clay is always on the yieìd envelope corresponding to its voids

ratio at that point in the test.

The use of the term 'yield' to describe the behavior of soils has

recent'ly been the subject of some controversy. This term is most often

used in applied mechanics to describe the change from elastic to plastic

behavior. It is therefore somewhat misleading to use it in coniunction

with clay soils where purely elastic or plastic behavior does not occur.

As yet the terminology has not been standardized. However, for the

remainder of this thesis the tem'limit state'will be used synonyrnously

with the term 'yield'.
Later investigators (for example, Mitchell, 1970; Crooks and

Graham, 1976; Tavenas and Leroueil, 1977) showed that yieìd envelopes

could be defined in (p',q) stress space for natural cìays. However, the

yield envelopes for these natural clays were found to exist at stresses
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higher than those corresponding to in-situ levels. The grain structure

of a natura'l clay is affected by several factors including: depositional

environment, ageing, thixotropic hardening, leaching, and in some cases

cementation (Tavenas et al., 1979). It is known that most natural clays

have developed a grain structure which is over-competent (Bjemum, 1967;

Graham, '1¡974; Crooks and Graham, 
.l976). That is, the clay can withstand

stresses somewhat hígher than its in-situ stress levels without an

appreciable breakdown or 'yield' of its grain structure.

The causes for this over-competency are many. Overconsolidation

due to off-loading, dessication, and groundvlater level changes cause the

clay structure to adjust to higher stress levels. l¡,lhen these stress

levels are subsequentìy decreased the grain structure does not change by

a corresponding amount. This leaves the clay with a reserve resistance,

above the structural strength it would have had at lower stress level if
it had remained normally consolidated. Bjerrum (1967) has shown that an

over-competent structure has developed in Non,legian clays by a combina-

tion of the following: depositional environment and subsequent geochemical

changes, and delayed compr€,SSion or ageing. In addition, cementation has

been shown to cause an over-competent structure in some Canadian clays

(Samgrey, 1972).

In order to apply the yieìd envelope concept to natural clays it
was necessary to define exact'ly what constituted yield for these c'lays.

For the normally consolidate( c'lays examined by Schofield et al. (1958),

yielding or structural breakdown occurred immediately on the applícation

of additional stresses above in-situ levels. However, natural clays have

developed an over-competent grain structure which does not break down
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irmediately on the app'lication of stresses larger than those in-situ.

A generally accepted definítion for the limit state or yield

envelope of a natural clay is the set of points in (p', q) stress space

inside which strain, strain rates, and porewater pressures are 1ow, and

outside which all of these parameters are much higher (Baracos et al.,

1979). States of stress inside this envelope.produce a stiff and largely

recoverable response associated with the static or small strain readiust-

ment of the grain 
_structure 

of the clay. States of stress outside the

limit state envelope, in (p', q) space, but on the limit state surface

in (p', ê, g) space, produce a more compressible and imeversible re-

sponse associated with the dynamic or large strain readiustment of the

clay structure by a statistical'ly constant condition of sìiding friction

between particles (Graham, 1974). This behavior is most eas'ily observed

in one-dinensional consolidation tests where it is manifested as the

standard p. (i.e. preconsolidation pressure) break in the voids ratio-

effective vertical pressure semi-logarthmic plot. Consequently, the

introduction of tlte concept of ìimit state envelope in a clay is only a

generalization of the overconsolidation effect measured in the oedometer

test.

The difficuìty of finding a method for determining the limit state

envelope has been reviewed by Tavenas et al. (1978a). For some time the

most accepted method of finding the envelope has been the incremental

loading of drained triaxial sampìes along a series of stress paths re-

presenting various loading systems in the field. The limit state stresses

are defined by examining various stress-strain relationships for a
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bi-linearity which distinguishes pre-limit state from post-limit state

behavior. However, no unique stress-strain criterion has been found

that defines limit state along a'll stress paths. Baracos et al. (1979)

pointed out that ljmit state in tests involving generally increasing

shear stresses can be most easily defined by plotting oi versus Ðr,

whereas tests with increasing cell pressures required graphs of oi

versus er, or oj.. versus ev. Additionally' following an earlier

suggestion by Graham (1974), Tavenas et al. (l97Sa) have shown the

scalar, .'stra'in energy absorbed per unit volume', plotted against octa-

hedral normal stress can provide a useful limit state criterion, which

is applicable to all stress paths. The problem of defining limit state

is examined later in this thesis.

blith regard to finding the limit state envelope for an undisturbed

natural clay, an assumption inherent in aìl previous work is that the in-

situ voids ratio of the clay does not change significantly prior to the

clay reaching the limit state envelope corresponding to its in-situ voids

ratio. If, however, voids ratio changes occur and are more significant

along certain stress paths than others, the limit state envelope defined

by drained stress probing would be skewed to the constant e-plane limit

state envelope, shown in Fig. 2.1(a).

Prior to the work by Tavenas and his co-workers at Laval Univer-

sity (Leroueil and Tavenas,1977; Tavenas and Leroueil,1977) limit state

(i.e.yield) envelopes for various clays had been found (for example,

Mitchell,1970; Crooks and Graham, 1976), but an overal'l picture of the

nature of the limit state envelope for a clay and the factors affecting
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The next section presents the model developed by

discussion of the factors affecting limit state

2.2 THE YLIGHT MODEL

0n the basis of their o!{n work and that of others, the workers at

Laval University were able to come to several important conclusions

about the nature and shape of the limit state envelope for natural clay

soils (Leroueil et a].,1977). In addition, they have shown that the

known effects of time (Bjerrum, 1967) can be accounted for in their model.

This behavioral model, known as YLIGHT, was initiaìly proposed for Champ-

lain Sea clays (Tavenas and Leroueil, .l977). Its app'licabi'lity to a'll

natural clays appears promising and is presently being evaluated. This

section presents a detailed examination of the model and the'logic be-

hind it.
The deposition and consolidation of natural clays has been shown

to be anisotropic with a constant stress ratio (i.e.onlorr), at least

during the earìy stages of consolidation (Salah and Krjzek,.l976). As a

result of this stress anisotropy the structure of a natural c'lay was

found to be anisotropicalìy arranged. Therefore it was reasonable to

accept that the lim'it state envelope of natural clays should be approx-

imately centered on the Ko-consolidation line (Graham, 1969; Ohta and

Hata, l97l) and not on the isotropic line, as the work on remoulded clays

had indicated (Schofield and Wroth, 1968). In addition, it was known

that the coefficient of earth pressure at rest, Ko, is a function of the

normally consolidated friction angle, 0'. For example, Jaky's empirica'lìy
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derived formula for Ko, as described by Tavenas et al. (1977), was:

Ko = [(t +$ sinO')/(l +sinQ')] (l - sinQ').

Accounting for this and their own test results, Tavenas and Leroueil

(1977) stated that the limit state envelope of a natural c'lay has an

elìiptical shape, centered on the Ko-consolidation line of the normal'ly

consolidated clay, and the position of the limit state locus a'long that

line was governed by the preconso'lidat'ion pressure (Fig. 2.2). In fact,

the intersection of the ìimit state envelope and the Ko line corres-

ponded roughly to p¿. They concluded that the limit state surface of

a natural c'lay was completeìy determined by its effective angle of

shearing resistancê, Q', which governed the Ko stress condition during

deposition, and by its preconsoljdation state of stress with its corr-

esponding voids ratio.

With regard to the shape of the limit state enveìope, Tavenas et

al. (1977) found that the general shape of the limit state envelope for

a natural clay can be characterized by three important soil para-

meters: (Ri"r.)¡¡6r¡, vúhich is the maximum vertical pressure to which the

clay has been exposed and wh'ich is close to pj from the oedometer test;

(Rj)i=o, which is the timit state stress in isotropic compression; and

(so)*"*, which is the maximum undrained strength of the clay. These

parameters, along with a typical limit state envelope and criticaì state

envelope for a natural clay, are presented on the (P', Q) stress space

in Fig. 2.2.

Earlier in this section the magnitude of the preconsolidation

pressure was shown to govern the position of the limit state envelope in

stress space. Consequently Tavenas et al. (1977) concluded that all
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factors affecting the preconsolidation pressure would also affect the

entire limit state enve'lope. It was in this regard that the work of

Bjerrum on the effects of time on preconso'lidation pressure was jntro-

duced. Bjerrum (t967) pointed out that with increasing time, the voids

ratio of a clay at constant effective stresses decreased due to second-

ary compression (Fig. 2.3). This caused a 'quasi-preconsolidation' pres-

sure to develop over-and-above any preconsolidation due to usual over-

consoljdation phenomena, such as desiccation, unloading, or groundwater

table movements. The 'young', normaìly conso'lidated clay at an effec-

tive vertical pressure of på has a void ratio of eo. With the passage

of time, secondary or delayed compression occurs, due to time-dependent

adjustments of the soil structure at constant effective stresses. The

rate of decrease of the voids ratio was approximate'ly proportionaì to

the logarithm of time. '¡'his leads to a more stable arrangement of the

soil particles with a greater strength and reduced compressibility.

After a period of 10,000 years, corresponding approxinntely to the geo-

logic age of many post-gìacia1 deposits, the void ratio of the clay has

decreased to er. The clay then is classified as an 'aged', normally

consolidated clay and exhibits a quasi-preconsoljdation pressure of p¿'

as shown in Fig. 2.3. This same process of ageing occurs in overcon-

solidated clays where part of the preconsolidation pressure is due to

Bjerrum (1973) indicated that the value of p¿ for a given time of

loading increased in proportion to the vaìue of pj. He showed that since

the (på/på) ratio depends on the amount of secondary compression and

since, for a given time, the amount of secondary compression increases
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with plasticity index of the clay, then the ratio of (pålpå) increases

with plasticity index. In addition, he indicated that the ratio of

(sr/nj) increased with p'lasticity index for both young and aged clays.

These two relationships are shown in Figs. z.a(a) and (b).

Tavenas et al . (1977) combined the relationships given by

Bjerrum (1973), as shown in Figs.z.a(a) and (b), to produce the broken

line shown in Fi9.2.5. This broken line describes the relationship be-

tween the ratio (s,r/ni)us"d ôrd the plasticity index. Its importance

lies in the fact that it was nearly identical to the (so/Rj)"ouns ìine.

Because of this, they stated that the increase in strength, due to age-

ing, is proportional to the increase 'n p¿. More generally, they stated

that ageing would cause not only an increase in Rl, but also an homothe-

tic (i.e. geometrically similar) displacement of the entire limit state

envel ope.

With respect to strain rate Tavenas et al. (1977) confirmed the

effect of rate or duration.of ìoading on the preconsolidation pressure

and the limit state envelope. By means of oedometer tests, similar to

those of Bjerrum (.l967), they showed that the preconsoìidation pressure

of a clay is reduced if the duration of ìoading is increased. Similarly,un-

drained triaxial tests at different strain rates indicated a reduction

in strength as strain rate decreases. The magnitude of the dispìacement

of the timit state envelope indicated a relatively homothetic movement

with tir¡e. 0n this basis Tavenas et al . (1977) showed that the known

effects of ageing and strain rate on på applied to the entire limit state

envelope. This hypothesis that the time-dependent behavior of a clay is

completely described by the tine-dependent displacement of its limit

surface was also confirmed by Tavenas et al. (.l978b).
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Ihe YLIGHT model for the stress-strain-time behavior of a natural

cìay can be sunmarized by the fotlowing:

l) the limit state envelope has an elliptical shape centered on

the Ko-consolidation line of the nonnalìy consolidated clay;

2) tt¡e position of the limit state envelope in stress space is

governed by the magnitude of the preconsolidation pressure;

, 3) the limit state envelope of a natural clay can be qualitat'i-

, ve'ly determined by its effective friction angle, Q', wh'ich governs the

, Ko stress condition of the normally consolidated cìay, and by its pre-

I consolidation state of stress;
'' 4) the limit state envelope can be quantitativeìy situated in

I stress space w'ith knowledge of the parameters (so)*"*, (ni)lser dlìd

I fPJ.rt)*.*, and the Ko-consolidation line (see Fig. 2.2);

i 5) the limit state envelopes at different depths and thus diff-
ì

llerent pj values are all homothetic; and finally
l1, 6) the critical state line, as used in this model, is identical

, to the large strain, normally consolidated Coulomb-Mohr strength enve-

I ope.
:

It should be noted that further testing is requ'ired to confirm

the general validity of this model for all natural clays. In particular

the elliptical shape of the limit state envelope needs further investi-

gati on .

: In this section the YLIGHT model and some of the thinking behind

it has been presented. In the following sect'ion the qualitative predic-

tive value of the model is examined by means of an example.
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2.3 THE IIqPLICATIONS OF THE MODEL

The importance of the YLIGHT model and the clarity with which it
allows a qualitative understanding of clay behavior is best presented

in an illus.tration. The example following was first presented in the
.l977 paper of Tavenas and Leroueil.

þ{hen a clay is first deposited, its effective angle of shearing

resistance and e-log p' relationship depend on its mineralogy, and the

physica'l and chemical conditions present during its deposition. A clay

with an effective angle of shearing resistance, 0', and an e-log p' re-

lationship is shown in Fig. 2.6. As deposition of the clay occurs, the

clay is exposed to increasing vertical overburden stresses, pj, and

corresponding horizontal stresses, Ko På. That is, consolidation takes

place under anisotropic stress conditions. At the end of the deposition

process the clay has a void ratio, ê8, corresponding to its final effec-

tive vertical stress, pf, and is normally consoìidated. Corresponding

to these stresses the clay has a limit state envelope, Yo, as indicated

in Fig. 2.6. At this point the in-situ stresses, på and Ko pi, corres-

pond to the point of intersection of the limit state envelope and Ko-

line. The in.situ stresses are located on the limit state envelope be-

cause the clay Ís normally consolidated and further stresses would lead

to a yielding or breakdown of its present structure.

tlith the development of delayed compression over a period of

10,000 yearsn the void ratio of the clay reduces from e" to eo at a

constant overburden stress o¡ på. As a result of this reduction of

voids ratio the clay builds up a reserve resistance in its grain struc-

ture over and above that which it has as a normally consolidated clay
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(i.e. the clay becomes over-consolidated). This causes a homothetic

movement of the limit state envelope of the clay to Y' which passes

through point C. Point C represents the apparent preconso'lidatÍon

pressure, pl , due to the delayed compression. If, in addition to this,

the clay is off-loaded, for example by erosion or groundwater table

movements, its stress state is then described by point A in Fig. 2.6.

Both the limit state envelope and the preconsolidation pressure

of a clay are time-dependent. The limit state envelope, Yo, represents

the limit state conditions of this cìay when it is normally consolidated

at an effective verticaì pressure o¡ på and has a voids ratio of e"

along its virgin compression line. This envelope indicates the lowest

locus of stresses at which limit state is reached because it is a func-

tion of the normally consolidated grain structure and voids ratio of the

clay. Off-loading to stresses at point A does not change the position

of the 'young' limit state envelope at Yo. However, if time effects

cause the apparent preconsolidation pressure of the clay to increase,

the limit state envelope moves homothetically to the right to a point

corresponding to the apparent preconsolidatÍon pressure, p¿. The value

o¡ nå is time-dependent and, as shown by Bierrum (1967), decreases with

time. Therefore, with time this 'aged' ìimit state envelope, Yr, moves

to the left and eventual'ly approaches Yo. The implications of this are

discussed in the fo'llowing paragraphs.

0n the basis of Fig. 2.6, constructed with the principles of the

YLIGHT model, the behavior of a clay which is presently at point A in

stress space can be presented qualitatively for any future stress con-

di ti ons
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If the clay were submitted to stresses to the left of o along

Y' failure would occur immediately after reaching the limit state

surface, Yr. Failure would be preceded onìy by small strains since the

limit state envelope and Coulomb-Mohr envelope coincide in this case.

For stresses to the right of ct, failure would occur on reaching the

normally consolidated branch of the Coulomb-Mohr rupture envelope. It
would be preceded by fairly large strains becauie the stress path

followed would first have reached the limit state envelope Y' and

would then have followed the limit state surface until reaching the

rupture envelope (i.e. critical state line).

If stress conditions in zone II were applied, the soil would

suffer large consolidation deformation. As the stress path reaches the

limit state envelope the behavior of the soil would switch from small

strain to large strain. 0n a stress path following the Ko-consoìidation

line, the change in behavior in zone II is represented by the preconsoli-

dation pressure break in an oedometer test using I day loading intervals.

Applied stresses in zone III would not lead to failure of the clay

because they are below the Coulomb-Mohr rupture line. In this region

between the'young'(Yo) and'old'(Yr) limit state envelopes the clay

will develop secondary deformations at a rate associated with the position

of the applied stresses relative to the two limit state envelopes.

Stresses in zone III close to Yo would develop only small secondary vol-

umetric deformations. The rate and magnitude at which these deforma-

tions occur is analogous to those produced by stresses below the pre-

consolidation pressure in an oedometer test. As the preconsolidation

pressure is approached, the rate of time-dependent deformation increases.
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This is completely analogous to the rate of volumetric deformation which

occurs as the stresses approach the Yt limit state envelope.

A stress condition in zone IV would initially be stable because

it lies below the short-term limit state envelope, Yr. However, with the

passage of time the limit state envelope will move from Yt to Yo, pass-

ing through any stress level in zone IV and leading to failure of the

clay by creep when its stress level is reached. The loss of strength

with time in this region is exemplified by the reduction of undrained

strength which occurs with a decreased strain rate.

Zone V rrpresents stress conditions which would not cause fajl-
ure and under which only small deformations would occur. The Yo limit

state envelope is the lower strength limit of the clay comesponding to

its grain structure as a normal'ly consolidated c'lay. At stresses inside

the Yo envelope the clay behaves in an over-consolidated manner with

only limited deformations occurring.

This example provides insight into the usefu'lness of the YLIGHT

model for predicting the behavior of a clay exposed to various loading

conditions. It is the first model for the mechanical behavior of clay

which allowed some evaluation of the time effects and of possib'le de-

formations. It was theorized that a separate set of homothetic (Yo-Y1)

timit state envelopes exist at each depth for a homogeneous deposit of

clay with a given value of O' (Tavenas and Leroueil, 1977).

The next section will briefly examine the applications of the

YLIGHT model and the concepts of limit state and critical state to

practical geotechnical engineering.
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2.4 THE APPLICATIONS OF LIMIT STATE AND CRITICAL

STATE TO PRACTICE

At present the major application of these concepts is as a use-

ful conceptual tool for the geotechnica'l engineer in understanding and

unifying the behavior of clay soils. The YLIGHT model, in particular,

represents the most comprehensive picture of the stress-strain-time be-

havior of natural clay soiìs produced to this time. The previous

section (section 2.3) has shown that identification of the lim'it state

envelope and critical state lÍne for a clay gives the engineer a power-

ful means to qualitatively predict the consequences of stress changes

in the soil along any stress path. An early version of these practical

considerations was given by Crooks and Graham (1976). Although these

concepts and the YLIGHT model are usefu'l in a qualitative sense, numer-

ical analysis using mathematical relationships based on them has stilì
not been developed. There are still several problems to be solved be-

fore any form of quantitat'ive analysis based on these princip'les can

take place. Most important'ly, research studies must be performed on

other types of clay soil in order to confirm that the YLIGHT model app-

lies to soils other than the Champlain Sea clays for which it was

developed. This thesis represents one such investigation.

The influence of time on the behavior of clay soils has been the

subject of a large amount of research (for example, Lo, 1961; Leonards

et al., '¡964; Bjerrum, 1967). The incorporation of the tine dependence

of the'limit state surface is probably one of the most satisfying as-

pects of the YLIGHT model. However, in its original presentation, the

YLIG'I|T mode'I, and in particular its proposal of homothetic movement of

the limit state locus with time, u,as most speculative. A recent study
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by Tavenas et al. (.l978b) on the creep behav'ior of an undisturbed

tightly over-consolidated clay has shown that the limit state surface

was indeed tine-dependent for Champlain Sea clays. Further research is

needed to quantify this tinre dependence.

Having recognized the limitations of these concepts in terms of

quantitative engineering analysis, it should be noted that these con-

cepts have provided qualitative insights into several present practices

in geotechnical engineering. In particu'lar, Tavenas et al . (1977)

illustrated several examples of this usage of the YLIGHT mode'|. l,,lith

regard to the interpretation of laboratory and in-situ tests, they

stated that the measured shear strength of an undisturbed clay was a

function of the effective stress path fo'llowed in the test. As a con-

sequence, the strength measured in any test was on'ly applicable to a

practical problem if the stress paths in the test and the probìem v',ere

similar. In addition, they noted that the limit state concept has shed

some light on the anaìysis of settlernents under structures which did not

follow the stress path of an oedometer test. For example, McRostie,

Burn, and Mitchell (1972) showed how the shape of the limit state enve-

lope for Ottawa clay could explain serious consolidation settlements

due to induced moderate horizontal pressures in a tied-back wall.

The most important application of these concepts to date was in

the understanding of the behavior of embankments on c'lay foundations.

This was thoroughly presented by Tavenas (1979). In this paper he dis-

cussed the limitations of the present practices used in erbankment

design on soft clays. He then used available field observations to

develop a ner^r understanding of the behavior of clay foundations during
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and after embankment construction. The main finding was that clay

response during construction was not truly undrained and that a signi-

ficant consolidation develops initial'ly in an over-consolidated natural

clay foundatjon. It was not until the effective stress path of the clay

reached the'limit state enve'lope that it behaved in an undrained manner.

However, upon neaching the limit state envelope the clay became

'normal'ly consolidated' (i.e. destructured), and was then characterized

by the undrained stress-strain properties of the normally consolidated

clay. Therefore, an undrained anaìysis based on the properties of the

intact (i.e. structured) c'lay was not relevant. The importance of this

paper was twofold. Firstly, it provided a better understanding of the

behavior of embanknents on clay foundations. Secondly, it confirmed

that limit state and critical state did indeed model the true behavior

of the natural clay foundation. Nevertheless it should be pointed out

that although this work has been widely accepted in general principle,

it is still considered somewhat controversial in sone details.

In summary, the concepts of limit and critical state, unified in

the YLIGHT model, present the first usefu'l qualitative model of the

stress-strain-time behavior of natural cìays. Prior to its use as a

geotechnical design tool further research is required to verify and

quantify these concepts in various different natural clay soiìs.

The next chapter presents the testing program and test results

of this thesis.
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CHAPTER 3

TEST RESULTS

3.I INTRODUCTION

This study is part of a larger investigation by the geotechnical

group at the University of Manitoba of the geotechnical properties of

the glacial Lake Agassiz clay which underlie the Winnipeg area (Baracos

et al.,1g7g; Pietrzak, 1979). Specifically the applicabitity of the

limit state concept to these c'lays is examined. The testing program and

test results are presented in this chapter.

The investigation was camied out on undisturbed block samples

from the site of the proposed Physica'l Education Building at the Univer-

sity of Manitoba (Pietrzak , 1979). In accordance with the importance of

minimizing soil disturbance during sampling, good qua'lity samples from

depth were obtained using the block sampler designed by Domaschuk (1977)

at the University of lvlanitoba. After the block samples v',ere removed

from the ground, they were carefully transported to the laboratory where

they were sealed with saran wrap, cheesecloth, and wax. Subsequently,

they were placed in a moisture controlled storage room prior to testing.

This storage room was not temperature controlled and some temperature

fluctuations lvere noted during the storage period.

The samples used in the present study were taken in October, 1977

from borehole number three on the site. An average log for the boreholes

on the site was presented by Baracos et al. (1979) and is included in

this thesis as Fig. 3.t. Typically, the soil profile in the Winnipeg
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area consists of a brown silty clay layer I m to 2 m thick, an irregular
'layer of tan-coloured silt usually less than 1 m thick, followed by a

3 m thick'layer of brown c'lay, and a layer of blue clay I m to l0 m

thick. These strata are underlain by tills and Ordovician dolomitic

lirnestone. Although this is a typical profile, all layers may not be

present at any given site.

All of the samples used in, the present study were taken from block

samples in the blue clay layer. The bìue clay is medium to highly plas-

tic, has medium stiff to stiff consistency, has no visible fissures, and

contains numerous pockets, or inclusions, of grey silt and some pebbles.

The standard classification data and mineralogy of the blue clay have

been described previously by Baracos et al. (1979).

Although the deposits in the l^linnipeg area have not been subject

to any known geologic off-loading, they have been found to have over-

consolidation ratios varying from 5 at the top of the blue clay to app-

roximately 2 or 3 deeper in the deposit (Baracos et a1.,.1979). This is

probably due to a combination of groundwater fluctuations; suction

pressures associated with drying and freezing mechanisms; delayed com-

pression or cneep; and possibly cementation bonding formed at interpar-

ticle contacts by upward flowing groundwater with a high salt content

(Render, 1970)

In order to investigate the app'licability of the limit state con-

cept to the blue clay, it was necessary to examine the strains resulting

from applied stress increments up to and beyond the limit state envelope

for the clay at a particular depth. To accomplish this, a series of

nine, 76 mm diameter, drained stress controlled compression tests were
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performed on specimens carefully trimmed from two block samples from two

different depths in the b'lue clay. The trimming was done using equip-

ment designed and constructed at the University of Manitoba and based on

earlier equipment proposed by Landva (1964). Appendix A presents a

detailed outline of the sample preparation and testing techniques used

in the triaxial compression portion of this investigation. They are

similar to those used by Crooks (.1973), but have been carefully rewritten

to conform with practice currently in use at the University of Manitoba.

Since al'l samples at each depth were taken from the same block sanple,

the scatter in the data due to the natural variabiTity of the clay was

minimized.

The first phase of the triaxial compression tests was reconsoli-

dation of the samples to their approximate in-situ stress levels. The

importance of this with respect to preserving the field structure of the

clay has been emphasized by Crooks and Graham (.1976). They showed that

laboratory reconsolidation strongly influences the stress-strain behavior

and porewater pressure generation during subsequent shearing of a sample.

In order to simulate as closeìy as possible the in-situ behavior of the

clay, careful anisotropic reconsolidation to in-situ stresses is

mandatory

In this regard, there is some difficulty associated with estima-

ting the in-situ effective vertical stresses for the block sampìes in

this study because the groundwater table fluctuates with time. Baracos

et al. (1979) stated that the general pattern of overall equilibrium of

groundwater levels in the }{innipeg area is strongly infìuenced by

seasonal changes and by recuring floods in areas. not protected by the
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l^linnipeg f'loodway. The phreatic surface may vary from ground level

duríng extremely wet years, to 6 m or deeper (Baracos et al., .1979) in

periods of severe drought. For this reason, the value o¡ nå is diffi-
cult to determine and an average value between these extremes was used

in th'is study. The effective vertical stress for each block sample was

calculated assuming the phreatic surface at a depth of 3 m and an average

saturated unit weight of 17.5 kN/m'both above and below the phreatic

surface.

The difficulties associated with identifying the in-situ horizon-

tal effective stresses and the value of horizontal stress to use during

reconsolidation ,have been addressed genera'l1y by Graham (1g74). More

specifically for Winnipeg clays, Baracos et al. (t979) found that at

stresses below nj the stress ratio required to keep sample areas con-

stant h,as approximately 0.65. This value was adopted during the recon-

solidation phase of the present study.

0nce the triaxial samples were reconsolidated to approximate in-

situ stresses, the shape of the limit state envelope in (p', q) stress

space was explored. To accomplish this, a series of stress paths were

chosen such that they wouìd define limit state stresses in various

regions of stress space. Along each stress path the stresses were

applied in stages,which r{ere usually maintained for a period of 24 hours

to ensure drainage. During each loading stage the axial and volumetric

deformations were recorded at time intervals similar to the standard

oedorneter test (i.e. I min, 2 min,4 min, etc.). The stress increments

along each stress path were constant and based on accommodating a reason-

ffuurvens¡$

i OF fJl,4[{lîGBA

able number of increments between the in-situ stress level imit
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state stress level predicted on the basis of the preliminary limit state

envelope determined by Baracos et al. (ISZS¡ (see Fig. 3.2). The

samples u,ere stressed well past the previously identified limit state

envelope. In most cases, if a sample had not failed in drained compres-

sion, it was stressed four increments past the previously defined

envelope. At that point the drainage was closed, and the sample was

sheared to undrained failure.

During the undrained shear portion of a test, pore pressure and

cel'l pressure were monitored with pressure transducers, reading to 0.1

kPa, mounted on the cell base. Axia'l displacements were measured to 0.01

mm with a dial gauge, whiìe a proving ring was used to measure axial

load. Initially, the sampìe was compressed I or 2 percent axial strain

past i ts maximum sheari ng res istance, (o r-o ,/2)*.*. A-t .that point the

compression machine $ras swÍtched off and readings of axia'l load and dis-

p'lacements were taken with time. This so-called relaxation test allows

the relationship between shearing resistance and strain rate to be ex-

amined. After this overnight delay, the sample was sheared to 'large

axial strains. Subsequently, the failed samples were removed from the

triaxial cell and cut longitudinally. One-half of the sanrple vras stored

in a moist condition for electron microscope examination of its failure

planes for another study. The other half was used to determine the

fina'l moisture content of the sample.

The nine triaxial compression tests on 76 nn diameter samples

were designated T20l to T209. Tests T20l to T204 were performed on

samples taken from block sample 4 at a nominal depth of 8.2 m, and tests

T205 to T209 utilized sampìes from b'lock sample 6 at a nominal depth of

10.0 m.
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In addition to the triaxial compression tests two oedometer tests

v',ere carried out for each block sample. They were designated as Cl to C4.

Tests Cl and C2 were taken from block sample 4. The sample for test Cl

was prepared in the standard manner so that the compressibility in the

direction of the in-situ vertical effective stress v',as rneasured. This

procedure was also followed for tests C3 and C4 from block sample 6. In

contrast, the sample for test C2 was prepared so that the compressibí1ity

in the direction of the in-situ horizontal affective stresses u,as found.

Standard classification tests (hydrometer, grain size analysis,

Atterberg limits, and moisture content) were performed from the trimmings

taken from each triaxial compression sampìe. Furthermores two specific

gravity tests were done from each block sample. The results of these

tests are presented in Table 3..l and are in general agreement with the

classification results for the btue clay from Baracos et al. (1979).

The fol'lowing sections present a morc detailed review of the test-

ing program and a detailed quantitative presentation of the test results.

A discussion of the results is presented in Chapter 4.

3.2 TESTING PROGRAM

The drained triaxial testing comprised the largest and most im-

portant part of the investigation. It was essentially divided into two

parts. Part one u,as basically a pilot series and consisted of tests T20l

to T204. These samples were taken from block sample 4 of borehole number

3 at the site and were from a recorded depth between 7.9 and 8.4 m. In

order to define the limit state envelope at this depth in (p', Q) stress

space, a set of four stress paths, lying below the Coulomb-Mohr enveìope
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previously defined by Baracos et al. (1979), were arbitrarily chosen

(Fig. 3.2). Fig. 3.3 shows the proposed stress paths for the second test

series, T205 to T209. Figs. 3.4 and 3.5 respective'ly, show the stress

paths which were actually followed in the two test series. In Fig. 3.6

to 3..l0 the stress-strain and strain energy plots for samples TZ0l to

T204 are shown. These wiìl be discussed in section 3.i.2.2.

The triaxial samples were first anisotropically restressed to app-

roximate in-situ stress levels in three increments. Previous pre'liminary

work by Baracos et al. (]979) had defined an average limit state envelope

in the blue clay from tests on samples from depths ranging from 6.3 m to

12.3 m. The intersection of the proposed stress paths of Fig. 3.2 with

this average'limit state envelope established an expected limit state

stress level aìong each path. The incremental stress levels along each

stress path were determined by allowing six equaì increments between in-

situ stresses and the stresses at this expected limit state stress level.

The samples were to be stressed along their respective stress paths un-

til limit state stresses had been clearly established. Each stress level

was to be maintained for 24 hours at which time it was expected that

excess porewater pressures due to loading would have compìetely dissi-
pated. Axial and volumetric deformations u,ere recorded with time at each

stress level. At the completion of the drained stress controlled portion

of the test, the samples were transferred to a strain-controlled compres-

sion machine for undrained shearing.

During tests T20l and -1202 of the pilot series some anxiety dev-

eloped as to whether complete dissipation of excess porewater pressures

(i.e. consolidation) was occuming in the 24-hour period following the
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application of each new load increment. The plots of volume change

versus the logarithm of time for each stress level of tests T20l and

T202 indicated that at higher stress levels the volume change had not

begun to decrease with log time after 24 hours. This is contrary to the

traditional 'S' shape curve which is predicted by Terzaghi consoljdation

theory when a sample has consolidated fully under a load increment. Sub-

sequently it was decided that the load duration of each stress level in

tests T203 and T204 would be determined by the time required for the

'volume change-log time' plot to flatten,and thereby indicate comp'lete

consolidation. The relationship between volume change and tirne for each

stress level past p' in test T203 is presented in Fig. 3.11. It was noted

from these plots that as the stress level increased, the tendency for the

volume clrange-log time plot to flatten off with log time decreased. The

load increment ratios in test T203, in terms of oj"., varied from 1.4

for stress level 4 to l.l for stress level .16. It was speculated by the

author, with reference to earlier work on the effects of load duration

and load increment ratio in one-dimensional consolidation (Lo, 196l;

Leonards et al., 1964), that pore pressure generation and dissipation

would not follow standard Terzaghi consolidation theory in these tests

because of the small load incrernent ratios applied. As a consequence

the volume change-ìog time plot would not give any indication of the

end of the consolidation period, and there was no way of differentiating

between the end of consolidation period and the beginning of creep.

To the knowledge of the author, the effect of ìoad duration and

load increment ratio on the determination of yield stresses has not been

investigated by previous researchers. It has been shown by Tavenas et
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al. (1977) in the YLIGHT model that tine, and therefore load duration,

has the effect of shrinking the yield envelope homothetica'lly. However,

previous investigators (for example, Graham (1974) and Tavenas et al.,
(1978)) have used the standard ?4-hour load duration successfulìy in

defining yield envelopes. The assumption inherent in their work is that

the majority of the strains occurring the first 24 hours are due to

creep (not consolidation) and that the majority of the movements occur

during this period. These assumptions depend on the size of the sample

and the load increment ratio. The verification of these assumptions

would require an independent study of its own and is outside the scope

of the present study. Due to this, and because previous investigators

have'apparently felt these considerations (tfrat is, 'load duration and

load increment ratio) to be of only secondary influence on the yield en-

velope determination, it was decided that the standard 24-hour load

duration would be adopted in the further tests. These considerations

will be discussed further in Chapter 4.

Test T204 was started with load durations greater than 24 hours.

However, during its testing the author decided to abandon these longer

load durations in favour of the 24-hour .period because of the considera-

tions discussed earlier. Therefore, the drained portion of this test

was terminated prior to identifying yield and the samp'le put in undrained

shear. This completed the pilot test series.

The complete stress-strain results for the drained portion of this

series are presented in Appendix B, Tables B.I to 8.4, and in Fig. 3.6

to Fig. 3.1ì of this chapter. The axial strains, el, and volumetric

strains, €v, for the drained portion of the tests were calculated using

the oríginal sample dimensions, and the recorded drainage burette and
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dial gauge readings.

Based on the results of the pilot test series, it was decided that

the second series of tests would follow the standard methodo'logy used by

Baracos et al. (1979) and others, (for example, Graham (.lg74), Crooks and
:

Graliam (1974), Tavenas et al. (1978a)). Each stress lever was applied

for a period of 24 hours. The stress increments along any given stress

path were kept equal and chosen so that a minimum of three to four in-

crements occurred between in-situ stresses and the estimated limit state

envelope. The proposed stress paths for the second series, T205 to

T209, are shown in Fig. 3.3. Three Íncrements were used to reach in-situ

stresses. The stress incrernents along each stress path were established

by assuming four increments between in-situ stresses and the preliminary

limit state envelope (except test T208 which had five increments). Test

T209 was leconsolidated to in-situ stresses and then put direct'ly into

undrained shear in order to obtain information on the undrained behav-

ior of the clay in-situ. The complete stress-strain results for the

drained portions of these tests are found in Appendix B, Tables 8.5 to

8.9, and in Figs. 3.12 to 3..16.

The und.rained stress-strain results for test series T20l to 1204

and series T205 to T209 are found in Figs. 3.17 and 3.18 respectively.

They are sunmarized in Table 3.2.

The two oedometer tests associated with each triaxial test series,

were performed using standard one-dimensional consolidation techniques

(Bowles, .l978). 
A hlykeham Farrance front loading consoìidometer was

used and the load increment ratio was 
.l.6. 

An initial vertical load of

approximate'ly 3/4 of på was used to minimize swelling and perhaps enable a
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more accurate determination of the preccnsolidation pressure. The

resu]ts of these tests are surmarized in Tabìe 3.3 and illustrated in

Fig. 3.19. The following section reports the results of the drained,

stress controlled, triaxial consolidation portion of the triaxial
testi ng .

3.3 TRIAXIAL CONSOLIDATION

3.3.1 Réconsolidation to In-S'itu Stresses

The limit state envelope of a clay is controìled by the in-situ
grain structure of the soil. In order to examine the field behavior of

a soil it is important to minimize the disturbance of the in-situ struc-

ture of the soil by careful samp'ling and laboratory preparation of

samples. Although careful sampìing and laboratory techniques minimize

disturbance, changes in effective stresses in the soil samples due to

these procedures are inevitable. Therefore, it is required that the

samples be restressed to their in-situ effective stress levels. The

problem of determining the in-situ effective stresses of clays in the

l,{innipeg area was discussed in section 3.1. The effective in-situ ver-

tical stress for the samples of the pilot series, T20l to T204, was

estimated to be 9l.0kPa. For the second series, Tzos to T209, it was

106.2 kPa. 0n the basis of the previous test program (Baracos et aì.,
1979), the ratio of horizontal to vertical effective stress during re-

stressing was taken as 0.65. The estimated in-situ stresses were appìied

in three equal increments, with at least 24 hours between each increment.

Table 3.4 compiles the results of reconsolidating the samples to

the estimated in-situ stresses. In the pilot seríes, T20l to T204, the
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strains on restressing urere generalìy low with the maximum lateral

strain at in-situ stresses being 0.33 percent. The axial strains at in-

situ stress levels were all l.rr rf,un 2.33 percent. In test T203 the

small volumetric strain (0.08 percent) and subsequent negative lateral

strain (-0;78 percent) came as a result of an apparently large volume

increase during the first stress increment. The volume decrease in the

subsequent two increments was only slightly 'larger than the initial
volume increase. It is suspected that the initial volume increase could

represent a burette zeroíng problem at the start of this test.

The strains on restressing to in-situ stress levels were somewhat

larger in.the second serÍes of tests, T205 to T209. The axial strains

to in-situ stresses were quite consistent for all five samp'les and were

close to 2 percent. The latera'l strains to in-situ stresses were also

fairly uniform and varied from 0.61 to 0.89 percent.

The amount of straining which occurs during restressing is in
part a measure of'the amount of sample disturbance. Crooks (1973) states

that axial strains below 2 percent at pi result when a small degree of

disturbance occurs during sample preparation. l,lith regard to this state-

ment the axial strains in these tests of about 2 percent to på are not

very good. However, it should be noted that these axial strains ¿s på

are also a reflection of the stress ratios used during restressing and

also changes in the clay during storage. These considerations will be

discussed in Chapter 4. I
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3.3.2

3.3. 2. I

DRAINED COMPRESSION BEHAVIOR

Introduction

The proposed effective stress paths to be fo'llowed by the samples

in both test series are shown in Figs.3.2 and 3.3. Figs. 3.4 and 3.5

show the actual effective stress paths and stress ìevels of the sampìes

in both series. The development of stresses and strains during the drained

portion of each test is summarized in tabular form in Appendix B.

The purpose of the drained portion of the triaxial tests was to

examine the development of strains as the samples were stressed along

different stress paths. In previous studies (Graham, 1974; Crooks and

Graham, 1976; Tavenas et al.,1977; Baracos et al.,1g7g),yie'ld or limit
state stresses were identified by stress-strain criteria which depended

on the stress path of the test. For drained tests in which the shear

stress was generally increasing (for example, T201, Tzoz, TzoT and r20g)

a plot of (or-or) or oi versus er could be used to identify yield

stresses for the test. t,lhen the shear stress was nearly constant and

only the octahedral stress was increasing (for exampìe, tests T204 and

T205), a plot of oj". versuS.E., or oj versus e3 was found best for iden-

tifying the yield stresses. In the case of a stress path between these

extremes (for example, T203 and T206), no single criterion was best for

defining the yield stresses.

In the earlier work, the limit state envelope was defined by the

stresses at which the behavior of the soil changes from a stiff, largely

recoverable response to a more compressib'le, irreversib'le response.

This can be manifested in the stress-strain behavior by a bilinear re-

lationship. The intersection of the projection of the linear sections is
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identified as yield or limit state.

In addition to using various stress-strain plots to identify ìimit
state, ô plot of the scalar'strain energy absorbed per unit vo'lume', l,l,

against oå."1", has been shown (Graham, 1974i Tavenas et al., l978a) to

be a useful limit state criterion. The incremental strain energy absorbed

.per unit volume between two stress levels, A and B, assuming a linear

stress-strain relationship, is given by:

¡tl = ((oiu* oi"lT)(ers - .ra) + z((oåe + oäs/z)(er" - e3¡)

The total strain energy absorbed per unit volume at any particular stress

level is calculated by summing the incremental strain energy absorbed per

unit volume from each preceding stress level. The effective scalar

stress oå."r.r* is found by summing the changes in oå..t", between suc-

cessive stress levels. The value of oå."r., at any stress level is the

ìength of the stress path on a plot of (q/2) versus p'. The change in

the effective scalar stress between two stress levels is given by:

Aoår.r., = (^p,, + (q/2)2)o -s.

The new stress term was introduced, instead of using oå"t (as suggested

by Tavenas et al. (1978a)), because there are some stress paths in which

oå.t is constant. Aìong these paths a p'lot of l^l versus oj., would not

provide a useful limit state criterion. It should be noted that the

strain energy absorbed to the in-situ stress level is approximately con-

stant for each test series. For this reason it is shown in each test

series (Figs. 3.10 and 3.16) as one data point.

* A more fundamental stress term, identified very tate in this in-
vestigation, is: oå."lar- ((¡oi)z+ (aol¡z+ (loi)2)0.s. It is noted that the
oå""t", term is not a true 'scalar'quantity. The term is used in this thesis
to identify a empirical parameter which has proved useful in defining timit
state.
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In the following subsections of Chapter 3, the stress-strain

data for each test is examined to determine, if, in fact, there is an

identifiable limit state stress at which the behavior of the sample

changes. The pertinent stress-strain plots and the W versus oJcara,

pìot will be presented in turn for each test.

3.3.2.2 Test Series: T20l to T204

The proposed and actual stress paths for this test series are

presented in Figs. 3.2 and 3.4 respectively, and the complete stress-

strain data is found in Appendix B, Tables B.l to 8.4. In addition, the

triaxial consolidation results at the end of the drained portion of the

test are summarized in Table 3.5. As was exp'lained earlier (section

3,2), the standard 24-hour load duration for each stress level was not

used in tests T203 and T204, and for the last three stress ìevels of

testT202. In spite of this variation of load duration in tests T202

and T203,yieìd or limit state stresses were identified along those stress

paths (see Fig. 3.4). However, the drained portion of test T204 was

was terminated premature'ly and yield was not identified along this stress

path. This section will illustrate the procedures by which the drained

stress-straih data was used to define a yield or limit state enve'lope.

As shown in Fig. 3.4, test T20l followed a stress path with

generally increasing principal stress difference. Its stress path lay

below the previously defined Coloumb-Mohr envelope and was paralìel to

its normally consolidated branch (Fig. 3.2). The stress ìevels past the

estimated pi were determined such that there !,rere six equal increments

between the in-situ stress leve'l and the previousìy defined limit state

envel ope.
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Table B.l lists the compìete stress-strain results from this

test. The sample was stressed for fifteen equa'l increments past pj.

During the fifteenth increment (at stress level :¡8)it failed in ,drained

shear'overnight, after the 8 hour-reading. As indicated in Table B.l of

Appendix B, the load duration for each stress level u,as approximately 24

hours during this test.

To determine the limit state point a'long this stress path, all of

the various avaitable yield criteria urere examined. In the case of a

stress path with generaìly increasing principal stress difference it is

expected that plots of (or-or) or oi versus Ê1 wou'ld be the most usefuJ.

Figure 3.6 shows the relationship between oi and e, for T201. An initial
linear relationship is well-defined and includes stress levels 3 to 13.

A second linear section is more difficu'lt to define because the last

stress level (18) represents the stress-strain state of the sampte just

as it moves off towards rupture. However, a second tentative linear sec-

tion is shown drawn through stress levels 16 and 17. This atlows a yield

or limit state stress point to be ¿etlne¿ as indicated prior to rupture.

Figure 3.7 shows the relationship between (or-or) and år. An initial
linear relationship is quite evident through stress levels 3 through 13.

However, a second linear section is again difficult to determine because

the lack of data points between the first linear section and rupture at

stress level 18. In spite of this,a tentative second linear section is

proposed allowing a yield stress point to be defined as indicated.

Figure 3.8 shows the relationship between oj.. and e., for this

test. A bilinear behavior is again noted. However, there is significant

scatter associated with the initial linear section and the second section
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is defined by on'ly three data points. For these reasons the intersection

of the two lines was not considered a valid determination of limit state

in this test. It should be noted that on stress paths with genera'lly in-

creasing shear stresses the component of volumetric strain can be sma'll,

and for that reason not useful in defining limit state.

Along some stress paths a plot of oJ versus ca has been found use-

ful in defining I imit state (Baracos et al .,1979). However, for this

test the plot does not reveal a distinct.change in behavior of the sampìe

(see Fig. 3.9). Because e, is calculated from measured volumetric and

axial strains and contains the experimental emor of both, this plot was

found to exhibit significant scattering in almost all tests in this pro-

gram.

Figure 3.10 shows the relationship between strain energy absorbed

per unit volume, hl, and the effective scalar stress,oJ."r"r, along the

stress paths. For test T20l the plot of w versus o='."t.= shows a c'learly

definable bil inear behavior.

The yietd points defined by the different stress-strain relation-

ships and by the energy criterion are surrÍnarized in Table 3.6. By inter-
poìating along the stress path of the test the yield points defined by the

different criteria have been resolved to a common stress component, oJ.t.
For test T20l,the three useful criteria predict limit state stresses in

terms of o-' . which are within 4 kPa. The range of t imit state stressesoct
along this stress path are shôwn in Fig. 3.4.

In test r20l the sample 'ran away' to failure between 8 and 24

hours after the final stress level was applied. The average axial strain

rate over the first 8 hours of this stress application was 0.56 percent
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per hour. This strain rate is from 0.5 to 2.0 times the strain rates

used in the undrained portion of the other tests in this series. For

this reason the stress ca]culated after I hours for the last stress level

have been taken as the critical state stress for this test, and no strain

rate correction has been applied.

The stress path for test -1202 is shown in Fig. 3.4 and rabre 8.2

contains the complete stress strain data from the drained portion of

the test. The plots of the various stress-strain data are found in Figs.

3.6 to 3..l0. The sample v'ras stressed by seventeen equal increments past

p;. The load duration for each stress level was approximately 24 hours

except for the ìast threê stress levels,which were applied for ll7,145,

and 264 hours respectively. The load duration was increased for these

stress levels because the previous'ly mentioned concern about the effect

of load duration was to be investigated. The sample did not fail during

the drained portion of this test.

In the plot of o,i versus e. shown in Fig. 3.6, a distinct bilinear

behavior is observed. An initial linear section is well-defined with

very'little s'catter. A second linear section with a flatter sìope is

also apparent using stress levels 15,16 and 17. The intersection of

these two lines marks a distinct change in behavior which is noted as

yield. It is of interest to note that a ìine paralìe'l to the second

linear section may be drawn through the final three stress levels which

had longer duration loading. The significance of this will be discussed

in Chapter 4. The plot of (or{r) versus en for T202 (see Fig. 3.7)

produces an identifiabìe bilinear behavior and yieìd point also. However,

the construction of a paralle'l line through the final three stress levels
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is much more tentatiye. Plots of oj"a versus e' and oj versus s3, as shown

in Figs. 3.8 and 3.9 respectiveìy, do not produce any identifiable bi-

linear behavior; the behavior is multilinear and complex. The relation-

ship between W and oj."r", for test T202 is shown in Fig. 3.10. This

relationship shows a clear discontinuity in behavior which may be inter'
pretted as two linear sections. It is noted that there is a set of

transition stress levels (.l0 to l4) between the two linear sections.

Also, a line paralleì to the second ìinear section may again be drawn

through the last three stress levels with 'longer load duration.

The yield points defined by the different stress criteria are

listed in Table 3.6 in terms of o.l.¿ a'long the stress path for this test.

The values of limit state produced by theoj versus erand (o1-o,) versus

Êr criteria are almost the same. This is expected because the two

criteria are smaller. The yield stress predicted from the energy criter-
ion is somewhat smaller but still within 6 percent of the average yield

stress predicted by the other two criteria.

The stress path for test T203 is shown in Fig. 3.lt and the comp'lete

stress-strain results for the drained portion of the test are found in

Tabte 8.3. As noted earlier, questions about the effect of load duration

on the limit state envelope 1ed to this test being conducted with load

durations greater than one day. The tength of the load duration for each

stress ìevel is listed in Table 8.3.

Figures 3.6 and 3.7 show the plots of oi and (o, -or) against e,

for this test. The relationship between ol and e, seems to indicate a

strain hardening bilinear behavior with the change in behavior occurring

at stress level 8. This same interpretation is made from the plot of
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(or-or) versus e, in Fig. 3.7. This type of behavior has been noted by

Baracos ät al. (1979) in their stress controlled drained tests on Winni-

peg clays. The low principal stress difference along the stress path of

the test makes these two stress-straín plots of little value for defining

limit state stresses.

The relationship between oj". and e., is more helpful in defining

limit state stresses along this stress path. An initial linear behavior

is well-defined and includes stress levels 3 through 11. After stress

level ll there is an abrupt change in behavior and an increased volumetric

straining per incremental ìoading. Figure 3.ll shows the relationship

between volume change and log time for each stress level past pj. The

very large volume changes recorded for stress levels l2 and l3 are poss-

ibly in error. The error may be due to the generation of gas in the

sample, or to incorrect readings. It is noted that the 'oå.t versus ç'data
points for the final three stress levels (14, l5 and 16) can be joined

to form a straight line with a flatter slope than the initial linear

portion through levels 3 to ll. It may be speculated that stress levels

12 and l3 would have been on that same line had the correct volume changes

been recorded. The credibility of the expìanation is strengthened when

it is noted that the total volume changes recorded for this test were

larger than the volume change calcu'lated from the change in moisture con-

tent during the test. This point is discussed further in the next chapter.

In Fig. 3.ll it is noted that for stress levels be'low the limit
state (stress level l'l) a large proportion of the volumetric straining

occurs in the first 24 hours and the rate of volumetric strain seems to

decrease with log time. In contrast at stress levels past limit state a
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substantial portion of the volumetric strain occurs after the first 24

hours and the volumetric strain rate of the sampìe in log time seems to

approach a constant val ue.

Figure 3.9 shows the relationship between oj and e, for test T203.

Since e, is calculated from the measured volumetric and axial strains,

it also shows a marked discontinuÍty at stress level ll. This tends to

confirm this stress level as'limit state. However, as mentioned ear'lier,

the scatter associated with the 'oj versus e3' p'lots makes their use as

a limit state criterion difficult.

The plot of l,'l versus oJ."r., for this test is shown in Fig. 3.t0.

In this case the data does not produce well-defined bilinear behavior.

However, there is a clear discontinuity in the relationship occurring at

stress level ll. This discontinuity can reasonabìy be taken as the limit-
state stress level. The different length of Ioad durations for each

stress level probably contributed to the scatter associated with the

pìot. In addition, the questionab'le volume change readings associated

with stress levels l2 and l3 has produced uncertainty in these energy

cal cul ations .

The yietd points associated with the various stress-strain criteria
are shown in Tab'le 3.6 in terms of oJ"t along the stress path for T203.

In this case onìy the 'oå.r versus e.,r' and the'T^l versus oå..t.r' plots

are useful and they both indicate yield at stress level Tl.

The stress path followed by test T2O4 is shown in Fig. 3.4 and

Table 8.4 lists all of the stress-strain data associated with the drained

portion of the test. This test was only carried to stress level 6 a'long

its proposed stress path. The test was originally begun with the inten-

tion of allowÍng the sampìe to consolidate at each stress tevel until the
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volume changes began to level off on a plot of av versus log time. How-

ever, as discussed ear'lier in sectíon 3.2, test T203 showed that this

methodology b,as only adding ambiguity to the resu'lts. For this reason

it was decided to terminate the drained portion of 1204 and the piìot

test series at stress level 6,and go on to the next series of tests.

The plots of the various stress-strain criteria (Fig. 3.6 to 3..l0) all
show a linear relationship for this test up to stress level 6. It is

assumed, therefore, that limit state stress along this stress path had

not been reached when the sample was put into undrained shear.

0n the basis of the limit state stresses identified during these

tests a tentative yield envelope for the blue clay at B.z n depth has

been drawn on Fig. 3.4. Because of the limited amount of data the shape

of the envelope cou'ld not be determined accurately. The exact shape

has been drawn similar to the previously defined envelope of Baracos et

al. (1979) and is subiective. No attempt was made to draw the enveìope

through the yieìd point identified in test T203. The reason for this

will be discussed in Chapter 4 and is related to the load durations used

during this test. The branch of the limit state envelope in the overcon-

so'lidated region is defined by one test only and is therefore rather

specuì ati ve.

The drained results of the second test series, T205 to T209 are

presented in the next sectiqn. The drained portion of the tests in this

series were performed using a standard '24-hour' load duration period

throughout.
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3.2.2.3 Test Series:T205 û f209

The proposed effective stress paths for this series of tests are

shown in Fig. 3.3. Test T209 was consolidated to in-situ stresses only

and therefore did not provide any information on the drained stress-

strain behavior of the soil. In the other tests in this series the

size of the load increment was based on having four equal increments be-

tween in-situ stresses and the previously defined limit state envelope.

In the case of T208 five increments were used between in-situ stresses

and the previously defined envelope. The load duration used in all of

these tests was 24 hours.

The actual effective stress paths followed in the tests is shown

in Fig. 3.5 and the complete stress-strain data for the drained portion

of the tests is given in Appendix B, Tables 8.5 to 8.9. Figures 3.12 to

3.16 show the relationships between the various stress-strain parameters

for each test. The triaxia'l consolidation results at the end of the

drained portion of the tests are summarized in Table 3.5.

Test T205 follows a stress path of almost constant principal

stress difference (see Fig. 3.5). For this reason the plot of (ør-or)

against e, for this test (Fig. 3.t3) is linear and provides no informa-

tion about limit state. Similarly the relationship between ol and e,

shown in Fig. 3.12 is linear and does not indicate any change in behavior

of the sample as it is stressed along its stress path. However, the

relationship between oj.. and e' for this test, sho!'rn in Fig. 3.14,is

revealing. A distinct bilinear behavior can be identified, with the

second section having a flatter slope than the first (i.e. there is

greater volumetric strain per unit of octahedral stress). The yieìd
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stress has been indicated on the figure.

The plot of o! against e, for this test (Fig. 3..l5) can be in-

terpretted in a bílinear manner. However, the scatter of the data

points makes a range of interpretations possible and for this reason a

yield stress was not Ídentified using this stress-strain behavior. In

contrast,the relationship between strain energy absorbed per unit volume

and the effective scalar stress (Fig. 3.16) shows a clear discontinuity

which can be identified as the yield stress. The yield points defined

by this criterion and by the other stress-strain criteria are sunmarized

in Table 3.7. There is good agreement between the yield stress defined

by 'oå"t versus e.r' and 'l¡l versus o3"u,1"r'. The range of poss-ible yie'ld

stresses along the stress path is illustrated on Fig. 3.S.

The stress path followed by sample T206 is shown in Fig. 3.5 and

the stress-strain results of the drained portion of this test are found

in Appendix B, Table 8.6. The stress path of this test has both princi-

pal stress difference and effective octahedral stress increasing, and

lies below the previously defined normally consolidated Coulomb-Mohr

envelope. The relationship between oi and e, indicates a distinct bi-

linear behavÍor. The two linear sections are well-defined and intersect

at the yiêld point shown in Fig. 3.12. Similarly the plot of (or-or)

versus e, for this test in Fig.3.13 indicates a distinct bilinearity

separated by the yield point shown. In the graph of of.¡ versus e' two

linear sections are definable. Although the interpretation of the linear

sections is subjective, there is no doubt that the behavior does change

along the stress path. The yield point interpreted from the plot is

shown on Fig. 3.14. As in earlier tests, the plot of ol versus e, shown

in Fig. 3.15 exhibits too much scatter to be of any use in locating the
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yield point. The strain energy absorbed per unit volume against the

effectjve scalar stress is shown. in Fig.3.16. There is an obvious

change in behavior shown, but defining the stress at which it takes

place is subjective due to scatter in the data. In spite of this, a yield

poÍnt has been defined from the data and is shown in the figure.

Table 3.7 surmarÍzes the yield points defined by various crit-
erion for this test. There is some scatter but on the whole the values

found show good agreement. The range of yield stresses for the stress

path is shown on Fig. â.U,

The stress path of test T207 had octahedral stress and principal

stress difference increasing at about the same rate. The sample was

assumed to have failed at stress level 12 after 26 hours. Continuous

axial deformation was occurring at that point. Figure 3.5 illustrates

the stress path for the test and rable 8.7 of Appendix B contains the

complete stress-strain results. It should be noted that there was a

loss of cell pressure for a short period of time during stress level 5

of this test. Therefore, the stress-strain results at this stress level

exhibits sone scatter;

As with test T201, there is some difficulty in identifying yield

along this stress path because rupture follows yietding within two or

three stress levels. For that reason it is difficutt to identify a

second linear behavior prior to rupture. However, there is a definiite

change in behavior of the sample prior to rupture. Figure 3..l2 shows

the relationship between oi and e, for this sample. An initial linear

section up to stress level 9 is well-defined, aften¡hich the amount of

strainìng per increment of stress increases markedly. A second linear
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section has been shown through stress levels l0 and ll. The interpre-
tation of this is subjective, but nevertheless it would not change the

identified yield point significantìy. The plot of (or-or) versus e, in
Fig. 3.13 has been interpreted in a similar manner, and the yield point

found is shown on the figure. The relationship between effective octa-

hedral stress and vo'lumetric strain is shown in Fig. 3.14 and is linear

for the entire range of stresses., The plot of radial stress versus

radial strain for this test shows an abrupt discontinuity between stress

level 9 and 10. This is illustrated in Fig.3.t5 and can be interpreted

as a yie'ld point. For T207 the t^l versus oåcarar plot does not reveal a

distinct yield point. The relationship is shown in Fig. 3.16 and can

only be interpreted as curvilinear without any distinct changes in be-

havior.

The yield points identified by the different criterion for TZ07

are summarized in Table 3.7 and are in good agreement. They are shown

on the stress path in Fig.3.5.

Sample T207 failed in drained shear during the twelfth stress

level. The average axial strain rate over the 26-hour load duration was

0.23 percent per hour. This average strain rate is within a factor of 4

of the initial strain rates of the undrained portions of the other tests

in this series. For this neason the stresses calculated at 26 hours and

shown in Fig. 3.5 are taken as the critical state stress for this test.

No correction for strain rate has been appìied.

The final drained test in this series, T208, followed a steep

stress path in (p',q) stress space. This is shown in Fig.3.5, while

the stress-strain results are tabulated in Tabte B.g of Appendix B. The
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sample failed abruptly approximately 90 minutes after the application

of the thirteenth stress level. The p'lots of oi against e, and (or-or)

versus e, shown in Figs. 3.12 and 3.13 respectively, ffiôy be interpreted

as linear prior to the sampìe moving to failure at stress level ll.
There is no yield or limit state prior to rupture. The grapht of oå..

versus e' and ol versus er, shovún in Figs. 3.14 and 3.15, also reveal

linear behavior up to rupture. The energy criterion, l,,r versus oåc.lar,

shown in Fig. 3.15, was interpreted as curvilinear and does not indicate

a limit state stress prior to rupture. 0n the basis of the various

yield criterion for this test it is concluded that the sample does not

yield prior to failure. The failure stresses are taken as those just

prior to the sample running away after 90 minutes. It is noted that the

average axial strain during this final stress level was 0.56 percent per

hour.

0n the basis of the limit state stresses defined in Table 3.7

for this test series, it was possibte to propose a limit state envelope

for the blue clay at the 10.0 m depth. This is shown in Fig. 3.5 and

is better defined than the one from 8.2 n depth. The interpretation of

the shape of the envelope is less speculative because of the increased

amount of data.

The limit state stresses from both the 8.2 n and 10.0 m tests

have been plotted together in Fig. 3.20. An average limit state envelope

can be reasonabìy drawn through this data and is shown on the figure. It
is noted that this envelope is much larger than the limit state enve'lope

defined by Baracos et al. (1979) on the basis of samples of the blue clay
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from depths of 6.3 to 12.3 metres. Also, the orientation of the limit
state envelope, as interpreted by the author from the present data, is

somewhat different. These results wí.l1 be discussed in Chapter 4. The

next section presents the resu'lts of the undrained portion of the

triaxia'l tests.

3.4 UNDRAINED SHEARING

3.4. I Introduction

Samp'les which had not failed during the drained, stress controlled

portion of their test, v,rere then transferred to a strain controlled com-

pression frame for undrained shearing to rupture. The testing procedures

associated with the undrained portion of this study are outlined in

Appendix A, sections D and E. These tests provided information on several

aspects of the soil's behavior during shearing under undrained conditions.

In particular, the stress-strain and porewater pressure generation char-

acteristics of each sampìe lvere examined. This included examination of

the porewater pressure parameter, A,, the strain rate parameter, go.r,

and the elastic modulus,Ero, for each test. In addition, the failure

stresses found in the test permitted an evaluation of the normally con-

solidated Coulomb-Mohr envelope for the clay at both depths. The fail-
ure stresses from the undrained tests on overconsolidated samples (TZO4

and T209) were used, in conjunction with the drained stress controlled

data, to identify the limit state envelope in the overconsolidated

region. The normally consolidated Couìomb-Mohr envelope and the limit

state envelope for the 8.2 and 10.0 m depths have been illustrated in

Figs. 3.4 and 3.5 respectively. The average envelopes from the samples
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at both depths ìs shown in Fig. 3.20.

The results of the undrained shear tests, as well as those tests

which failed in drained shear, have been summarized in Table 3.2. The

next section will present the undrained results for each test series in

more detail. A detailed discussion of the results is found in Chapter

4.

3.4.2 Test Series:T201 to T204

All of the tests of this series, except test T20l which failed in

drained shear, were put into undrained shear at the end of the drained

consolidation phase of the testing. The stress-strain conditions for

each sample prior to undrained shearing are summarized in Table 3.5. The

undrained stress paths to maximum deviator stresses are shown in Fig. 3.4

for each test and the complete shear test results are summarized in Table

3.?.

The normalised undrained stress-strain behavior for each test is
presented in Fig. 3.17. Samples T202 and T203 were consolidated well

past limit state stresses prior to undrained shearing. Therefore the in-

situ grain structure of the sample had been completely modified and the

r€serve resistance associated with overconsolidation had been destroyed.

The stress-strain curves for these tests indicate typica'l normally con-

solidated behavior. The normalised deviator stress-axial strain plot

shows the deviator stress rising quickly to a peak deviator stress, then

gradually decreasing with increasing axial strain. Sampìe T202 reaches

maximum deviator stress at 0.58 percent, whereas the maximum principal

stress ratio occurs at an axial strain of 2.3 percent. 0n the other

hand, sample T203 rcached maximum deviator stress at 2.05 percent axial
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strain, and the maximum principal stress ratio does not occur until
axial strains of 10.1 percent. It should be noted that the maximum

principal stress ratio in this test was reached after the relaxation

test' after the initial strain rate that has been approximately doubled.

The elastic modulus values, Eus*, wêFê 54..l Mpa and 42.9 Mpa for
tests T202 and T203 respectively. The value of another usefu'l parameter,

the relative stiffness,(Euo/(or-or)/z)^u*: wôs almost identical in the

two tests (see Tab'l e 3.2).

Curves of porewater pressure increase, Au¡o1", versus e, for
these two tests are similar (Fig.3.17). They rise fairly rapidly up

to maximum deviator stresses, at which point they increase less rapidly

and become substantially constant at large strains. It is noted that
'the'value of Lu/oi" for sample T203 with the flatter stress path (i.e.
closer to isotropic consolidation) is about twice that of sample T202

which underuent more anisotropic consolidation.

It should be noted that both of these samples were allowed to

remain at their final consolidation stresses for a considerable period

of time prior to undrained shearing. Sampl es I2OZ and T203 remained at

their final stresses for ll and 5 days respectively. In theory, this
period of delayed compression may have allowed the samples to gain some

degree of reserve resistance at their final consolidation stresses. The

stress-strain behavior does not seem to indicate any degree of over-

consolidation, however there is no way of analysing the effect of this

delay period.

Ero is the secant npdulus obtained by measuring the srope of the
(or-or) versus Er pìot from the beginning of shear to 50 percent of
maximum deviator stress.
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As indicated in Fig. 3.4, sample T204 was only stressed three

increments past in-situ stresses in drained shear. The drained consoli-

dation results indicated that the sample had not reached limit state

stresses prior to undrained shearing (see section 3.3.2.2). Therefore,

the samp'le þ,as overconsolidated (nllol. =1.72) and still had some of

the reserve resistance associated with its in-situ grain structure. The

stress-strain behavior of this sample, illustrated in Fig. 3.r7, is
more brittle than that of the normally consolidated samples (T202 and

T203). The maximum deviator stress and the maximum principaì stress

ratio occur concurrently at an axial stress of 2.62 percent. There-

after, the deviator stress falls off abruptly to a much lower value at

which it remains essentially constant.

The elastic moduli, Eror âÍìd the relative stiffness Euo/(or-o")/4o *
for this test are significantìy lower than tests rz0z and 1203 (see

Table 3.2). This is contrary to what might have been expected. Crooks

(t973) suggested that overconsolidated samples might have a lower rela-

tive stiffness because their field grain structure may have been disturbed

to some extent during sample and laboratory preparation. 0n the other

hand, samples with a new normally consotidated laboratory-formed grain

structure have not been disturbed since formation, and have a relative

stiffness which is strictly a function of their consolidation stress,

o' Fiqure 3.21 shows a plot of relative stiffness versus (o!t) for all
1C

of undrained tests.

The porewater pressure generation during this test is shown in

Fig. 3.17. It rises quickly to a peak at maximum deviator stress, then

drops off abruptly. After this, it decreases only slightly during the

remainder of the test.
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As in test T202 and T203, it should be noted that sampl e TZ04

was allowed to consolidate at its final stress level for an extended

period of 9 days prior to undrained shearing. The overconso'lidated be-

havior of the sample may then be due to a combination of two effects.

Firstly, the sample had not been stressed past its limit state envelope

and therefore retained a portion of its reserve resistance* due to its
in-situ grain structure. secondly, the extended period of time at the

last stress level would have allowed the sample to gain some reserve

resistance due to delayed compression or creep.

0n the basis of the maximum deviator stresses found in these un-

drained tests and the drained tests discussed eartier, the limit state

envelope and the normally consolidated Coulomb-Mohr envelope for the

cìay at this depth have been found and are shown in Fig. 3.4. Due to

the small amount of data the envelopes established are admittedly tenta-

ti ve.

' The values of the porewater pressure parameter, Af, for each test

have been tabulated in Table 3.2. Previous work has shown that this

parameter is Èelated to consolidation history, and it is usually plotted

against overconsolidation ratio, nilnj (Baracos et al.,.l979). However,

previous work on Winnipeg clays by Baracos et a'I. (1979) pìotted A,

values against (l/ol.) because of uncertainty about their oedometer re-

sults. The values from this test series are shown on the plot in Fig.

3.22. They exhibit some scatter about the line for 76 mm samples

proposed by Baracos et al. (1979).

In order to investigate the effect of strain rate on the undrained

strength of the soil a relaxation test was performed on each sample after

See definition of over-competent structure on page 24.
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approximately one or two percent strain past the.maxímum deviator

stress. This relaxation test, first developed by Kenney (1966), is de-

scribed in Appendix A and invo'lves stopping the motor drive at a given

strain and taking readings of stress and strain with tinB. hlhen the

motor is stopped the sample continues to strain at a decreasíng rate

due to stored energy in the proving ring. The strain rate effect is re-

presented by the parameter go.r, which gives the percent increase in

undrained strength due to a tenfold increase in strain rate, as related

to the strength at a strain rate of 0.1 percent per hour. The values of

this parameter along with the average axial strain during the re'laxation

period, Ep, are given in Table 3.2. The average undrained strength

versus the axial strain rate, from the relaxation test data, is shown

in Fig. 3.23. Previous work summarized by Graham (1979) has suggested

that the p0.r parameter is related to the plasticity index of a c1ay.

The values of p0.r versus plasticity index for these tests has been

plotted along with other data from Graham ('1979) and is shown in Fig.

3.24. This data only confirms the general scatter associated with the

pl ot.

The next section reviews the undrained tests results from the

second test series.

3.4.3 Test Series: T205 to T209

In this series, only samples T205, T206 and T209 were tested in

undrained shear. The other two samples failed in drained shear. The

undrained effective stress paths to maximum deviator stress are shown in

Fig. 3.5. The stress-strain conditions for each sample prior to undrained

shearing ane presented in Table 3.5 and the complete shear test results
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ar€ found in Table 3.2.

Figure 3..l8 shows the normalized undrained stress-strain behavior

for each sampìe. Sampìes T205 and T206 were stressed well past limit
state during the drained stress controlled portion of their tests. These

sampìes were allowed to remain at their final stress for only a short

period (approximately I day during back pressuring) prior to undrained

shearing. Consequently no significant amount of delayed compression

could occur and their grain structure was normally consolidated and

strictly a function of the consolidation stresses. In both tests the

deviator stress rises gradually to a maximum value at which point it
remains relatively constant for the rest of the test. Sample T205

reached maximum deviator stress at an axial strain of 5.5 percent. The

maximum principal stress ratio was reached at 10.3 percent axial strain

after the initial strain rate had been approximate'ly doubled. Sample

T206 reached maximum deviator stress at an axial strain of 2.3 percent

and maximum principal stress ratio at a slight larger axial strain of

4.6 percent. The axial strain rate in this test had been doubled after

the relaxation test and prior to reaching the maximum principal stress

rati o.

The elastic moduli for samples T205 and T206 were similar and had

values of 282 MPa and 30.0 MPa respectively. The relative stiffness*

nreasured in the two tests are also quite close and were calculated as

273 and 262 for samples T205 and T206 respectively.

The curves of normalized porewater increase, Au/oi", versus e, for

these two tests, shown in Fig. 3.18, are of the same general shape with

a gradual increase up to maximum deviator stress aften¡¡hich the porewater

Defined on page 69.
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pressure increases only slight'ly. As noted in the pilot test series,

the magnitude of the porewater pressure increase during shear seems to

be a function of the consolidation history. Sample T205 was consoli-

dated under essentially constant deviator stress while the stress path

of sample T206 had an increasing component of deviator stress (see Fig.

3.5). Figure 3.18 shows that the normalized porewater pressure increase

in sample T205, which has a more isotropic stress path, is significantly

higher than sample T206 with more anisotropic consolidation.

As indicated in Fig. 3.5, sample T209 v',as consotidated only to its
estimated in-situ stresses and then put into undrained shear. Reconsoli-

dation to in-situ stresses preserves the grain structure of the soil in
the fíeld and allows its in-situ undrained behavior to be examined. The

undrained stress-strain behavior of the sample during this test is
shown in Fig. 3.lB and summarized in Table 3.2. The maximum deviator

stress and maximum principal stress ratio occur together at an axial

strain of approximately 2.'l percent. After reaching this peak the

deviator stress decreases abruptly and eventually levels off at high

strains. The porewater pressure behavior is similar showing a peak value

at an axial strain of t.6 þercent, followed by an abrupt decrease and

eventually a constant value. This behavior is characteristic of a

lightly overconsolidated sample. The average overconsotidation ratio,
p'./oi., from the oedometer testing presented in the next section, is

?.57. The elastic modulus and relative stiffness for this test are 8.5

l4Pa and l7l MPa respective'ly.

The values of the porewater pressune parmater, A¡, for the un-

drained tests of this series have been plotted on Fig. 3.22 with those
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of the pilot series. As previousìy observed, the results from these

tests do not fit the relationship proposed by Baracos et a'|. (lsls¡
very well. However, it is noted that the results of T205 and T206 could

reasonably lie on the projection of the proposed line for 76 rwrt samples.

The values of relative stiffness versus (oå-t) for the tests

of this series are shown plotted on Fig. 3.21. As with the results of

the pilot series, the values are not in good agreement with the line by

Baracos et al. (1979).

A relaxation test was carried out for each undrained test of this

series and the results are shown in Fig.3.z5. It is of interest to
note that the strain rate effect for the two normally consolidated

sampìes, T205 and T206, are closely similar. The values of the strain

rate paraneter, po.r, are listed in Tabte 3.2. They are plotted against

plasticity index on Fig. 3.24 along with the tests of the earlier series.

These values seem to indicate that a good correlation do not exist be,

tween po., and plasticity index.

Using the shear strengths obtained from these undrained tests and

the previous information from the draíned tests, the timit state envelope

and normally consolidated Coulomb-Mohr envelope for the clay at a depth

of 10.0 m have been tentatively identified in Fig. 3.5.

Figure 3.20 shows the limit state stresses and undrained strengths

identified in both series of tests. 0n the basis of all tests in this

study it is reasonable to form an average limit state envelope for
samples from both the 8.2 and 10.0 r¡ætre depths. This is shown on Fig.

3.20. In additÍon an average normally consolidated Coulomb-Mohr envelope

for both depths has been drawn. The effective angle of shearing resis-
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tance determined from this line is l8o and the effective cohesion inter-

cept is zero. This compares with a g' value of approximately 20o and an

effective cohesion intercept of 2 kPa for the 76 nm samples in the

recent study by Baracos et al. (.1979).

The final section of this chapter presents the results of the

one-dimensional consol idation tests

3.5 ONE-DIMENSIONAL CONSOLIDATION

Four oedometer tests were perforned on 63.5 mm diameter samples

which were trimmed from the same block samples used in the triaxial

compression portion of this study. Standard one-dimensional consolida-

tion testing techniques (see Bowles, l97B) were used in all tests, €X-

cept that an initial vertical load of 3/4 of pj was adopted to minimize

swelling and the load increment ratio was set at 1.6. The results of

these tests are summarized in Table 3.3 and the e-1ogo| curves are

shown in Fig. 3.19.

Tests Cl and C2 were perfornnd on samples taken from a nominal

depth of 8.2 m. Sample Cl was trimmed such that the compressibility of

the clay in the direction of the in-situ effective vertical stress was

rnasured. In'contrast, sample C2 was prepared such that the compress-

'ibitity in the direction of the in-situ effective horizontal stress was

rneasured. The preconsolidation pressure, på, and the compression index,

C", for these two tests were determined from the e-log of curves in Fig.

3..l9 and ar€ listed in Table 3.3. The values of pj for tests Cl and C2

are both 270 kPa and were determined using the Casagrande construction.

Due to the rounded nature of the curves and the sì i ght concave upward
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curvature of the virgin consolidation lines of these curves, the pj

va'lues are difficult to estimate. A distinct pj break is conmon for
sensitive clays and a more rounded curve from these clays is usual'ly an

indication of poor sampling and/or trimming techniques. It is not clear

whether this is the case for the tests shown in Fig. 3.'19. It also is
possible that the age of the samples and poor temperature control, during

storage could have contributed to the lack of a distinct pj break in these

e-'log o| curves.

Based on the estimated in-situ effective vertical stress and the

Pj value frpm test Cl, the overconsolidation ratio of the blue clay at
the 8.2 m depth is 3.0. UsÍng this value of overconsolidation ratio and

an average plasticity index of approximate'ly s0 (see Table 3.t), the

coefficient of earth py€ssure at rest, Ko, should be about .l.05 (Brooker

and Ïr"eìand, .1965). It is of interest to note that the ratio of the

maximum horizontal to maximum vertical effective stress determined from

the pi values of tests cl and c2 has a comparable value of .l.0.

The values of the compression index, c., from tests cl and c2 are

0.90 and 0.86 respective'ly. The varue of c" from test cl agrees with

the earlier values of C" in the blue clay which varied from 0.63 to 1.07

(Pietrzak , 1979).

Samples c3 and c4 were taken from a nominal depth of 10.0 m and

were both oriented such that the compressibi'lity in the direction of the

in-situ effective vertical stresses Ì{as being measured. The e-log o+

curves are shown in Fig.3.l9 and the results are tabulated in Table

3-3. The curves are closely similar and exhibit the roundness and con-

cave upu,ard curvature found in tests cl and c2. The pi values were 2g0
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kPa and 265 kPa for tests C3 and C4 respectively. The compression in-

dexes were 0.73 and 0.65 respectively

The average va'lue of pj from both depths, using tests Cl, C3,

and C4, is 272 kPa. The relationshíp between this value and the average

limit state envelope shown in Fig. 3.20 will be discussed in Chapter 4.

This concludes the presentation of the test results. The next

chapter will discuss these results and their possible interpretation.
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CHAPTER 4

DISCUSSION OF TEST RESULTS

4. I INTRODUCTION

The main obiect of this research was to examine the appìicability

of the limit state concept to the pìastic, anisotropic, Lake Agassiz

clay of the l¡'linnipeg area.

As described in an earlier chapter, the hypothesis on which this

concept is based, proposes that the stress-straín-time behavior of a

natural c'lay in the fie'ld is to'large extent controlled by its particle

(or grain) structure. The particle structure of a natural clay is a

function of its depositional environment and adapts to sustain the maxi-

mum stresses applied during and after its deposition. For most natural

cìays, this leads to an anisotropic particle structure. At some point

during the history of a deposit, apparent overconsolidation can occur by

one or a combination of the following factors: off-loading, groundwater

level movements, delayed compression, the formation of cementation bonds,

or desiccation. This overconsolidation leaves the clay with a reserve

resistance over and above the particle structure strength corresponding

to its in-situ stress level. l^lhen soil elements are stressed above their
field overburden stresses, the soil initiaìly behaves in a rather elastic

manner with only small straÍns occurring. This is due to the overcompet-

ent particle structure of the soil. However, at some limiting stress

level (defined as limit state), the particle structure begins to yield or

breakdown, with accompanying higher strain rates and porewater pressures.
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Therefore, the particle structure can be seen to play an important role

in the initial stress-strain behavior of a soil subjected to changing

stresses from cívil engineering works.

The limit state envelope is a function of the particle structure

of a soil. It is the locus of stress states in (p', q) space at which

the soil changes from essentially small strain, pseudo-elastic behavior

to a larger strain, more plastic behavior. At limit state stresses, the

maximum small strain resistance of the particle structure is mobitized and

a significant number of localized failures at the points of the particle

contact begin to occur.

Limit state envelopes have been established for a number of

natural c'lays. However, with the exception of the work on Belfast estua-

rine clays (crooks and Graham, 1976), the clays in these studies have

been either sensitive or cemented (Mitchell, 1970; Graham, 1914; Tavenas

and Leroueil, 1977) and represent extreme examples of the effect of

particle structure. 0n the other hand, l.linnipeg clays are generally

accepted to be of low sensitivity and have not been identified as being

cemented. The extension of the limit state concept to include l,Jinnipeg

clays is a significant step towards verifying its app'licability to all

natural clays. The work described in this thesis suggests that t^linnipeg

clays do have an in-situ particle structure which governs its initial
stress-strain response to varying stress conditions.

The 1979 paper by Baracos et al. described, for the first time, a

limit state envelope for l,linnipeg cìay. In that study, an average limit
state enve'lope was drawn through data from undisturbed clay samples taken

from depths between 6.3 m and t2.3 m (see Fig. 4.1). The envelope was
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well-defined for stress paths with increasing shear stress but was

poorly defined for those with increasing octahedraì stresses.

Ïhe present study has extended the initial study by defining'limit
state envelopes for the winnipeg cìay at depths of g.2 m and 10.0 m at

the same site (Fig.4.l). In addition, the drained test results showed

that strain energy provides a useful limit state críterion along any

genera'l ized stress path.

The fol'lowing sêctions discuss the results of the test program in

detail.

4.2 DRAINED COMPRESSION RESULTS

4.2.1 Defining Limit State

A major problem in determining the limit state envelope of a clay

is establishing a criterion by which limit state stresses are identified.
Originally limit state stress condition was determined by observing the

development of volumetric strains,ev , in drained stress controlled tests
(Tavenas et at., 1978a). Limit state was the stress condition at which

the effective octahedral stress-volumetric strain relationship changed

from an initially linear, small strain behavior to more pìastic behavior.

This stress condition was identified on the stress-strain pìot as the

intersection of the two linear sections which defined the initial elastic
and subsequent more plastic behavior. However, along certain effective
stress paths voìumetric strains can be zero, and a'long others Ít may ex-

hibit onìy unilinear behavior. For this reason, the criterion could not

be used to define limit state aìong aìl stress paths.
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In test series T20l to T204, the oj.. versus ev plots, shown in

Fig.3.8, only produced an identifiable limit state stress in test T203.

The stress path for test 1203 is fairly flat in (p', q) stress space and

has an increasing component of effective octahedral normal stress (Fig.

3.4) .

In test series T205 to T209, the relationship between effective

octahedral normal stress and volumetric strain uras useful in defining

limit state for test T205 and T206 (Fig. 3.'14). Both of these tests

follow stress paths with a generally increasing component of effective

octahedral normal stress (Fig. 3.5).Therefore, it is seen that along

stress paths with oj". increasing significantly, the 'oå"t versus e.,r,

plot is a good limit state criteria.

It was suggested by Crooks and Graham (1976) that another compon-

ent of the stress tensor be used to determine limit state along stress

paths in which the 'oå"t versus eo,' plot was not helpfu'|. Figures 3.6,

3.7 and 3.8 showed plots of'ol versuS er', '(or-or) versus er', and

'of versuS Êr' respectively, for test series T20l to T204. Atong stress

paths T20ì and T202, which have generally increasing shear stress, the

plots of oi or (or-or) versus e, provided identifiable limit state stresses.

However, in test T203 limit state could not be identified from these plots.

In fact, a strain hardening type of behavior was found at stress level B

in this test. The plots of oj versus e, for all of the tests in this

series exhibited a fair amount,of scatter and were not useful in identi-

fying yield.

Figures 3..l2,3.13, and 3.15 shovr plots of'ol versus el','(or-o.)
versus err, ând 'oj versus eg' respectively, for test series T205 to T209. Again

it was along the stress paths of generally increasing shear stress, T206 and T207
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(see Fig. 3.5), that the plots of oi or (o.r-or) versus e, produced an

identifiable limit state stress. The plots of oi versus e, for this

test series were not useful in identifying limit state except in the

test T207. 0n this basis, it is seen that plots of (or-or) or oi versus

e, provide a good limit state criterion for stress paths in which deviator

stress is genera'lly increasing.

The limit state stresses determined from various stress-strain

criteria are summarized in tables 3.6 and 3.7 for test series T20l to

T204 and T205 to T209 respectiveìy. It was observed that the I imit state

condition predicted by the different criteria were fairly close but not

identical. Tavenas et al.. (1978a) have suggested that the limit state

stresses defined by the various strain components are frequenily not

identical. 0n the basis of tables 3.6 and 3.Zthis point can be neither

confirmed nor refuted. However it is certain that no one strain component

can be used to define'limit state stress a'long al1 stress paths.

It is for this reason.that Tavenas et al. (l978a), following a

suggestion by Graham (1974), proposed using strain energy as a limit
state criterion. By plotting the strain energy absorbed per unit vo'lume,

[,J, against effective octahedral normal stress, a'll the components of the

strain tensor were combined into a single limit state criterion. This

criterion has been modified by the author with the substitution of a more

fundamental stress, oåcalar, for the previousty used o!.. This renders

the criterion useful for all stress paths, even those with a constant

effectÍve octahedraì normal stress.

The plots of hl versus oå.¿", for test series T20l to T204 and T205

to T209 were shown in Figs. 3.10 and 3.ì6 respecitvely. In test series
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T20l to T204, strain energy provided a useful limit state criterion along

all stress paths. For stress paths T20l and T202, clear discontinuities

occurred in the plots, and timit state stresses were defined by imposing

two linear sections on the data. In test T203 it was not reasonab'le to

impose a bilinear function on the data. However, a clear break in the

plot did occur at stress level ll, and this was taken as limit state. In

test T204, the plot was linear, indicating limit state had not been

reached.

In the second test series, strain energy was again found to be a

useful limit state criterion. In tests T205 and T2O6,clear discontinui-

ties in the 'hl versus oåcalar'plot indicated limit state.The p'lot of hl versus

oåcara, for test I2O7 did not reveal a distinct change in behavior which

could be interpretted as limit state. The behavior was interpretted as

curvilinear. The lack of a distinct limit state stress in this plot may

have been due to the position of this stress path in (p,, g) space (see

Fig. 3.5). The path was almost paralleì to the normally conso'lidated

Coulomb-Mohr envelope; this made it difficult to distinguish between

limit state and rupture in the test. In test 1208, the strain energy

plot was linear up to rupture stresses, and thus indicated no limit state

behavior prior to failure.

Figure 4.2 shows the plots of the various limit state criteria for

test T206. Because of the intermediate position of the stress path for

the test (Fig. 3.5), four of the five criteria define'limit state stresses.

Although there is some variation in the limit state stresses found by the

different criteria, they are in fact rather similar. Tables 3.6 and 3.7

revealed that in all tests where limit state was reached at'least two of
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the limit state criteria were useful. The strain energy plot produced

identifiabte ìimit state stresses in every test but T207. These findings

confirm the suggestion by Tavenas et al. (t978a) tfiat strain energy is

indeed a good indicator of limit state along any stress path. Furthermore,

because it includes the entire strain tensor, this criterion is the most

iustifiable means of demonstrating the fundamental change in stress-

strain behavior which occurs at límit state. The use of a more general

stress component, such as o!""1"¡, is also recommendedl This extends the

applicability of the original criterion, hl versus oåct, to include stress

paths in which oj.¡ is constant. It is noted that other scalar stress

terms which incorporates the major principal stresses, could be used for

oåcatar. Further work as to an appropriate scalar stress term is

requi red.

4.2.2 The Limit State Envelopes

In Chapter 3, limit state envelopes b,ere defined for the Winnipeg

clay at depths of 8.2 m and ì0.0 m (Figs.3.4 and 3.5). The limit state

envelope established in the pilot test series for the 8.2 m depth is

rather speculative. In defining limit state stresses aìong the stress

path of each test, no preference was given to any one limit state criterion.

The range of limit state stresses established by the different criteria

were shown on the stress path for each test. In the case of test T203,

only two limit state criteria were useful in identifying limit state and

both criteria indicated the same stress. Therefore for this test, only

a single limit state stressis shown in Fig.3.4. Test T204 was put into

undrained shear prior to reaching limit state in drained compression.

Consequently, limit state stresses were not established along a stress

See page 52.
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path of approximateìy constant shear stress.

The limit state envelope for 8.2 n was drawn such that it passed

through the middle of the range of limit state stresses defined for

tests T20l and T202. The section of the envelope below stress path T202

was drawn simil.ar to the shape predicted by the YLIGHT model. It is there-

fore rather speculative. No attempt was made to draw the envelope through

the limit state stresses for test T203. As explained in Chapter 3, the

load duration in tests T203 and T204 was not constant, and was extended

to periods of up to 9 days in an attempt to examine the effect of load

duration. In spite of the variation of load duration at each stress

level (see table 8.3), limit state stresses were still identified in test

T203. However, the author believes that the increased load durations

used in this test have caused the limit state stress along this stress

path to decrease. Tavenas et al . (1977) state that a reduction in the

rate of loading or an increase in the duration of load application should

result in a reduction of the limit state stress. 0n this basis, the

limit state stress corresponding to 24 hour load durations for test T203

was presumed to be at a higher stress level. Therefore, the lower part

of the limit state envelope shown in Fig.4.l for the 8.2 m depth was

conjecturaì .

In the overconsolidated region, limit state and rupture coincide.

Limit state has been defined as the stresses at which the maximum strength

of the particìe structure is mobilized and a significant number of local-

ized failures at the points of particle contact begin to occur. In

drained, stress controlled compression, this is evident by the change

from elastic, smaìl strain to more plastic, large strain behavior.
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Bjerrum and Kenney (t967) state that the maximum shear strength rupture

criterion for undrained shear is associated with the quasi-static

yielding of the grain structure of a soil at small strains; whereas the

maximum stress ratio rupture criterion for undrained shear represents

the dynamic yielding of the clay structure at large strains once a stat-

istically constant condition of sliding friction between soil particles

has been obtained (Graham, 1974'). Consequentìy, in undrained shear the

maximum shear stress reached at small strains by an overconsolidated

sample is a function of its particle structure and represents a limit
state condÍtion. The limit state envelope for test series T20l to T204

was thus extended to include the stresses defined by the maximum shear

stress criterion for sampleT204. This sample was not stressed to limit

state in drained shear and for this reason,was overconsolidated prior to

undrained shearing.

The limit state envelope for a 10.0 m depth from tests T205 to

1209, is shown in Fig. 3.5. The envelope defined for this depth is less

speculative than the one at 8.2 m. The three limit state stresses esta-

blished during drained, stress controlled compression along stress paths

T205, T206 and T207 allowed an accurate determination of the envelope in

the region below the normally consolidated Coulomb-Mohr ìine. In the over-

consolidated range, the enveìope was well defined by tests T208 and T209.

Figure 4..l shows the limit state enveìopes estabìished in this

study. The nature of the envélopes may be compared with the details of

the YLIGHT model explained in Chapter 2. The YLIGHT model proposes that

the timit state envelope has an ellipticat shape centered on the Ç-
consolidation for the normally consolidated clay. Based on a normally
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consolidated, effective ang'le of shearing resistance, ó', of l8o, and

Jaky's formula for Ko (see section 2.2), a Ko-consolídation line has

been shown in Fig.4.l. The limit state envelopes shown for the two

depths are roughly, but not precisely, symmetricaì about this line.

The YLIGHT mode'l also states that the limit state envelopes at

different depths are all homothetic (i.e. geometrically simi'lar). This

is the case for the limit state envelopes in this study. However, the

author concedes that limited amount of data allowed some freedom in the

interpretation of exact shape and orientation of the limit state enve-

lopes drawn.

Aìthough the general shapes of the envelopes are faithful to the

data, more extensive stress probing a'long other stress paths is necessary

to more accurateÏy define the shape and orientation of limit state enve-

lopes in t'linnipeg clay.

An important consideration in the YLIGHT model and the concept of

limit state is that the position of the limit state envelope is governed

by the magnitude of thê preconsolidation pressure. Consequentìy, the

limit state envelopes of a clay deposit at different depths are geometri-

cal'ly similar and positioned in stress space according to their preconsol-

idation pressure, p¿. If the pi vatues at two different depths in a

deposit are constants, they would share a common limit state enveìope.

The YLIGHT model links the limit state envelope defined by drained,

triaxiaì stress probing, to the preconsolidation pressure defíned in the

oedometer tests. The one-dimensional consolidation test occurs under Ç-
consolidation conditions. However, the precise value of the effective

horizontal stress during the test is unknown. In (p', Q) stress space, a
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line representing all of the possible states of stress of the oedometer

sample at its preconsolidation pressure may be drawn by considering the

extreme values of oi which are possibìe. According to the YLIGHT model

thi s I ine, known as the Ri I ine, shoul d intersect the K;conso'l idation

line for a clay at the limit state envelope for the clay at that depth

(see Fig. 2.2). The pi lines, based on the oedometer tests for this

study, are shown in Fig. 4.t. The average vaìues of Rj for 8.2 m and

10.0 m were 270 kPa and 272.5 kPa respectiveìy (Fig. 3..l9). The pj lines

for these values o¡ på intersect the K;line well inside the timit state

envelopes defined for the two depths.

A possible explanation for these discrepancies is the quaìity of

the standard trimming techniques used in the oedometer testing. These

techniques did not preserve the particle structure as well as the more

careful trimming techniques used in the triaxial testing program (see

Appendix A). The rounded nature of the e-log o] curves in this study are

a general indication of the disturbance of these samp'les (Fig. 3.19).

Furthermore, it is noted that the volume of soil in the triaxial sampìes

is approximately twelve times the oedometer. For this reason, the tri-
axial sample will produce stress-strain data which is more representative

of the soil's true behavior.

More recently' during the writing of this thesis, additional oedo-

meter testing has been completed on samples from 8.2 m and I0.0 m by

graduate students at the University of Manitoba. In these tests, precon-

solidation pressures of 320 kPa and 365 kPa were found for samples from

10.0 m and 8.2 m respectively (Trainor, .l980). 
These values are in better

agreement with the limit state envelopes defined in this study. For in-
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stance, because the limit state envelope for 8.2 n lies outside of the

envelope for 10.0 m, a higher value of på would be expected in the

oedometer tests at 8.2 m. This was the case in the oedometer results by

Trainor (.l980), but not in the oedometer tests of this study where pi

for both depths was almost identical.

If the preconsolidation pressure for both depths was indeed con-

stant, it wouìd be reasonable to define one limit state envelope for

both depths, as was done by Baracos et al. (]979). In view of the un-

certainty associated with the pi vaìues, an average limit state envelope

has been shown between the envelopes defined for 8.2 n and 10.0 m (Fig.

4..|). This average envelope was drawn homothetically to the other two,

and represents an average of the two envelòpes shown.

Figure 4..l shows the limit state envelope proposed by Baracos et

al. (1979). Their envelope was drawn on the basis of limit state data

from depths between 6.3 m and 12.3 m. The originaì limit state data

points for that study were shown in Fig. 3.20. The timit state enveìope

defined by Baracos et al. (1g7g) lies we]1 inside the envelopes defined

in this study. They stated that their envelope uras well-defined when

shear stresses were i.ncreasing, but poorly defined aìong stress paths

with increasing octahedral normal stress and nearly constant shear stress.

The same statement is true of the results of this study. Limit state

stresses were established in only one test with octahedraì normal stress

increasing and shear stresses remaining constant (i.e. test 1205). The

sections of the limit state envelopes drawn in this area of stress space

were based solely on the data from test T205. It is of interest to note

that the limit state stresses defined in T205 are quite close to those
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defined for two tests in the work by Baracos et a'|. (1979) (see Fig.

3 .20) .

There is no obvious explanation for the discrepancy between the

limit state envelope by Baracos et al. (t979) and those defined in this

study. The shape of the envelopes shown for this study are only pre-
'liminary because of the small amount of data. However, there is no doubt

that the limit state envelopes of this study lie significant'ly outside

the one defined by Baracos et al. (1979). The block samples used in

both studies were taken from the same site, and an examination of the

classification data and moisture contents of the samp'les in both studies

indicated no significant differences. The samples in this study were,

however, stored for an extended period of time (about one year) prior to
the testing. This may have led to thixotropic hardening*, although there

is no previous evidence of this in l,'linnipeg c'lays. The storage room, aì-

though moisture controlled, was not temperature control'led, and some temp-

erature fluctuations were noted during the summer months. These temperature

fluctuations over the extended storage period could have affected the

stress-strain properties of the samples in a uray which cannot be explained

on the basis of the present work. It is recommended that steps be

taken to improve the storage conditions in the geotechnical laboratories

at the University of Manitoba.

Another possible explanation for the ìarge discrepancy in the limit
state envelopes defined is the difference in load increment ratio between

the two studies. This is discussed further in the next section.

Thixotropíc hardening is an increase in strength with time at constant
composition.
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4.2.3 Testing Techniques

. During the pilot series, uncertainty developed about the effect

of load duration and load increment ratio on the drained triaxial test

results. This led to an extension of the load duration used in tests

T203 and T204. However, this preìiminary investigation of the effect of

load duration was not systematic (i.e. load duration was varied from in-

crement to increment in an attempt to achieve 'complete' consolidation)

and díd not significantìy elucidate the problem. Because of the scope of

thís studY, the second series of tests, T2O5 to T209, was conducted using

a standard 24 hour load duration, and no further attention was given to

the effect'of toad duration or load increment ratio on the test results.

Subsequent to the completion of the testing program, the importance of

these two testing parameters on the test results has become more apparent.

It is now generally accepted that the strength and deformation

behavior of most natural clays is time-dependent (Campaneìla and Vaid,

1974; Tavenas et al.,l97Bb). Ear'ly investigators into the effects of

time on the stress-strain behavior of natural clay followed the classical

pattern of separating problems of stabilíty, investigated by means of

strength tests, from deformation problems investigated by oedometer tests.

Using the standard load increment ratio of l*, Crawford (1964)

showed that in oedometer tests, the value of på decreased with the tength

of load duration. In addition, he stated that the rate of compression,

which may be varied by the size of the ìoad increment, also affects the

preconsolidation pressure. He also stated that the division of consoli-

dation into primary and secondary components was an arbitrary separation

Load increment equals previous total ìoad.
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of a continuous compression process, and the relative contribution of

each depends on the method of loading (see also Bjemum, 1967).

Leonards et al. (1964) discussed the effect of load increment ratio

on the results of one-dimensional consolidation tests. They stated that

for small load increment rati.os, the Terzaghi theory cannot predict, even

approximately, the rate of pore pressure dissipation, and that measured

pore pressures generally dissipate more rapid'ly than predicted by the

Terzaghi model. They showed that as load increment ratio decreased, the

compressibi'lity decreased and,the time required for pore pressure dissi-

pation decreased.

l,lith regard to drained trÍaxial consolidation tests, early inves-

tigators into limit state envelopes for natural clays did not specificaì'ly

deal with the effect of time on the determination of limit state envelopes.

Mitchell (.l970) stated that major time effects occur onìy within the

range of pressures in excess of the preconsolidation pressure, and that

very slow rate of loading tests give rise to a void ratio-pressure curve

essentially the same as the curve obtained from slow incremental loading

tests.0n thÍs basis, he suggested that a limit state envelope can be

established provided excess pore pressures are allowed to dissipate.

With regard to load increment ratio, Crooks and Graham (1976)

stated that the load increment ratio is important only for sampìe tests

along stress paths which intel:sect the Coulomb-Mohr enveìope. They found

larger load increments generate large porewater pressures which can 'lead

to the Coulomb-Mohr rupture criterion being exceeded. In addition, they

found that along two of their stress paths yielding and rupture could be

distinguished only when a smaller load increment ratio was used.
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Leroueil and Tavenas (1977) were the first to recognize that

strain rate effects need be considered in the experimental determination

of the limit state envelope of a natural clay. They suggested in the

YLIGHT model that the effects of ageing and strain rates on the precon-

solidation pressure of natural clays proposed by Bjerrum (t967), apply

in fact to the entire limit state enveìope.. Moreover, they stated that

it is mandatory to ensure the uniformity of rates of all tests used to

determine the limit state envelope of a given clay, and to evaluate the

rate dependency of thís enve'lope if it is to be used in the anaìysis of

practical problems.

Tavenas and Leroueil (1977 ) theorized that a reduction of the rate

of loading or an increase in the duration of load will lead to a reduc-

tion of not only the oedometer pj value, but of the entire limit state

envelope. Data from strain controlled tests on Champlain Sea cìay showed

that the limit state envelope in the overconsolidation region was indeed

strain rate dependent. In addition, the reduction of the oedometer pi

value with lengths of loading was shown using nine oedometer tests step

loaded in one increment to their final vertical load. However, no attempt

was made to unify the results of the strain controlled triaxial tests and

stress controlled tests (both oedometer and drained triaxia'l) in terms of

the various strain rates used. The time dependency of the limit state

envelope was implied with reference to three tests. The decrease in

strength from two cID tests taking 0.5 days and 8 days was p'lotted. The

decrease 'n p¿ resulting from load durations between 0.7 days and 70 days

was shown. Additionally, the decrease in limit state stresses when the

load duration in isotropic, drained compression was varied from I day to
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5 days was shown. These tests indicated a general reduction in limit state

stresses as load duration increased, or rate of loading decreased.

A significant consideration in the stress controlled, drained

triaxial testing of all previous studies is that the rate of loading is

not constant. The rate of loading for samples loaded incremently varies

greatly during a test and is dependent on both the load increment and the

load duration. For this reason, the strain rate dependency of the limit
state envelope cannot be fully defined in these stress controì1ed drained

tests.

In this study, the incremental stress levels along each stress

path were chosen such that an arbitrary number of stress levels occumed

between the in-situ stresses and the previously defined limit state

envelope by Baracos et al. (1979). In test series T20l to T204 and T205

to T209, there were six and four stress levels respectiveìy. It is noted

that in the previous study the load increments (and therefore load in-

crement ratios) were generaììy smaller than those used in this study.

This smaller load increment ratio represents a decreased rate of loading,

and thus should cause an overall decrease in the limit state envelope.

It is possible that the generaìly targer size of the ìoad increment ratios

used in this study could be partialiy responsible for the larger limit
state envelope. However, there is no way of quantifying this affect in
this thesis.

In this study some useful evidence of the effect of load duration

was found in test T202. A load duration of 24 hours was used until the

final three stress levels, which were continued for periods of ll7h,145h,

and 264h respectively (table 8.2). The stress-strain pìots for this
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test are shown in Figs. 3.6 through 3.10. From the plots of oi and

(or-or) versus e, in Figs. 3.6 and 3.7,a linear section, parallel to the

initia'l post-limit state behavior, !',as defined through these last three

stress Ievels. If the downward movement of this stress-strain data due

to the longer load durations b,ere assumed appìicable to all the data for

this test, il can be seen that the limit state stresses defined would be

smal I er. There i s al so evi dence of a paral 'l el shi ft i n the post-ì 'im'i t
state behavior in the plot of l,ú versus o1."1", in Fig. 3.10. However,

this evidence is admittedìy insufficient to draw any conclusions.

It is noted that test T203 was conducted with longer load durations

(see tabte 8.3). However, the lengths of the load durations in this test

were not constant and varied at each stress level. A comparable test

with 24 hour loadings would be required to verify that the limit state

stresses were reduced by longer load durations. A further more systema-

tic study is required to verify the effect of ìoad duration on the limit

state envelope.

Since the stress-strain properties of most natural c'lays are time

dependent, the limit state envelope (as suggested in YLIGHT) will also be

time dependent. This time-dependency is simply evaluated in strain con-

trolled testing where the rate of loading is easily varied. However, in

stress controlled testing the rate of loading is not constant and is a

function of both the ìoad duration and 'load increment ratio. It is

suggested by the author that the load duration and toad increment ratio

are important variables in a testing program for the determination of the

limit state envelope of a natural clay. Further research is required to

examine the effect of these parameters on the resu'lts of drained, stress
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control I ed, triaxial tests.

rate dependency of the I imi t

used in practical anaìysis.

4.2.4 Other Considerations

Furthermore, some means of evaluating the

state envelope is required if it is to be

Several additiona'l aspects of the results of the dra'ined,stress

controlled portion of the triaxial tests are worth further discussion.

With regard to the reconsoìidation of the samples to in-situ stresses,

the strains on restressing v'Jere tabulated in table 3.4. The maximum

axial strain on restressing was 2.33 percent, while in most tests it was

around 2 percent. Crooks (1973) stated that axial strains less than 2

percent to på were considered an indication of minimal disturbance during

sampling and preparation. With this in mind, it may be stated that the

careful sampling and trinrning techniques used in this study were helpful

in minimizing disturbance in these samples. It is also noted that the amount

of axial strain on reconsol idation was affected by the uncertainty

associated.with the actual in-situ stress levels, and by the stress ratio

used during reconsol idation.

Table 4..l summarizes the axial and volumetric strains at limit
state stresses for the drained, stress control'led tests in this study.

The strains at limit state are quite large and are approximately doubïe

those found in the tests by Baracos et al.,(1979). These values of

strain are somewhat disconcerting in that the limit state condition is

thought to be associated with sma'll strain behavior, whereas the strains

in table 4.1 are quite large. However, the higher values of the limit
state for l,linnipeg clay may be a function of their less sensitive yet

more active nature.
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Table 4.2 lists the total volume change as measured in the draineci

portion of each test, and the total volume change as determined by the

change in moisture content of the samples during testing. It is noted

that in every case the volume change measured in the burette readings is

significantly larger than that determined from the moisture content

changes. One possible explanation for this discrepancy is ìeakage through

the membranes into the sample. If this were the case, it would quite

like]y be of a nearly constant nature and therefore, should have effected

the limit state determination. It is also possible that the samples in

this study vüere gasing. That is, organic material in the samples was

producing gas during the test, and this gas was causing erroneous volume

change readings. The samples wêre flushed regularly during testing to
remove any trapped air bubbles, and in many cases significant amounts of

air were expe'lled. However, since this flushing was not performed on a

reguìar and systematic basis, the volume of air expeìled could not be dis-

counted from the volume change readings. Fortunately, it appears that

this problem has not affected the stress-strain results adversely. It
may, however, account for the scatter associated with radial strain plots,

which are calculated on the basis of e, and e..r. It is recormended that

future testing incorporate daity flushing, and that the volume of air
expelled be recorded and subtracted from volume change readings. Further-

more, it wouìd be useful to determine the organic content of the sampìes

Prior to testing. I

A third possible reason for the discrepancy in vorume change

measurements are poor building-out procedures which may have allowed the

samples to take on water after stress removal.

rçi:
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The next section of this chapter discusses the results of the

undrained tests.

4.3 UNDRAINED SHEARING RESULTS

4.3.1 Stress-Strain Behavior

Section 3.4 presented the results of the undrained portion of this

study. Samples which had not failed during the drained, stress controlled

portion of the testing program were put into undrained shear. The un-

d.rained effective stress paths of these samples are shown in Figs.3344

a.nd 3 .5.

The normalized undrained stress-strain behavior of the sampìes

is shown in Figs. 3.t7 and 3.18. In all cases except 1204 and rz0g,

the samples had been stressed well past their'limit state envelopes prior

to undrained shearing. This impìies that their in-situ particle struc-

ture had been changed and the samples had a new particle structure which

b,as normaììy consolidated and strictly a function of its consolidation

stresses. Samples T204 and T209, which were not stressed to Iimit state,

retained their origina] particle structure and were overconsolidated.

In tests 1202' T203, T205 and T206, the stress-strain results are

typical of a normally consoìidated cìay. The deviator stress and pore-

water pressure both rise gradually to a maximum at which point they level

off and remain essentially constant.

It is of interest to note that samples T202 and T203, which were

allowed to remain at their final consolidation stresses for ll and 5 days

respectively, behave in a normally consotidated manner. Theoretically,

the period of delayed compression at the end of consolidation should have
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allowed the particle structure of samp'les to develop a reserve resistance,

or overcompetency. This was not reflected in the stress-strain data.

l,lith regard to porewater generation, it was noted that the sampìes

which were normally consolidated with more isotropic stresses (i.e. T203

and T205), produced a higher normalized pore pressure increase, Âu/oi".

The observation was made with respect to samplesT202 and T206 which had

higher components of deviator stress at their final consolidation stress

level. This seems to indicate that a more isotropic consolidation

stresses produce higher normalized porewater pressures during undrained

sheari ng.

Samples T204 and T209, which were overconsolidated, behaved in a

typical overconsolidated fashion. In both testS, the samples, stress-

strain behavior u,as brittle. The deviator stress and porewater pressure

reached a peak at relatively low strains, after which they both fe]l off
abruptly to a lower value. As mentioned earlier, the limit state envelope

and the rupture envelope are essentially the same in the overconsolidated

region. Bjerrum and Kenney (.l967) stated the maximum deviator stress

criterion for rupture is associated with the quasi-static yielding of the

particle structure of a soil at small strains. 0n the other hand, the

maximum stress ratio criterion for rupture represents the dynamic yielding

of the clay structure at large strains once a statistically constant con-

dition of sliding friction between particìes has been obtained. In the

case of an overconsolidated sample, the quasi-static yielding of the

particle structure at small strains (i.e. limit state) was followed

irmediately by dynamic yieìding of the structure (i.e. rupture). In both

T204 and 1209, these criteria occuryed .simultaneously at lov¡ strains.
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Young's modulus, Erqr wôs determined for each test and is listed

in table 3.2. This modulus represents the slope of the ptot of principal

stress difference, (or-or), versus axial strairì,81, from 0 to 50 percent

of the maximum deviator stress increase, It finds applicat.ion in finite
element analysis. Another elastic parameter, the relative stiffness,
(Euo/(or-or)/Z¡, was calculated and is shown in tabl e 3.2. The values of

the relative stiffness against 1/oi" are plotted in Fig. 3.21. The tests

in this study indicate a trend towards higher reìative stiffness for the

normalìy consolidated samples. This differs from the line proposed by

Baracos et al. (.1979) shown in Fig. 3.21. It does, however, agree with

work of crooks (1973) who proposed that the higher values for the

nÔrmally consolidated samples were due to the fact that their laboratory
formed particle s-tructure.was und'isturbed. The field structure of the

overconsolidated samples, on the other hand, had been disturbed somewhat

by sampling and trinrning.

The porewater pressure parameter, Ar, has been determined for each

undrained test and is shown plotted against l/oi" in Fig. g.zz. This

parameter is a function of consolidation history and is usually plotted

against the overconsolidation ratio of the sample, pi/oi". However, in

this case,(t/oi.) was used because of the uncertainty associated wíth the

one-dimensional consolidation test results. The results showed the same

general trend as the work by Baracos et al. (1979). The value of A,

generally decreases with the degree of overconsolidation. However, there

is some scatter about the line for 76 nun samples proposed by Baracos et

al. (1979). The values of A, above I for samples T205 and T206 are quite

unusual; other values of A, in the lÍterature seldom exceed l.
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4.3.2 Strain Rate Effect

The importance of time on the stress-strain properties of natural

clays is well known (for example, Bjerrum, .l967; 
vaid and campaneìla,

1974; Tavenas et al., ì978a). A method for measuring the effect of
strain rate on the undrained strength of a soil is the relaxation test.
This method, first proposed by Kenney (see crooks (.l973)), involves

stopping the motor drive of the compression machine at a given strain and

taking readings of stress and strain with time. After the motor drive

is stopped, the sample continues to strain at a decreasing rate due to
the stored energy in the proving ring. From this test, a plot of un-

drained resistance, Sr*, versus strain rate is formed, and the strain rate
parameter, p'o 

. r, cal cul ated. The parameter, go 
. r, gives the percentage

increase Ín undrained strength as the strain rate is increased by a factor
of .l0. 

The parameter is related to the undrained strength at a strain

rate of 0.1 percent/h.

The results of the relaxation tests are shown in Figs. 3.23

and 3.25. The oo., resuìts varied from 4.5 to l0.l percent. It was noted

that the two overconsolidated samples, T204 and T209, had lower values of

90. r, 4.5 and 5.8 percent respectiveìy. lrlhereas the normal ìy consol idated

samples (T202, T203, T205 and T206) had oo., uulues ranging from g.6 to
l0.t percent.

Graham (1979) has proposed, on the basis of data from several

natural clays thut po., increases with increasing plasticity index. This

is shown in Fig. 3.24 along with the results of the present study. The

few results do not confirm the proposed reìationship by Graham (1g7g),

and suggest that oo., is independent of pìasticity index. Highly struc-

These are values of shearing resistance, (or-o.), measured after the
maximum deviator stress, (o1 -os)/Zmax, has been reached.
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tured or sensitive clays have shown much higher po., values.

The author acknowledges the criticism that the relaxation test re-

sults are affected to some extent by the properties of the proving ring

used. For this reason, it is suggested that undrained tests at variabìe

strain rates be performed to confirm the strain rate effects reported

herei n.

4.3.3 Normal I y Consol idated Strenoth Enve'loop

0n the basis of the drained and undrained tests to failure, the

Coulomb-Mohr strength envelope in the normally consoìidated region was

defined separately for both depths,8.2 m and t0.0 m. These envelopes were

shown in Figs. 3.4 and 3.5. An average normally consolidated Coulomb-Mohr

enve'f ope for both depths is shown in Fi g. 3.20. From this envelope, the

effective strength parameters, c'and 6', were found to be 0 and lgo.

The previous study by Baracos et al.(1979) had found a c,of 5 kpa

and 0' of 20" in the normally consolidated range with 76 mm samples. The

extended storage period and the temperature fluctuations during storage are

possible explanations for the lower strength parameters found in this study.

In Chapters I and 2, the concept of critical state was introduced.

Critical state was defined as the steady state condition at which a clay

would deform continuousìy with no further changes in stress or voids ratio.
Furthermore, the stresses at critical state were said to satisfy the Coulomb-

Itlohr fail ure envelope.

The Coulomb-Mohr failure enveìope describes the stress conditions at

which failure occurs in a soil. These stress conditions are usually referred

to the limiting shear stress condition, (oilor)*"*. This condition describes

the stresses at which dynamic yielding of the particle structure is taking
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place, and a statisticalìy constant condition of sliding friction between

particles has been obtained (Graham, lg74). Bjemum and Kennev (1967)

proposed that the maximum principal stress ratio for failure described the

ultimate frictional resistance between particles, and was only mobilized

at high strains. Leroueil et al. (.l979) stated that there are some indica-

tions that the strength deve'loped at large strains presents many of the

characteristics of critical state. 0n this basis, the author proposed that

critical state envelope and the coulomb-Mohr envelope, defined by the

(oi/o\)o,"* condition, were closely simitar in the normalìy consoìidated

ranges.

. During this study, relaxation tests were performed when the ax'ial

strains were about 1 to 2 percent past max'imum deviator stress. Th'is was

done to avoid significant reductions in the strength which occur as strains

increase. Upon completion of the relaxation test, the strain rate was in-

creased and the sample sheared to large strains. The stress ratios,
(oiloi), increased significantly after the relaxation test. This may have

been as a result of the larger strain rates, or possibly as a result of
porewater equalization during relaxation. Because of the discontinuity in

stress ratios after relaxation, the maximum stress ratio stresses could not

be determined in the undrained tests. Therefore, the normally consoìidated

envelope for this study v'ras based on the maximum deviator stress criterion

and may not truìy represent critical state conditions for the clay. The

author suggests that the use of the critical state concept exclusively to

define failure at (oiloi)*"* on (p', q) stress space is useful. It eliminates

the uncertainty associated with which rupture criterion, (oi/o'r)r.* or

(or-orl/Zoo,*'is used to define failure. The critical state line wouìd be

clearly associated with large strain failure of the clay.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

5. I CONCLUSIONS

The results of this series of tests cannot be considered definitive

because of the limited number of samples tested. However, severa'l prelim-

inary conclusions are possible on the basis of the results. These are

presented below.

1) The existence of limit state envelopes which describe stress

conditions at which the in-situ particle structure begins to yieìd or

break down, was demonstrated for winnipeg.c'lay from the university of

Manitoba campus at depths of 8.2 m and 
.l0.0 m. The stress-strain data along

various stress paths confirmed that there are stress levels, defining limit
state conditions' at which marked changes occur in the stress strain behaviour.

2) Strain energy provides a ìimit state criterÍon which is not

stress path dependent and which includes all components of the strain ten-

sor. Furthermore, strain energy should be pìotted against a scalar stress*

component in order to generatize its appticability to any stress path.

3) The limit state concept is recognized to be a consequence of the

in-situ particle structure of a soil. Careful sampìing, sample prepara-

tion, and reconsolidation to in-situ stresses are required to preserve this
in-situ structure.

4) The timit state envelopes in this study were at significant'ly

higher stresses than those defined by Baracos et al. (.l979).

This is not a true scalar; it is a pragmatic, empirical quantity.
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5) The effective stress, normally consolidated, Coulomb_Mohr

strength parameters from this studywere c' equals 0 and Q' equals lgo.

6) Veri fication of the appl icabi'l ity of the YLIGH'|- model to hji nni -
peg c'lays requires further testing. Because the shape and orientation of
the limit state envelopes defined in this study are tentative, the details
of the modeì cannot be confi rmed. No useful work has yet been done on the

time-dependent aspects of the yLIGHT model.

- 5.2

Due to its limited scope, this study has perhaps raised more

questions than it has answered. As a consequence, the fol'lowing sugges-

tions are made with regard to further studies on the stress-strain-time
propert i es of l,li nn i peg c'l ay.

l) Conclusive definition of the shape and orientation of limit
state envelopes in ldinnipeg clay requires a larger number of tests. It is
suggested that at least six drained, stress controlled triaxial tests be

performed on samples from one depth. The effective stress paths followed

by these tests should equally partition (p,, Q) stress space below the

normally consolidated Coulomb-Mohr strength envelope and should include an

isotropic, effective stress path.

2) In future studies, it is suggested that the storage time of
samples prior to testing be minÍmized. The samples used in this study had

been stored for over a year during which time properties of the clay may

have been altered significantty. However, because of a lack of funds and

the winter season, it was not possible to obtain new sampìes for this
study.
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3) With regard to sample storage, it is suggested that some form

of temperature control be included in the geotechnical storage facilities
at the university of Manitoba. Temperature fluctuations were ob-

served during the storage period and may have had an adverse effect on the

properties of the samples.

4) Standard research classification testing should be expanded to

include geochemical anaìysis and organics testing. This information is

noticeably ìacking fon hlinnipeg clay and may provide insight into their be-

havior. The addition of fa'll cone testing to provide information of the

sensitivity of hlinnipeg clays would also be useful.

5) The effect of load duration and toad increment ratio on the'

stress-strain time results requires further investigation. lrJith regard

to load increment ratio, a preliminary investigation could be conducted

with two sampìes stressed along the same stress path using one-day'load

durations. In one test, the samp'le would be stressed in four increments

to a certain stress level; whereas in the second test, twelve increments

might be used to reach that same stress level. Similarly the effect of

load duration could be investigated by stressing two samp'les along the same

stress path with the same load increment ratio, but different load

durations (for example, I day and 5 days).

6) Further oedometer testing is required to clarify the uncertainty

associated with the preconsolidation pressure results. Improved sampìe

preparation techniques in the oedometer testing may prove helpful in this

regard.

7) The effects of time on the p! could be confirmed by means of

special oedometer tests similar to those performed by Tavenas et al . (1977).
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The procedure would involve step-loading oedometer samp'les in one incre-

ment to predetermined stress levels. The oedometer samples would then be

allowed for a long period of time while strains were monitored. This

would allow the construction of the e versus od curve for the c'lay at various

times. From these curves, a quantitative indication of the effect of time

on p¿ could be gained.

8) The effect of time on the overconsolidated branch of the limit
state envelope couìd be investigated by conducting tests on triaxial
sampìes, reconsoìidated to in-situ stresses, at various strain rates. This

would provide another means of verifying the strain rate effects from the

relaxation test. .
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TABLES



Test Nunber

Test Hol-e Nuuiber

Block Sample Nunber

Test Type

Depth (rn)

ïnítial trfater

Final tr'later

T20t_

Content (%

TABLE 3.1-

Lfqufd Llnrt (%)

Plastlc Lirnft (Z)

T202

PLastlcfty Index (%)

CAD

7.9-8.4

BASIC SOIL PROPERTTES

Clay Content (%)

55 .9

T203

Specific Gravlty

cAD(Ú)

7.9-8.4

unlt I'Ielght (kN/m3)

85

56.5

T204

- Not obtalned for this test.

cAD(Ú)

47 .5

31

7.9-8.4

54

84

s6.6

T205

CAD(Ú)

73

2.74

30

50. 3

7.9-8.4

1-6. 8

54

86

56.s

T206

73

cAD(u)

2.74

29

9. 8-10.2 9 . 8-10.2 9. 8-10.2 9 . 8-1_0.2 9. 8_10.2

L6.7

57

83

58.3

T207

cAD(Û)

47.8

30

16.5

53

67

5 3.8

T208

28

46.2

CAD

39

L6.7

73

57 .5

T209

78

2.70

49.8

28

CAD

45

16. 5

67

58.3

75

CAÛ

3L

57.r

2.74

L6.7

36

64

49.3

52.7

34

30

16.7

70

28

L6.6

42

16 .9

I

O
rrc)
I



Test Ntrmber

Drained
Shearing

Test HoIe Number

Block Sanple Nunrber

(or'or) /rrr,,^* (kpa)

Nonrinal Depth (m)

oå.t "t (ot-Õs)/'r** (kPa)

er at, (or-or)/Zmü ß)

LtIDLI¡. J . ¿

oi. (kea¡

oi"/oi"

Undrained
Shearing

T201

P'/olclc

Ð¡:rr;flf( AriS'J- f(.E;!iUJJ'I'S

(or-or) /r^ * (kpa)

1202

oå.t .t (or-orl/r** (kpa)

8-2

95.1

(or-or) /26' 
c

T203

285.r

Er at (or-or) /r^u*

8.2

15.35

Es o (MPa)

T204

E ro/ (o 
,-o ,) /2^"*

4.2

of

T205

00., 
"t 

Êp (a)

571.9

4.2

(8)

e
p

0.63

T206

Initial Strain Rate,
dl ß/h)

474.4

o.47

10.0

139.5

0. 78

1207

4L5.6

0. 57

156.9

10.0

o.24

114.6

0. 81

T208

0. 58

47r.2

L.72

342.5

10.0

o.24

54.L 42.9

73.O

o.92

89.5

T209

388

2.O5

I24.O

4L2.O

0.58

258.0

10.0

o.62

o.47

0. 70

r03.3

15.63 6.80

65. 3

8.6

374

2.62

o-52

301. 7

126.9

10.0

0.83

1. 3t

16. I

o.22

I14.7

9.3

22r

5.4s

347.2

o.46

2.O5

0.45

24.2

o.2a

4-5

273

2.33

106.1

0.43

3.49

1.09

30 .0

0.65

10. I

262

2.57

o -92

1.34

5.84

49.5

9.6

81.6

0.96

3.37

o.47

2.O7

1.01

8-5

171

0. 35

5.8

2 -97

0.91

I

o
!



Test Number

TABLE 3.3 ONE-DIMENSIONAT, CONSOLTDATTON TEST RESULTS

Test Hole Nunrl¡er

Block Sample Number

Depth (m)

Sample Orientation

e¿ (kPa)

*nå (kPa)

ri /ri

cl

cc

7.9-8.4

Based on G.w.T. at 3 m and y = L7.5 kn/m3'sat

Based on in-situ effective horizontal stress,
**

Horizontal Vertical

c2

270

7.9-A.4

91

c3

3.0

270

0.90

9.8 -10.2

59**

Horizontal

c4

280

0. 86

9.8-10.2

106

Horizontal

2.6

265

0. 73

ori = 0.6s eå

106

2.5

0.65

I

I



Test Number

o!lc

(kpa)

TABLE 3.4 TRTAXTAL CONSOLIDATION RESULTS FOR

RESTRESSING TO TN-SITU STRESSES

oå"

(kPa)

På** (kPa)

(kpa)

oi./På

T201

el/oic

91.0

9L. 3

o,r"/a i"

Í202

59.2

91.0

Etc

e
3C

91.0

T203

270

(8)

1.00

Êrr.

59.2

91 .0

(E)

2.96

90.9

T204

270

Based on G.W.T. at 3 metres and ysat = I7.5 kN/m3

From one-dirnensionar consolidation tests (see Tabre 3.3)

(r)

**

0.65

I.00

59.7

91.0

L.37

2.97

89.5

T205

270

LO6.2

0. 13

0.65

I .00

59.1

1.63 1.91

106.0

L.25

2.97

r206

270

106.2

0. 33

0.66

0 .98

68.3

272.5

106.1

r.64

3.O2

T207

-0. 78

106.2

0.66

1: 00

68.5

272.5

106.6

0.08

2.33

2.57

T208

LO6.2

0.65

o.20

69.2

1.00

272.5

]-06.7

2.72

2.03

2.57

r209

0.68

106.2

0.65

1.00

69.2

272.5

106. I

3.38

2.O9

2.56

o.79

0.65

1.00

68.7

272.5

1.86

3.68

2.55

0.61

0.65

I .00

1.88

3.08

2.57

0. 71

0.6s

2.04

3. 30

0.89

3.A2

I

N)
I



Test Number

l)t*

oi (kea¡

TABI.E 3.5 TRIAXIA], CONSOLTDATION RESULTS TO THE END

OF STRESS CONTROLLED TESTING

(kea¡

oå

Þr rt*^c

(kPa)

PL/oi"

T201#

(kPa)

oi"/nI

91.0

oi"/oi"

ALL.9

t202

ê'lc

22L.7

91.0

57L.9

Es" (r)

T203

270

(*)

360.2

0.66

91.0

t sample consolidated to ín-situ stresses only

474.4

4.53

T204

270

(r)

* Based on c.$f .T. at 3 m "rd y="t = L'7.5 kN/m3

** From one-dimensionar consolidation test results (see table 3.3)

# sample failed in drained shear at the varues shown

372.3

o.47

0 .54

91.0

15.35 14.88

156.9

6.28

T205

270

-L.32

t27.8

LO6.2

0 .57

0.63

47L.2

9.83 14.94 t7 .66 5.26

5.2L

T206

270

433.6

LO6.2

0.03

0.78

r.72

272.5

522.2

T2o7# T2og#

I.72

7.37

106.2

362.8

s.15

0.81

0.58

272.5

375.9

4.45

3.40

199.0

106. 2

0. 93

o.92

0.52

272.5

2L4.O

r2o9+

7.20

4.92

LO6.2

3.97

0.70

o.72

83.4

L2.O9

15. 13

272.5

106. I

3.54

1.82

0.53

L.27

68.7

L2.O9

15.63

272.5

2.O2

0.39

1.56

2.57

18.76

6.80

1.00

0.95

0 .65

8.69

2.O4

0.89

3.82

I

(¡)
I



TABLE 3.6 YIELD STRESSES FROM DIFT'ERENT CRITERTA

FOR TEST SERIES T2O1 TO T2O4

yield
Criterion

TEST NUMBER

oi vs el

(or-or) vs Er

orvsg
oct

Note: The yield (or
have been put
the test.

Or' vs g
3

V'l vs

T201

orscalar

249

T202

252

limit. state) stresses presented in this tablein terms of o' along the stress path foroct

313

T203

316

248

T204

296

277

277

I
J

Þ
I



TABLE 3.7 YIELD STRESSES FROM DIFFERENT CRTTERIA

FOR TEST SERTES 1205 TO T2O9

YieId
Criterion

Test Number

ol vs Ê,

(or-or) vs e,

Note: The yield (or rinrit state) stresses presented. in this table
have been put in terms of of.a along the stress path forthe test.

o! vseoct

ol vs e,

WvsOr
scaJ-ar

T205 r206

266

266

T207

274

255

285

2L5

T208

215

267

209

I

(tr
I
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TABLE 4.1 STRAINS AT LIMIT STATE STRESSES

TEST NI'MBER

t, (å)

Êv (B)

T20 1

7.5

7.2

r206

6.5

9.5

T203

5.4

5.2

T202

6.7

8.3

T205

4.5

8.7

,r207

7.4

J2 -3
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TABLE 4.? VOLUME CHANGE MEASUREMEMTS

TEST NTJMBER T2OL T2O2 T2O3 T2O4 T2O5 T206 T2O7 T2O8 T2O9

TotaI Measured
\þlume ctrange¡ 61'9 92'5 109' 1 32.6 93.0 97.t 111.4 53.0 23.6

(cm3)

Total Calcu.lated
volume change**. - 59.1 4I-7 - 68.8 51.9 4g.7 8.4 -24.o

(cm3¡

From burette readings

** F:om sampre moisture contents before and after testing

- Moisture content rot taken at the end of test
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FIGURES
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UNDISTURBED COHESIVE SOILS

INTRODUCTION

The importance of good quality sampling and testing techniques

has been emphasized by several investigators (crooks, 1g73; Graham,

1974; Crooks and Graham, 1976; Leroueil and Tavenas,1977). This is
especially true when investigating the concept of a limit state envelope

because it is essentially a by-product of the in-situ grain structure of
the soil. Any significant disturbance durÍng sampling and testing tends

to alter the in-situ structure of the soiì and thus its in-situ proper-

ties' Hígh quaìity triaxial testing of undÍsturbed clay samples requires
considerable care during sample preparation and tightìy controlled lab-
oratory procedures during reconsolidation and shear.

The procedures and equipment outlined in this appendix are similar
to those used by Crooks (1973), but have been modified to conform with
the equipment currentìy available in the University of Manitoba. An im-
portant feature of this equipment is that the soiì sample is supported

at all stages of trinrning and buiìding-in. A detailed description of the

test equipment and procedures is presented in the fo]lowing section under

the sub-divisions:

A. Equi pment preparation;

B. Sample Trirming and Bui t ding-in;

c. Drained consoìidation-Load Increment procedures;

D. Back-pressuring and preparation for undrained Shear;

E. Undrained Shear;

F. Buil ding-out.
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A. EQUIPMENT PREPARATION

As in any laboratory testing it is important to have all of the

testing apparatus and sampìe preparation equipment prepared in advance

of their being required. This section presents the preìiminary prepara-

tions prior to trirrning and building-in the sample.

l. collect the sample preparation equipment. This includes:

a) Trinming and building-in apparatus (see Fig. A.l)
base plate top .loading 

cap

trimming platform

cutting cyl inder

top cap holder

membrane stretcher

b) Associated equipment

gl ass p'late

wire saw

sharp knife

fil ter stone

filter paper

All the trimming equipment should be checked for smooth actjon

and lightly oiled with silicone oil. The leading edge and inside

surface of the cutting cyìinder should be lightìy greased also.

check that there are adequate supplies of deaired distilled
water. A pressure tank fuil of deaired, distilled water is re-
quired for filling the cell; the tank should be put under vacuum

for at least 24 hours to ensure it is adequately deaired. In

addition, about 2 ìitres of deaired, distiìled water is requìred

for the drainage leads, the burettes, and flushing purposes.

filter stone holder

three-holed clamp

spì i t c'lamp

sil icone oi l

stopcock

3" diameter rubber o-rings

3" diameter rubber membranes

?.

3.
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4.

E

Deair the porous stone the day before the buiìding-in the

sampì e .

Prepare the triaxial cell and accompanying equipment. This

incl udes:

3" rotating bush, triaxial cell: cell base and top;

3 burettes and a burette stand;

pressure control equipment and measuring gauges;

suppìy of engine oil and small mechanical pump;

'loading hanger and bal l bearìng;

dead weights;

dial gauge;

pi ston c'lamp.

Note that during most of the testing, cêll pressure and back_

pressures is supp'lied by an air line and reducing valve system.

This system provides constant pressures up to about 400 kpa.

Pressures above this were suppried by a self-compensating mer-

cury pot system. Pressure gauges reading to t 1.0 psi allow the

cell pressure and back-pressure to be applied approximateìy.

Precise control of the pressures is npnitored by pressure trans-
ducers and a calibrated LED voltmeter. pressure transducers are

attached to one of the cell drainage leads and one of the

pedestaì drainage leads. These transducers, coup'led with the LED

voltmeter (i.e. electrical signal conditioner), provide readings

of ceìl pressure and pore pressure to within t 0..l kpa.

sometime before beginning each test the pressure transducers and

the LED voltmeter are calibrated. The procedure for this calibra-
tion is:

6.
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fill the triaxial cell with deaired water to
to the mid-height of the sample; this becomes

point for pressures;

a level equal

the reference

b) open the drainage connection to the cell pressure transducer

and pore pressure transducer and turn on the signaì condi-
ti oner;

c) an air pressure line (from a reducing valve) is attached

through a y-connection to both the top of the triaxial cell
and a sing]'e limb mercury manometer; this enables a known

pressure to be applied to the top of the water in the cell
(and thus the pressure transducers);

d) a pressure of 39 psi (the nnximum capacity of the existing
manometer) is applied to the transducer (as measured by the

mercury manoneter); the span adjustments for both channels

of the signal conditioner are then manipulated so that they

read this pressure;

e) the air pressure is then reduced to atmospheric pressure

(ensure this by opening the relief valve on top of the cell);
the signal conditioner reading on both channels are adjusted

to read zero by using the separate zero adjustment for each

channel ;

f) steps (d) and (e) are repeated until
readings are found for both channels

zero adjustments; this usually takes

of steps (d) and (e).

the correct pressure

without further span or

two or three repetitions

a)
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The pressure transducers and signal conditioner are now calibrated
Daily rezeroing to account for changes in atnrospheric pressure

during testing is discussed in section C. The signal conditioner
should now be left on continuously for the duration of the test.

7' The weight of equipment used in calculating axial stresses due to
dead load is determÍned. These items include: the loading hanger,

the loading piston, the ball bearing, the dial gauge, the top road-

ing cap, and the rubber membranes. In addition, the weight and

inner diameter of the cutting cylinder are needed.

8. Two moisture content tÍns are

hol d sampl e trinrmi ngs . These

standard classification tests

gravity, and hydrometer grain

prepared and a ìarge tare is.used to

trimmings are used to perform the

such as Atterberg limits, specific

size analysis.

B.

This phase begins after all of the preparatory work is comp'leted.

The triaxial cell top is off and the trinrning equipment is not in place.

A roughìy cut sampìe should be ready. The use of the trimming equipment

is shown in Fig. A.z. The trimming equipment itself is shown in Fig. A.l.
l. The cell pedestaì is deaired by flushing water through the pede-

stal by means of burettes attached to the pedestal drainage

leads; the deairing process is continued until no air bubbles

are detected in the water flushing through the pedestal; a suc_

tion line is used to suck up the excess water flowing from the

top of the pedestal.
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The base plate of the trimrning equipment is pìaced roosery on

the cell base with the sample cutting cyìinder in posi.tion on

the uprights (cutting edge upper.most). The cell p'late is ad-
justed until the cutting cylinder is accurately centered over
the pedesta'l base, and then tightened in pìace. It should be

noted that satisfactory operation of the trimming equipment can

only be achieved if this centering process is ca*ied out
accurately.

The trinming table is attached to the base plate. prior to
placing the roughry trirruned sample on the trimming table, the
bottom end is squared off. The sampìe is then placed central.ly
on the trimming table so that it Ties within the projection of
the cutting cy'linder for its ful I 'length.

The cutting cylinder (cutting edge down) is now forced slow.ly

down into the cray to a depth of sìighily ìess than the fuil
length of the cutting edge. The excess cìay outside the cutting
edge is then removed using a piece of cutting wire (or a sharp

knife). Particular attention must be paid to avoid undercutting
the leading edge (see Fig. A.2(a)).

using the technique described above, the cutting cylinder is
gradually filled with clay as it is pushed in steps towards the

trimning table. During this trimming process two moisture con-

tent samples (one from near the top and one near the bottom) are

taken from the trÍrnnings. The remainder of the trÍnmíngs are

collected in a tare and are used aften¡rard for standard classi-

3.

4.

5.
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fication tests (i.e. Atterberg limits, grôin size analysis, and

specific aravity).

6. The trimming process continues until approximately I cm of c'lay

protrudes from the top of the cutting cylinder. The cutting
cylinder is then removed from the uprights, taking care to sup-

port the soil in the cylinder, and placed (cutting edge down) on

a glass plate. The ctay is trimmed flush with the non-cutting

edge of the cy'linder and the top loading cap is pìaced on this
end. The cylinder is inverted and the loading cap forced app_

roximate'ly I cm into the cylinder. The clay is then trimmed

flush with the cutting edge of the cylinder.

7. The top loading cap is removed and the cutting cylinder filled
with wet cìay is weighed. Note that any excess cìay on the

cutting cyìinder must be renpved prior to weighing.

8. The cutting cylinder is placed, cuttÍng edge down, on a gìass

piate. The saturated deaired filter stone is placed in the

filter stone holder. The filter stone and its holder are then

attached to the top of the cutting cyìinder. care should be

taken to ensure that the filter stone remains saturated during

this process. The cutting cylinder, fuil of clay, with the

fiìter stone holder in place, is shown in Fig. A.2(b). A glass

pìate has been placed under the cutting cyìinder.

9. The trinming pìatform is removed and a meniscus of water is
forr¡ed on the pedestar. The two pieces of the spìit clamp are

sl i d to the bottom of the upri ghts.
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The cutting cyìinder is inverted (filter stone

bottom), placed on the uprights, and stid down

the pedestal. At this point the filter stone is
its holder.

and hol der on

the uprights to

uncìamped from

The top loading cap and its hotder are praced on the uprights.
The clamp is secured in prace on the uprights and the top road-
ing cap is lowered until contact is made with the top of the
samp'le. The top roading cap is secured in this position by

tightening the center screvl of the clamp.

The cutting cylinder and attached filter stone holder are care-
fully sìid up the uprights until they are about g cm clear of
the top loading cap. They are secured in this position. The

split clamp is brought up from the bottom of the uprights and

clamped in place just above the toading cap. The sample is then

standing on the pedestal base with its top supported

(Fig. 4.2(c)). The cutting cyl inder and the other c.lamp are

removed from the uprights.

The height and the diameter of the sample are determined and

recorded on data sheet I (Fig. n.q). The diameter is taken as

the average of measurements taken at the top, middle, and bottom

of the sample. Si'milarly three measurements of the height of the
sample are made to compute an average height.

A thin coat of silicone stopcock grease is app'lied to the side

of the pedestaì and the toading cap.

12.

t3.

14.
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l5' Lateral drains are provided by appìying firter stripsr âppFoX-

imately I cm wide, longitudinariy around the circumference of
the sample. care must be taken to ensure that the filter
strips overlap the filter stone at the bottom of the sampìe

(Fig. A.z(d)). Note that the filter strips are saturated before
being applied to the sampìe.

16. One rubber membrane is put on the membrane stretcher a'rong with
one o-ring at the bottom. The membrane stretcher is then put on

the uprights and locked in position above the split clamp. The

other clamp is.ptaced on the uprights and is used to rock the
top cap in prace. This ailows the sptit cramp to be separated

and lowered berow the sampìe whi're the other cramp supports the

top loading cap. The membrane stretcher is lowered and the first
membrane put over the sample with one o-ring at the bottom. The

membrane stretcher is then raised above the sample and locked in
place. The split clamp is again slid above the sample and used

to lock the top cap. The membrane stretcher and the other clamp

are rernoved from the uprights. After the first membrane is on,

water is allowed through the pedestal from one of the pedestal

drainage burettes. This allows the region between the membrane

and the sampìe to be saturated. care should be taken to ensure

that most of the air bubles between the sample and the first
nrembrane are el iminated.

17. A layer of silicone oil is applied to the

menùrane. Using the same procedure as in

brane is put over the sample. However, in

outside of the first
step 16 a second mem-

this case a total of
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four additional o-rings are put on the sample. Two are put on

the pedestar and two on the roading cap. care must be taken not
to pinch the sample when rolling the sealing rings on to the
pedestal and the loading cap. Fig. A.2(e) shows the sampìe,

with the membrane stretcher surrounding it just prior to roiling
on the second rubber rembrane and the 4 rubber o-rings.

.l8. After placing the second membrane and its o-rings, the membrane

stretcher is secured above the sample so that the split clamp

can be brought above the sample and locked in prace.

19. The top cap holder screws are removed, allowing the top cap

ho]der, the menùrane stretcher, the split clamp and the other

cìamp to be taken from the uprights. The base plate is then

carefully removed, leaving the sample free-standing on the

pedestal as shown by Fig. A.Z(f).

20- The cell top is fitted on the cell base and screwed down. This

is a.most critical step because the samp'le is free-standing and

easi'ly disturbed. care should be taken to ensure that the

loading piston is c'lamped and out of way, and that the bushing

drive lines up with the bushing.

21. The loading piston is lowered until

sample. The piston is then locked

support for the sampìe.

contact is made up with the

in place; thus providing

cell is filled with deaired water to a level just above the

cap. At this point a layer of engine oil about 2 to 3 cm

ïhe

top

22.
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is pumped into the cell through the connection in the top of
the cell. After this, filling of the cell through the cell
base is continued until some of the engine oi'l begins to come

out the top connection. The cell is now full and a plug is put

in this top connection. The pressur.e in the cell should be

very low.

23. Air trapped in the pedestal and drainage leads is now removed

by passing water between two burettes attached to the pedestal

drainage leads. This is accomplished by estabìishing a gradient

between the two burettes and arternatery frushing in one direc-
tion or the other. The process is continued until flushing
produces no more air bubbles and all air bubbles are removed

from the drainage lines.

24. One of the drainage leads from the pedestar is seared off. The

other is left open and the water level in its drainage lead bur-

ette is set at midheight of the sample. Additionally, a draìnage

lead and burette is attached to the celì pressure transducer

connection. The water level in this burette is also set at mid_

height of the sample.

25. The rotating bush drive coupling is attached. The thrust post,

which takes any torque imparted to the loading piston by the

rotating bush, and the torque arm are put in place. care must

be taken to ensure that torque arm and thrust post are in con-

tact and that the direction of the rotation of the bushing has

been accounted for.
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26. The vertical dial gauge is put in place. Its pìacement should

facilitate its reading during toading and must accommodate the
loading hanger when in p1ace.

27. The balr bearing and roading hanger are p'raced in position on

top of the loading piston.

The sample is now ready for its first load increment. prior to this it
is advisable to clean the trimning equipment and set it aside. FÍg. A.3

shows the triaxial set-up.

C. DRAINED CONSOLIDATION. LOAD INCREMENT PROCEDURES

1. In calculating the first road increment for the sample the dead

load contribution, wo, to the stress at the midheight of the

sample is required. This calculation is completed on data sheet

1 (Fis. 4.4).

2. The initial volume, Vo, of the samp.le, its initíal height, Ho,

and initial cross-sectional area, Ao, are established on the

basis of the measurements taken while building-in the samp.le.

These values, along with the dead load va]ue l'lo, are transferred
to data sheet 2 (the standard data collection sheet for the

drained portion of the test) shown in Fig. A.S.

3. The desired stresses for the first loading increment are trans_

ferred to the data sheet. The axial loading required to give

the correct value of oi from the selected oi is calculated by

the relationshi p:
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where

a

A

oi = oj(r -fi) . +
= piston area

= instantaneous sample cross-sectional area = #
= dead Toading described above

= extra loading on hanger.

4' Prior to applying the first loading increment the folìowíng
items shourd be checked. 0n1y one of the drainage reads from
the pedestal should be open. The water level in the burette
from this read is set at the midheight of the samp.re and the

' burette reading is noted. The axiar displacement gauge shourd
be set and the initiat reading recorded. Both of the pressure
transducers shourd be reading approximatery zero pressure. The

loading piston is uncramped at this point and the rotatíng
bushing iurned on.

5' At a convenient time, the axiar and ceri pressures are app.ried.
The cell pressure shourd be appried first, foilowed as quick.ry

as possible by pìacement of the dead weights on the hanger. Dial
gauge and burette readings are then taken with tine to monítor
the consoridation of the sampìe. The most comprete set of
readings are achieved if the standard ,doubling, of time inter-
vals is used (i.e. I min,2 min, 4 mih, g min, 15 min, 30 min,
t h,2 h, 4 h, etc-). The readings are recorded on a data sheet
simirar to Fig. A.5 and may then be protted against the rog of
tir¡e to monitor the axiar and vorumetric straining of the sampìe.

I'l
o

P
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6. subsequent load increments are usually appìied at 24 hour inter_
vals. The most convenient time is as earry as possible in the
morning because it allows a complete set of dial gauge and bur-
ette readings to be taken in a standard working day. The daiìy
loading procedure is summarized in the foilowing steps:
Dai ly Loading procedures :

a) The time, burette reading, and dial gauge reading are

recorded.

b) A known volume of water is ftushed through the sample drain-
age system using the second burette attached to the other
pedesta'l drainage lead. This enables the volume of any air in
the cell base to be determined and noted. 0n this basis,
volume changes due to the exprusion of water from the sample,

can be determined. This is particularìy important when deaìing
with organic clays which can produce gas and thus misleading

burette readings.

c) Having flushed the drainage systeffi, the second drainage lead

is again cìosed and the other, being used to measure vorume

change, is reset such that its water rever is at midheight

of the sample.

d) Due to changes in atmospheric pressure the pressure trans-
ducers shourd be rezeroed every day before apprying a new

load increment. ThÍs is accomplished by closing the drainage

leads of the triaxial cell on the cell side of the two pres-

sure transducers. A head of water equal to the midheight of
the sample is then appìied to the transducers using a burette.
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The digital readings for the two channels of'the signal

conditioner are noted and then reset to zero using the zero

adjustments. The drainage leads at the cel'l are again re_

opened and the actual cell pressure is then recorded.

e) The final stresses for the toading increment are established.

First the height and volume of the sample at the end of the

increment are carculated on the basis of the change in dial
gauge reading and the change in burette reading. The final
cross-sectionaì area of the sample is found by dividing the

sample volume by its height. Knowing the ceil pressurê, the

final axial stress is ca]culated from the equation:

oi = oå(t -ft) . \ll
f) The next set of stresses along the desired stress path are

determÍned. Using the equation above, the necessary additional

dead load is calculated and the procedures listed in step b

of this section are again foilowed.

7. These procedures are followed as the sample is consolidated

a'long its predetermined stress path.

D. BACK-PRESSURING AND PREPARATION FOR UNDRAINED SHEAR

If the sample has not fai'led during the drained stress-control-
led portion of the test, it is put into undrained shear. The following
section describes the steps necessary to move the sample from the

stress-controlled, triaxial consolidation set-up in Fig. A.3 to a
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strain-controlled compression frame for undrained shearing. The back_

pressuring procedure whereby the cell pressure and porewater pressure

are sÍmultaneously raised to dissolve any unwanted air in the porewater,

is also described.

2.

3.

t. The daily loading procedures, out'lined in section c6, are

ed to the point of calculating the finat stresses on the

due to the previous day,s load increment.

fol I ow-

sampl e

A strain-controlìed compression frame with a suitable proving

ring or load cell is readied and brought in close proximity to
the stress-contro'lled set-up.

The axial load on the proving ring necessary to r'eplace the

dead load on the sample from the hanger and dead weights is cal_

culated. This calculation is performed using the data sheet in
Fig. 4.6. In addition, the change in proving ring reading caused

by a 6.9 kPa change in celr pressure acting on the toading piston

area is calculated.

Preparations are made to transfer the triaxÍal cell from the set-
up in Fig. 4.3 to the strain-controlled compression frame. First,
the compression frame is moved as close as possible to the stress_

controlled set-up. The rotating bush motor is turned off and the

bushing connection is uncoupled. The loading piston is clamped

in place and the hanger and dead weights removed. All of the

cell's drainage leads are closed. The final effective stresses

on the sample are maintained by the clamped toading piston, and

the ce]l and porewater pr€ssures existing on the sample prior to
closing the drainage leads. The tirB, axiaì dial gauge reading,

4.
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cel1 pressure, and pore pressure are all
( Fi g. 4.6) .

recorded at thi's stage

5. All burettes are closed off and disconnected.

6. The cell is then transferred to the compression frame. This

should be done with the ce'l'l pressure and porewater pressure

transducers still connected to the signaì conditioner. The nec-

essity of turning off the signal conditioner is thus avoided.

7- Once the cel'l is transfe'ed to the compression r"urå, the eff-
ective stresses which existed in the drained stress-controlled

set-up are r€-estab'lished. The cell pressure is reconnected and

the correct pressure is reappìied using the cel'l pressure reduc_

ing valve. The burettes are reattached and the pedesta'l drainage

is reopened. Care should be taken when reconnecting the burettes

so that no air is introduced into the system. The level of the

water in the burettes is reset to the midheight of the sample.

The rotating bush drive is reattached to the bushing. The prov-

ing ring is then brought in contact with the toading piston

using the strain-controlled compression machine's fine feed ad_

. justment. The proving ring reading necessary to reintroduce the

final axial stress (carcurated in step 3) is slowly appìied. The

load piston is then unclamped and the bush motor is reactivated.

At this point the following information is noted on FÍg. A.6:

time, axial dial gauge reading, proving ring reading, sample

drainage burette, cell pressure, and pore pressure. The effec-
tive stresses on the sampìe have now been reestablished in the
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strain-controlled set-up. No major axial or volume displacements

should be observed at this stage.

8. Príor to proceeding with back-pressuring, the sampìe drainage

system shourd be frushed to remove any air introduced by re-
attaching the burettes. In addition, it is prudent to again
rezero the pressure transducers

9. The sampre is ready for back-pressuring. The cover is praced on

the back-pressure burette and air pressure supply is attached to
the burette. Note that this may produce a smarr reading on the
porewater pressure transducer. However, the transducer should
not be rezeroed.

10. The back-pressure is usually from 20 to 30 psi (l3g to 207 kpa)

and is applied in four intervals to ensure that no sudden changes

' in effective stress occur. Initiarìy the first quarter of the
back-pressure is applied to the back-pressure burette. simur_
taneousìy the cell pressure is increased by the same increment
and the proving ring reading is increased by an amount equal to
the upward force from the ceil pressure increment. The cerl
pressure' pore pressure, proving ring, back-pressure burette,
and axial diar gauge readings are arr recorded. This process is
continued in intervals until the fu]l back-pressure has been

appl i ed.

1.l. The next step is to check that the sampre is adequatery

for undrained shearing. This is accomp'lished with a ,8,

First the back-pressure burette is closed-off. The cell

saturated

test.

press ure
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is increased by 5 psi (34.5 kpa) and a corresponding compensa_

tory loading is appìied to the proving ring. The pore pressure

change accompanying the increase Ín cell pressure is monitored

for a period of up to 30 minutes. The readings are recorded in
Fig. 4.6. The value is calculated from: B = AulÂor.

12- If B is greater than 98 percent, the sample is ready for un-

drained shearing. For a B value less than this, the sampre

should be allowed to sit overnight under full back-pressure.

Another B test is done in the mornÍng. If this is stiil unsatis-
factory, further ftushing and back-pressuring may be necessary.

.l3. At the comp'letion of the initial part of B test the celì pres-

sure and proving ring readings should be reset to their values

prior to the test. The porewater pressure during this phase is
also monitored for a period of about 30 minutes. This reduction

in cell pressure provides for the calculation of another B value.

14. After completing the B test and prior to starting undrained

shear, the porewater pressure should be allowed to stabilize
under full back-pressure for a period. If the porewater pressure

reading changes significantly after cìosing the back-pressure

burette' excess porewater pnessures from the B test still exist

.in the sample. It shourd be allowed to sit until c.losing of the

burette causes no such changes. The sampìe is then ready for
undrained shear.
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E. UNDRAINED SHEARING

1. Before shearing, the desired strain rate

sion machine. A rate of approximately .l

acceptable for most tests. Care should be

the proper combination of gears have been

desired strain rate.

is set on the compres-

percent per hour is

taken to ensure that

chosen to produce the

2. blhen ready to shear, the back_pressure burette is closed and

the compression machine is turned on. Readings of axial dial
gauge, proving ring, ceì'l pressurer and pore pressure are taken

with time. These are taken every l0 minutes for the first hour

and at 20 minute intervals thereafter. The readings are recorded

on the data sheet shown in Fi g. A.7.

3. After reaching a peak proving ring readÍng, the sampre is
strained for another z to 3 percent of axial strain. The com-

pression machine is then switched off to carry out a relaxation
test to estimate strain rate effects. This consists of taking
readings of proving ring and axial dial gauge with time. After
switching off, the time interval for these readings is as

follows: 15 s, 30 s, ì min,2 min, 4 min, B min, 15 min, 30 min,

I hr, etc. The minimum switched-off perÍod which gives a use-

ful range of strain rates is about I hour. However it was often
convenient to leave the motor off overnight. Note that pore-

water pressures do not usually change significanily during this
process. Dial gauge and proving ring readings should be inter-
polated to 0.1
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4. If the test is left overnight, shearing is recommenced in the
morning. At this point the samp'le is sheared to rarge strains
(up to 20 percent) with readíngs taken at 1lz hour intervars.

F. BUILDING-OUT

Although the test might now normally be considered finished,
considerable care must stil'l be exercised so that an accurate determina-
tion of the final moisture content of the sample can be made. This
determination allows the compatibility of the initial moisture content,
the drainage volume during consolidation, and the final moisture con_
tent to be checked.

l. The compression machine drive is switched-off and the proving
ring reading is reduced to zero. The samp're drainage connec_

tions shourd be crosed at this point. The drainage fitting is
put in the top of the cel l.

The engine oit stiil in the ceil is forced out of the top of
the cell and collected for separation and reuse.

The cell is drained through the celr connection to the water
tank.

The cell drainage reads are closed at the ceil base and the
burettes are detached. The electricar connections from the sig-
nal conditioner to the pressure transducers are uncoupìed. The

loading piston is clamped in prace such that it supports the
top of the samp'le.

2.

3.

4.

5. The triaxia'r ce]l is then moved from the compression frame to a
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nore convenient 'location for cleaning and sample removal. The

cel'l top is removed.

6. The lower sealing o-rings are rolred down the pedestal and the

lower portion of the rubber membranes is pul]ed up to bring the

pressure inside the sample to atmospheríc. The top o-rings are

removed from the loading cap..

7. The rubber rrembranes are slid to the bottom of the pedesta'I.

This a'llows the removal of the sample from the pedestal with the

toading cap and filter stone stiil in place.

8. The lateral drainage filter strips are removed. This is facili-
tated by using a hypodermic needle filled with water to saturate

them prior to their removal.

9. The filter stone and top loading cap are removed from the sample.

10. A moisture content determination is made from the sample. De-

pending on its future use, the remainder of the sample is then

stored in an appropriate manner.
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FiG. A.I TRIMMING AND BUILDING-iN EQUIPMENT
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(o)

(c)

(e )

(b)

TTING CYLINDER

UGHLY CUT SAMPLE

TRIMMING PLATFORM

PLATE

BASE

(d)
THREE-HOLED CLAMP

ERTED CUTT¡NG
CYLINDER

IT CLAMP

TOP CAP HOLDER

TOP LOADING CAP

TRIMMED SAMPLE

FILTER STONE

EDESTAL
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ILTER STONE
HOLDER

ILTER STONE

PLATE

FILTER STRIP

REE-STANDING
SAMPLE WITH TWO
RUBBER MEMBRANES
AND FOUR O-RINGS
¡N PLACE

ONE OF TWO
MEMBRANES

OF FOUR

RuBBER 
1

RUBBER
O-RING

MBRANE STRETCHER

SPLIT CLAMP

Fig. 4.2 . Use of Trimming Equipment
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FI G. 4.3 TRIAXIAL SIT-UP DURING DRAINID

STRESS CONTROLLED TESTING
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Sheet 1

TRIÀXIAI TEST

Test No:
Test lype:

Date:

Sample Identification :

Tested By:
Depth, ft'Sample No:

Sample Description:

TÐST S.Aj'ÍPLE DIMENSIOTq ÀND UNIT WXIGHT DETERMTNATTON

Diameter of test sample, Do =
Height of test sample, Ho =
Volume of test sample, Vo =
Weight of test sample + cutting ring
Weight of cutting ring
Weight of test sample Wo

Wet Unit Weight = Wo/Vo

DETERMTNÀTION OF Wo

Downward Force, Fo

fVeight of hanger
Î{eight of piston
lVeight of ball
I{eight of dial gauge
Weight of top cap
Í{eight of }: test sarçle
Vfeight of I membrane

Upward Force, Fu = Àohåy*

Net load at nid-height of
W =PoÞ

TOTÀI F =D

= o. 7854D'?"håy*=

test sanq)le,
-Þ

rns.
ins.
TN

grns .

gms.

gms.

gms.

gaìs.

gnìs.

gms.

9m5.
gms.

qms.

gms.

gms.

gr¡ns.

cms.

cnìs .

cc.

Remarks, *h_ = Dista¡ce between the top of the sample
and mid-height of sample.

FIG. A.4 - DATA SHEET FOR BUILDiNG-IN SAMPLE
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fIME-
TôTAL

(uc rrâ

ÀXl^L

()
AL.() (r- o/¡.)

SA,MPLE- NO....
Loc^TloNr. ...........
lcvr3= o,o6t tx3

csQ-7¡,\
wEtcåt{r
TÊe-r4

?/^
llEIGHT:
( -ôÀ)

VôLUME =

: -Àr)

fEST

ÀEEÀ -

TYPE-

BUCÊTTE

( <.3)
Àv= VoL
ware.Q-
EXPELLED

SHEET HO.
coN5r. LôAD.......
PrsroN Ast-A .. .

FIG. A.5 - DATA SHEET FOR RECORDiNG LOAD INCREMENT DATA
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ßACX PEESS.,RA APPLICATIÔN

SAMPLÊ TEST TYPL

LocÁ.TIÔN

5u¿Lr t',to

DA.T E

CHEeK coNsoLIbATIôN v!E-IGHTS :

l^lo DuR.rNG CorusoLtbATto\)
P¡r¡ove HAN6E_Q l,\tl-.
hio Due(NG ÊHÈAR

coeeeCr ! lNCopR.ECT, wr= ----_-l

PPrNc F.aCr€R

(r-e/orv; Þg /orv )
r-OTAL Axrq¡ LôAÞ (¡¡.fOOf côNSoLtDArroN) _
AXIAL LoAÞ- sHE_AeWo (tS o. þq) _ =p.plNG DrV._

PlSrou AaEA _ ('rur) c¿_r_L peEssuaE rNceÊASE or I þsi ppoourps
LoAD ott PING = r F, = ñ,\,

W+]ËN M¿VE"b 1o coMP, FeAMÊ,
ZEPO TP/\NSDUC¿PS: 

'EI 
L PEESSUQÊ - -_----.> : _->

DA.IE TtMÉ AcTtvlrY îin' i t¡:',lo
GÃúà? i erNG

- - - EÌìD Of CoN56L¡gq-f'ar.J

_--- CLAMP PISTON
MovÊ To coMp. peAr,.1È; SET

P PING ; r.,rr.)c,t-A¡v1p

eus t/4x BAct6 pÊESS.5-?,5þsi _ _ _ _
'T+¡r'¡,
"3/+',¡
" lq ,, ,, roJæþsi

CHECK SATUPATTON C¿OSE'OFF BUEÊT, INCE€ASE- aq3 ABoUT 5 Psr

Au/aa.
AñÞ rñcefñ,:ñT

PQJNG APPAÔÞÞIATELY. R,EAD AIJ. , $ =

B= au/acs

FIG. A.6 - DATA SHEET FOR TRANSFER OF SAMPLE TO STRAIN-CONTROLLED
COMPRESSION FRAME, BACK-PRTSSURING, AND B TEST

PoEE P€EsSUPÊ -

TIMÈ | cÆ.LL pptr<s AxtaL D.G I p.er¡ic;
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UNÞRAINE:D S|+EAP

sAr4PLL _ TElI_rcL 3+1E¿T No

LÔCATIÔN DATÊ

PêôUÍÑG PINq No

TISTiNG R,ATE-

PQovt¡6¡ ¿lñc FAcToP lB /orv
t(G/Drv

rñ/ñ4rN MM/MrN o^/uB

GEAR.8ox (cerree , oetvep/optvEN )
FoR Ð(AMPLE- Þ,ç1ßb )

ZEPÒ TPANSDUCE-PS; CE-LL PR"ÊSSUAÊ __ _ _-----È_ __ _ :

PoPE PPFqSURE- _

FiG. A.7 - DATA SHEET FOR UNDRAINED SHEAR
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APPENDIX B

STRNSS CONTROLLED DR4,INED TEST RESULTS



Stress
LeVel

Load
Dura-
Èlon

(h)

TABLE B.] STRESS CONTROLLED DRAINED RESULTS - TEST T2OI

3*

t7

o;
(kPa)

2A

46

45.0 29 .3

õt

(kPa)

20

64.7 42.I

23

9I.3 59 -2

23

LLz.9

ctloct
(kPa)

24

135.3

10

23

156.2 91.8

11

25

34.5

(o, -o, )
(kPa)

L78.7

70 .1

T2

25

49.6

L99 .9 113.5

81.6

13

22

69.9

222.4

L4

15.1

23

84.4

103 .1

243.5

oi/ol

l5

22.6

24

99 .5

265.8

16

113.3

32.2

24

L24.8

247.8

I7

128.3

42 -8

0 .651

22

135.3

309 .3

rg***

L42.3

53 .8

0.651

24

146.2

Approximate in-situ stresses
***

Sample failed in drained shear during this increment; resul_ts shown are calculated from the lastset of readings and are assumed. to represent the failure condition
t calculated f:rom: Es = ( ev-e r) /z

0l

(B)

331.3

157.3

64.4

0 .648

26

L57 .2

350.8 189 .5

171 .3

75.6

o -62r

0 .40

l-67 .7

374.L

186 .1

86.4

0.84

0 .603

c

v
(%)

L78.7

393.8

200.7

97 .6

0 .587

L.37

4rI .9 22I .7

IOA -2

0 .34

2I4.9

o.577

L.76

200.8

1I9 .6

0.91

¿
cl

(B)

229 -6

0.568

2.25

2LI.5

130.6

1 .63

243.3

0.561

2.69

141.6

2.L2

-0.03

258.5

0 .555

3.13

A

(cm2 )

L54.4

2.67

272.3

0.550

3.57

0 .04

I6L.2

3 .15

285.1

o.546

4 .01

0 .13

45.01

I73.4

3.61

4.4L

o.542

I4I

(kN-m/m3 )

0 .18

45.L6

182.3

4.06

0 .539

4.82

o.2r

45.06

I90.2

4.42

0.540

5.35

o.23

45.03

4.83

0 .537

5 .80

o.24

0 .08

45 .01

5 .16

0. 537

6.4L

o.25

o.37

44.98

5.57

0 .538

7 .L3

o -2I

0 .88

44.98

5.92

8.63

o.2r

I .34

44.97

11.49

6.43

o.r7

I.99

45.01

6.92

15 .35

0 .11

2.67

45.00

7.73

0.06

3.43

45.04

8.86

0 .01

4.27

45 -O'7

9 .83

-0 .11

5.r2

45.I4

-0.45

6 .05

45.L9

-l-.32

6.98

45.3I

-2.76

8.26

45.65

9.44

46.55

1I.23

48.77

l.3.24

17.35

24.74

33 .18

¡

oo
Ot
I



Stress
Level-

Load
Dura-
tion
(h)

TABLE 8.2 STRESS CONTROLLED DRAINED RESULTS - TEST T2O2

3*

õl-1
(kna¡

2L

23

23

44.9

õl"3
(kPa)

20

65 .0

23

91.0

24

116 .8

29.2

oloct
(kea¡

23

L47 .2

10

42.3

t76.3

23

11

59.2

25

204.O

34.4

I2

{oj-oj)
(kea¡

75.8

24

232.3

49.9

13

94.2

260.7

22

LL2.2

69 .8

T4

23

288.9

L29.8

89 .5

15.8

15

o3/ot

111.9

r47 .4

24

316.9

22.8

16

133.6

24

165 .3

34s .5

31 .8

T7

154 .5

0.650

22

I82.9

374.2

4L.O

18

l.75.7

0 .650

402.3

24

200 .3

L9

53 .0

c"1
(%)

L97 .I

20* *

0.650

26

430.5

64.2

2I8.3

* Approximate in-situ stresses
** sample put into undrained shear after this stress r-evel
t Cal-culated from: e , = (eu-er) /2

LT7

2I8.2

o.649

459 .8

236.5

74.2

0.34

145

239.2

0.640

486 .3

c
v

(3)

253.9

85 .0

264

o.l4

260.7

0.636

27L -4

514.0

95.4

L.25

282.4

543.7

0 .636

106 .0

289.O

L-74

0 .68

¿g^l
J

(tu)

57L.9

303 .4

116 .6

0 .635

306.9

I.r3

2.30

324.4

0.634

L27.2

325.I

2.76

1.91

345.9

t31.8

0 .633

342.6

0 .17

A

("*2)

3.22

2.60

360.2

366.7

L48.4

o.632

0-20

3 .68

3.35

L59 -2

388.0

o.632

0 .33

4 .08

?oô

44.88

409.6

170.8

W

(ktt-m/m3 )

o.632

0.43

4.56

4.56

430.8

44.79

L79.4

0 .631

o.52

4.98

5. 16

44.66

189 .0

0.630

0.62

5 .48

5.62

44 -57

201.r

o.628

o.67

0.13

6 .01

6.r7

44.48

2LI.6

0 .631

o -74

0.37

6 .65

6.67

44.40

o.632

o.77

0.90

7.47

7 .16

44.34

0.630

0.81

1.54

8.89

7 -68

44 -27

0.630

IO.22

o.82

2.43

8.31

44.24

72 -70

0 .84

3 .38

9.22

44.20

13.78

0.84

10 .41

4.38

44.L9

14.88

LL.44

0.83

5. 57

44.I7

L3.20

0.88

6.66

44.I7

14 .05

o.76

8.12

44.L7

14.94

o .61

9.43

44.I2

11.17

o.25

43.82

13 .07

0.14

43.95

0 .03

1s. 51

44.29

19.19

44.40

25.06

44 -50

30.47

40 .60

45.54
50 .94

I

co
!

I



Stress
Level

Load
Dura-
tion

(h)

J1r

TABLE 8.3 STRESS CONTROLLED DRAINEÐ RESULTS - TEST T2O3

3*

oi
(kPa)

42

51

46

o:
J

(kPa)

44.O

48

65.2

95

90.9

øtoct
(kPa)

I20.3 83.4

29.5

72

I20 209.3

42.3

T49.8

10

59.7

48

L79.6

t1

I44 268.2

(o, -o, )

(kPa)

34.3

L2

49.9

L2L 296.L

107.3

238 .9 180 .1

13

r67

131.6

70.1

L4

L20 359.9

156.0

95.7

otr/o l

L4.5

15

121 .5

L94 389.4

326.8

22.8

l6* *

I47.6

191 476.9

204.3

3L.2

173 .8

o.67l-

L92

Approximate in-situ stresses

sample put into undrained shear after this stress level

Calculated from : Ee çv-er)/2

A volume increase was recorded during the first load increment

226.5

**

36.9

L99.7

0.650

e
I

(å)

I23 474.4

252.O

42.5

225.5

0 .657

216.O

446.\

48 .0

249.7

0.693

0 .54

300-7

53 .3

Ê

(%)

276 -9

o.7I1

I .30

324.I

58.7

304.0

0 .733

r.64

348.7

-1 .50

64.I

330.2

o.145

2.2I

372.3

T
Êl-3

(%)

-0.80

69.6

355.0

o.754

2.73

74.9

0 .08

381-.2

o.76I

3.25

-l-.O2

83 .8

0.69

406 .3

o.775

3.77

-1.05

A

(cm2)

88 .7

I.13

o.77I

4.23

-0.78

92 -A

1.93

o.767

4.54

-o.76

45 -77

97 .4

2.7 4

!ù

(kN-m,/m3 )

o.772

4.93

-0 .80

LO2.I

45.69

3 .15

o.777

5 .35

-0 .66

45.56

3 .89

o.782

5.79

-o.52

45.55

-0. l8

4.52

0 .785

6.20

-0. 54

45.59

5.20

o.2r

6.57

-0.33

45.46

9 .83

0.81

6 -97

-o.2L

L3.27

45.32

L.44

7 .37

-0 .08

15.48

45.28

2.06

L6.73

2.O2

45.15

3.25

I1 .66

45.04

3.54

4.67

4.46

44.92

5.72

4 .88

42.92

7 .33

5.l5

4L.39

8.95

40.49

10.88

40.o7

23.45

39.79

33.73

40.99

45. 55

48.34

I
J
æ
oo

I



Load
Stress Dura-
Level tion

(h)

t
2

TABLE 8.4

I

or
I

(kra¡

1r_3

286

STRESS CONTROLLED DRATNED RESULTS - TEST T2O4

, **b

46.I

ot
3

(kPa)

*
Approximate in-situ stresses

**
sample put into undrained shear after this stress level

+' Cal-culated from, e , = (eu-er) /2

+' suspected leakage required replacement of original rubber
strains are estimated

191

69 .6

193

89 .5

2l-6

oloct
(kPa)

113 .1

30 .5

I34.9

42 -4

156.9

59 .1

(o-o)
I 3'

(kPa)

82 -O

35 -'7

ro4.9

51.5

r27.A

69.2

r5 .7

o, /o,31

92.4

aaa

LI4.9

30 .4

137 .5

3t .0

0 .661

I

(%)

29.9

0 .609

29.I

0 .660

o.726

0 .53

e

(%)

o.778

1.81

0.815

2.33

0.84

2.7 4

Iel

(%)

I .05

3 .07

2 .12

3.40

0 .16

3 .61

A

(cm2)

-0.38

4.39

5.26

0 .20

44.82

W

(ktt-m/m3 )

o.44

45.32

0 .66

44.79

0.93

44.57

membranes during this increment;

0 .17

44.35

1 .07

44.LO

1.63

2.38

3.2I
4.32

I
J
co(o

I



Load

stress Dura-
Level tion

(h)

TABLE 8.5 STRESS CONTROLLED DRA]NED RESI]LTS - TEST T2O5

3*

36

olI
(kPa)

23

23

35 .5

o'
3

(kPa)

22

70.9

27

106.0

25

139.6

23.O

õt-oct
(kPa)

21

10

L72.8

45.2

24

11

68 .3

206 -3

24

LO2.2

27.2

L2

(o-o)
I 3'

(kna¡

239.L

24

135.3

53.7

l3

272.2

24

**I4

168.9

80.9

306.7

LL4.7

*
Approximate in-situ stresses

**
sample put into undrained shear after this increment

+ Calculated from: E. = (e -e.)/2

12.5

24

20L.7

339.2

a' /6'3' I

L47.8

25.9

24

234 -9

37L.9

181.4

37 .6

24

268.7

404.9 367 -4

274.r

37 .4

o.649

301.3

438.0

247 .3

37 .5

0.637

334.3

ê
I

(%)

47r.2

28l-.3

31 .4

0.645

314.0

37 .4

o.732

0.43

400.8

346.8

v
(%)

0 .783

37 .4

L.26

433.6

378.4

0.819

37 .9

2 .03

o.72

4L3.2

o -844

37 .8

2.58

Jgl
3

(%)

2.I3

446.2

37 .5

0 .863

3.O2

3.38

37 .5

o.876

3 .48

4.54

0.14

37 .3

0.888

3.87

A

( crn2 ¡

5.31

o.44

37 .5

0.899

4.32

6.34

0.68

4.73

0.907

44.85

1-I4

0.98

0.915

5.18

vü

(kn-m/m3)

44.59

1.15

4.26

o.920

5.67

44.36

9.28

L.43

6.L7

10.41

44.O8

L.64

0 .11

6 -67

11.73

43.92

r.97

0.75

7 .20

12.94

43.65

2.27

1 .71

I4.07

43.45

2.62

2.89

15.l_3

43.13

3 .03

3 .99

42.84

3 .39

5.7r

42.50

3 .70

7 .2r

42.O9

3.97

9 .80

4L.73

12.50

4L.42

15.9s

41.13

20.29

24.76

29.25

33.82

I
J
(o
O
I



Load
Stress Dura-
Level tion oi

(h) (kpa)

TABLE 8.6

3*

T7

23

23

STRESS CONTROT,T,T:D DRAINED RESULTS - TEST T206

36 .1

oã

(kPa)

22

70.0 45.0

27

106.1 68.5

L47 .1 98 .1

25

23.7

otoct
(kea¡

I89.2 I27 .8

2L

10

230.0 156.3

24

11

27.9

(o, -o, ) o ¿/o i
(kPa)

272.L 186.5

24

L2

53 .3

313.5

24

13 **

*
Approximate in-situ stresses

**
Sample put into undrained shear after this increment

+' Calculated from: E, = (eu-er) /2

8r .l

24

355.2 245 .5

LI4.6

12.4

24

395.2 273.3

148.3

2]-5.5

25.L

438.8 303.6

25

180.9

31 .6

480.5 333 .2

o.657

215.0

49.6

522.2 362.8

o.642

c

(å)

248.2

6L.4

o.646

282.I

73.'7

o.49

o.664

3r3 .9

c
V

(r)

85.6

1 .33

0.675

348.7

98. 0

0 .680

2.O9

382.3

IO9.7

0.86

.t
(8)

0.685

2.83

4l-5.9

I2T.9

2.45

0 .688

3.47

L35.2

3 .68

0.19

0 .691

4.15

L47 .3

4.92

0 .56

H

(cm2 )

o.692

4 .81

159 .5

5.7L

o.79

o -692

5.66

6 .80

I .04

44.82

0.693

6.60

7 .64

L.L2

44.48

0.695

7 -76

W

(kl¡-mr/rn3 )

8. 86

44.25

1.33

9.44

9 .95

10 .85

44.O2

1 .41

11. 17

L2.O9

1.60

43.93

0.13

13 .00

43.74

L.67

0.83

L4.48

43.64

L.70

L.76

r5. 73

I.78

43.45

3.r2

1 .81

43.37

4 .38

L.82

43.32

6.40

43.2L

8. 33

11. 58

43.15

r5.05

43.L2

19 .56

27 .O2

33 .70

39.98

I
J

LO

I



Load
Stress Dura_ ñr
Level tion 'I

(h) (kPa)

2 22 70 .9 46 .r -!!.]- 24 . B 0. 6s0 1. ls 1. 84 o. 3s 44 .67 O. 69

L L4 36.3 23.

TABI,E B .7

j * z6 t06.6 69.2 81.7 37 .h 0:.649 1.86 1.08 0.61 44.h2 L.6z
4 24 L36.6 83.5 101.2 53.1 q.611 2.52 4,43 0.95 44.10 z.g4
5 1 24 166.6 97.6 L20.6 69.0 0.586 3.18 5-51 1.18 43.89 4.36

oj

1t<ea)

6 23 197.6

STRESS CONTROLLED

7 23 227.7 L27.o 160.6 100.7 q:558 4.g5 B.7g r.g2 43.16 g.46
8 23 258.1 74L.7 180.5 116.4 A.W s.72 ro.z3 2.26 42.83 r2.2

oloct
(kpa)

9 23 288.0 15s.9 200.0 r3z.o q-=:!Z-- 9,72 rL_-.þ7 2.48 42.5g 1s.63
r0 22 318.5 L70.3 219.7 148.2 _0.¡35 8.10 13.03 2.46 42.57 rg.7s
rr 2s 34s.7 183.9 23L.8 76r.7 0.532 10.50 14.64 2.07 42.s0 26.34

28.0 12 . 3 0. 6q0 0. 35 _9,42 0. 07 44.95 0.07

(or-o, )

(kea¡

L2 ^-* 26 375.9 199.0 258.0 r7}.g 0.529 15.63 L8.76 1.
*

Approximate in-s1tu stresses

Sample failed in drained shear duríng
last set of readings and are assumed

.L

' Calculated from, e3 = @r-er)12
I' Loss of cell pressure near the end of

earlier readings

DRAÏNED RESULTS - TEST T2O7

***

2-4 L40.8 B5-2 0.569 J!.26 7.28 1.51 13.57 7.oI

o ¿/o; c

(%)

c
v

(r)
e^t
(9")

Avt
(on2) (kN-m/m3 )

this increment; results shown are calculated from the
to represent the failure conditi_on

Þ,63 L8.76 1.56 43.31 42.90

increment; final strains r^rere extrapolated from I
J
(o
N)
t



Ioad
Stress Dura-
Level tion oi

(h) (kPa)

TABLE 8.8

3*

10

22

5t

26

36 .0

õt-3
(kPa)

STRESS CONTROILED DRATNED RESULTS - TEST T2O8

24

70.5

24 L33.4

LO6.7

23 147 .O

23.6

119 .5

otoct
(kPa)

23 L6L.4

45.4

10 2L 20L.7

24

69.2

11 ***

27 -7

(o, -o, )

(kpa)

24

70.6

53.8

72.6

L74.4

***
Sample failed in d.rained
last set of readings and

f
CaLculated from: e, : (8,,

Approximate in-situ stresses

81. 7

188.1

74.4

r 2r4.O

86.9

L2.4

76 -7

oå/õi

92.9

25.O

78 .0

98.6

37 .6

80 .0

0 .655

l-O4.9

I' Loss of cell pressure near end of increment; final- strains extrapolated from earlier readings

48.9

82 .0

110.1

o.645

el
(å)

60.8

83 .4

116.1

0 .648

72.6

L2T.9

o.28

0.591

84.1

L26.9

ô
v

(r)

L.I4

o.544

96.4

0.506

108.0

1.88

0.50

shear during this increment; resurts shown are calculated from the
are assumed. to represent the failure condition

-E L) /2

o.475

118. I

2.2r

e^+
J

(r)

1.98

o.447

130.6

2.55

3.30

o.426

3.28

0.I1

3.73

0.406

3.77

A

(cm2)

o -42

4.r3

4.29

0. 390

0.7r

5.09

5.07

44.88

o.76

6 -05

v[

(kll-m/m3 )

6.27

44.59

o.79

6.98

6.80

0 .90

44.33

7 -87

44.28

1 .14

8.62

0 .08

1. 35

44.25

8.69

o.75

1.40

44.14

L.74

7.L7

43.9L

2.18

0.95

43 -7L

2.67

43.65

3 .85

43 .85

4.97

44.06

6.r7
7 .66
o 1?

9 .9t

I

(.o(,
I



Load
Dura-Stress taonlever (h)

TABLE 8.9 STRESS CONTROLLED DRATNED RESULTS - TEST T2O9

3*
* 

Appto*imate in-situ stresses sample put into undrained shear after thís increment
t c"I",rl.ted from: e3 = Gu-er) /2

I9

oi
(kPa)

23

27

35.6

oj
(kPa)

70.9

106 .1

23.0

(1 a"oct
(kPa)

45.9

68.7

27 -2

(or-or)
(kPa)

54.3

8I.2

L2.5

o å/Õ i'

25.O

31.4

o.647

o.647

c"t
("" )

0.645

o.64

ev
(c")

L.44

2.O4

I.2I

¿e, ,

(%)

2.65

3.82

0.28

A

(c*2 )

0 .61

0. 89

44.73

44.43

44.L]

I

(o
Þ
I


